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"Polk's

RTA Tower Loudspeakers Combine

Legendary Polk Performance with Contemporary Style."
Big speaker performance with an efficient use of space.

RTA 1'It
The RTA

Both Polk RTA series loudspeakers achieve the extremely rare combination of good looks and state-

lit

is the finest conventional (non-SDA)

speaker that Polk Audio. manufacturers. Its extremely high power handling (250 watts) and high
efficiency (90dB) provide remarkable dynamic
range from both large and small amplifiers. The
RTA lit utilizes the same technologically advanced
fluid -coupled subwoofer design found in Polk's
flagship model. Dual 8" sub-bass radiators are coupled to two 6/" mid/bass drivers, resulting in a fast,
powerful, deep, and ultra -accurate bass response,
without the boomy, undetailed sound of large
woofer systems.

RTA 8t
In a slightly smaller package, the RTA 8t offers the
same driver complement as the larger, more expensive RTA l lt, and thus shares its benefits of superior
imaging, musicality, and detail.

of-the-art performance. The tall, elegantly slender and deep "tower" design cabinets allow for
substantial internal volume for high efficiency and powerful bass, but only require less than one
square foot of floor space! The small baffle surface area around each driver minimizes diffraction
(sonic reflections), thereby insuring outstanding imaging and low coloration.
1" silver -coil dome tweeter between the two 61" trilaminate polymer bass/midrange
drivers achieves what is called "coincident radiation." This means that both the mid- and high -

Positioning the

frequencies appear to radiate from the same place on the baffle resulting in perfect blending
critical crossover point. (See illustration, below).

Polk RTA speakers have an uncanny ability to perfectly reproduce the human voice, pianos, guitars,
and every other instrument whose faithful reproduction demands superlative midrange and high frequency performance. Bass and percussion instruments are accurately reproduced with full
visceral power and realism, without the heaviness, hoominess, or lack of detail that plague
lesser designs.
The discriminating listener who seeks state-

of-the-art performance and design will find
the quintessential combination of both in
Polk's RTA series loudspeakers.

THE PRINCIPLES OF COINCIDENT RADIATION

r !-- acoustic center

!
ss.
Polk Audio's RA lit and Rr4
Tower Speakers
The perceived source of sound
of two identical drivers is
centered in the area hetween them.

at the

In the Polk REV loudspeaker,
the tweeter is positioned at the
acoustic center of the drivers.

Drivers and tweeter appear to
operate together as an ideal
point source resulting in precise imaging, uniform dispersion and startling midrange
accuracy.

Ilt High

polk a

Where to buy Polk Speakers?
For your nearest dealer, see page 106
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

The Speaker Specialists
5601 Metro Drive

Baltimore, Maryland 21215
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The Proceed CD. An o,iginal expression of
how technology can fjlfill your desire
fD musical fidelity. Two years of research
in:o the sonic possibil¢ es of the compact
disc medium have resu tei in a component
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SIGNALS & NOISE

Editor: Eugene Pitts Ill
Art Director: Cathy Cacchione

CD Costs Redux
Dear Editor:
would like to respond to J. Michael
Gatien's letter ("Signals & Noise," June
1989). have some additional information that may give a clearer picture of
the CD cost question raised in this column by reader David A. Morton (October 1988).
In his letter, Mr. Gatien paraphrases
what Mr. Morton had said previously:
"The average cost of these purchases
[recordings bought through CD and
I

I

record clubs] demonstrates overcharging by record labels at the retail
level." He further states that Mr. Morton
did not have sufficient information on
which to base his opinion. Well,
guess that depends on whether you're
a record label or a consumer. recently came across some interesting figures in an April 1989 Mix magazine
article. Jack Kiernan, senior vice president of Philips and DuPont Optical
(PDO), had presented this information
at a meeting of the International Tape/
Disc Association. Unfortunately, the article doesn't name who did the research, but possibly Mr. Kiernan himself, or PDO, did the fact-finding.
For the period 1986 through 1988,
retail prices declined 31%; wholesale,
23%, and replicator costs, 70%. For
1986, the shares of CD revenues were
around the following: Retailers had a
I

I

19% share; wholesalers, 61%, and replicators, 20%. In 1988, it was as follows: Retailers, 17%; wholesalers,
77%, and replicators, 6%. (These figures are only approximations, as was
I

working from poorly defined bar
graphs.) Interestingly, Mr. Kiernan also
noted in his article that the replicators'
gross margin on CDs was then 4% to
5% lower than on tape or vinyl. The
retailers' and replicators' share had
dropped, and the wholesalers' had risen 12%. Another fact from this article:
Of the 200 million production units in
the U.S., 120 million are captured -production, meaning that 120 million CDs
a year are produced by replicators that
are owned either partially or wholly by
the labels they service. This seems to
indicate that for those 120 million units,
the wholesalers' share is even larger.
Think about it. Out of a $12.98 selling price, a major label is taking perhaps as much as $9. To go further,
remove the 65¢ that Mr. Gatien says
4

goes to the artist in question, and
there's $8.35 left. Translate that into
500,000 units, and the label gets
$4,175,000, while replicators are getting $100,000 or less, retailers somewhat more. As a consumer,
don't
think it's especially fair that price cuts
come only at the retailers' and replica tors' expense.
As for the music club question,
know nothing about them except that
they usually seem to be run by a major
label. They charge regular list prices
($15.98 or so) for their CDs, with some
kind of bonus for buying at regular
club prices (buy one, get one at half
price, etc.). With the profit that labels
are making at retail (70% or more),
they can afford to give away three CDs
for every one they sell-and have money left over.
Everyone deserves a profit, and this
issue is very complex, but when a CD
can be manufactured for $2 (or less, in
some cases I've heard of), coupled
with a 31% drop in share at retail, I'd
say music companies could give us
discs for $9.98 or $10.98 and not be
hurt too badly. Which leads me to
agree with Mr. Morton. think he has
the information to base his opinion on.
Ron Carlson
Ogden, Iowa
I

I

I

Binaural Oversight
Dear Editor:
Thank you for recognizing my work
and II"
in "Binaural Overview, Parts
(November and December 1989).
However, I'm afraid these articles on
binaural technology contained several
significant inaccuracies.
First, Myers 3D Audio is a trademark
of PM Productions in San Jose, Cal.
The 3D Audio processing computer
described as being "as big as a refrigwas
erator" was developed while
working on my first -generation 3-D audio technology at Myers Laboratories.
We were the first in the world (October
1985) to process sound in real time to
create a binaural image by purely
mathematical modelling. No head -related transforms were used. The processing was performed by using a
mathematical model that created of
the human binaural auditory system.
This work has been embodied in U.S.
Patent 4817149 and related international patents, and is now considered
I

I

I
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33,868,800

times per second.
That's
new
technology.
HD7600

olºe

The most remarkable breakthrough in digital
technology since the introduction of compact disc
players. That's 3D Bit Stream. Exclusively from
Harman Kardon.
3D Bit Stream turns digital data into musical
experience at 33,868,800 times per second.
(100 times faster than conventional CD players.)

,

BIT STREAM

The 3D Bit Stream CD players offer unsurpassed
linearity, low-level accuracy, and freedom fi om
phase irregularities. Or, quite simply, 3D Bit
Sta earn lets the music flow.
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From the delicate sound of a classical Spanish
guitar to the driving rhythm of a bass, 3D Bit
Stream captures all the dynamics, dimension, and

musical

drama of a live performance.
Harman Kardon has a history of firsts:
from the world's first high fidelity receiver.
The first cassette deck to incorporate Dolby*.
The introduction of the active tracking tuner.
And now, bit stream technology with totally
discrete analog circuitry in compact disc players.
That's Harman Kardon. Pioneering technology for
people who love music.
Take your favorite CD to your Harman Kardon
dealer. Listen. And experience the music as you
never have before.
Also ask for a detailed explanation of 3D Bit
Stream, or write: Harman Kardon, Engineering
Dept., 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury,

experiences
That's

Harman Kardon,

NY 11797.

harman I kardon
N A Harman International Company
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

From Lirpa Labs comes the
innovative LD/LP/CD/CED
combi-player/microwave oven,
whose dinner -music shuffler
picks your elevator faves.
to be a fundamental patent in audio

technology.
The "refrigerator -size" computer that
was mentioned as needed for the
sound processing has long been replaced by VLSI chips, and is of very
small size and weight.
Also,
am no longer Ralph
Schaefer's partner, as the article stated. knew Mr. Schaefer at Myers Lableft there over three
oratories, but
years ago to start PM Productions, which has been developing a second generation 3-D audio technology
known as Myers 3D Audio. Our work is
now complete, and within months,
product will be forthcoming on Compact Disc and motion picture soundtracks.
appreciate the opportunity to make
these clarifications. have been working on developing 3-D audio technology for 12 years now and have pioneered much of the work in this field. It
is important to my work and my company that the history be kept clear.
Pete Myers
I

I

I

I

I

Producer/Director
PM Productions
San Jose, Cal.

It Happens Every Lirpa
Dear Editor:
As was reading through the October 1989 issue, noticed two listings
for stereo gear from the prestigious
manufacturer known only as Lirpa
Labs. Both the IV -XXXI tonearm and
the U8 -IT surround sound processor
sound like unique and revolutionary
products.
wonder if you are familiar
with some of the company's other stereo equipment.
The Lirpa Labs Model M-666 turntable is the only table specifically designed to play records in reverse. Its
I

I

I

unique pentagram -shaped platter
helps reduce vibrations to the stylus.
The Lirpa Labs Model R -ICBM loudspeaker is also revolutionary in design.
It is uniquely suitable for rap music.
Each speaker consists of a satellite
enclosure housing a 1 -inch cellophane
dome tweeter and a separate box for
the lower frequencies. The 6 x 6 x 6foot box has a 24 -inch bass drum
mounted to an opening in the front,
which would normally hold a woofer.
An electromagnet controls a mallet,
which strikes the drumhead to re-cre6

ate those difficult lower frequencies. To
keep the sound accurate and balanced, a crossover is included; it has a
low-pass filter that cuts off everything
above 20 Hz. Another product from
Lirpa Labs is their innovative LD/LP/

combi-player/microwave

CD/CED

oven. This space -saving appliance includes a dinner -music shuffler that randomly chooses songs from an impressive selection of elevator favorites.
was disappointed to find these advanced components missing from your
buyer's guide but hope to see them
listed in the future.
Stephen F. McMillan
Athens, Ga.
I

range of labels continues to increase;
BMG seems to be able to attract many
European classical labels don't generally see in the stores. Second, for
over a year they have been offering, at
periodic intervals, opportunities to
choose three CDs for the price of one
(how can they do that?) and a bonus
certificate for a half-price selection.
These incentives have really helped
me build up my library with the best, at
very low cost. Finally, the level of service is outstanding. Whenever have a
problem, they take care of it effectively,
without hassles.
If readers have not considered joining a classical music club to build their
libraries,
recommend without any
hesitation the BMG CD Club.
Jack E. Loman
Madison, Wisc.
I

I

I

Club Fan
Dear Editor:
For the past four years, have been
a member of the RCA Compact Disc
Club, located in Indianapolis. The Club
started much like other record clubs,
offering to sell one CD at full price and
a second at half. At first, happily received the catalog (about every three
weeks) and had the opportunity to
choose the "selection of the month,"
an alternative, or nothing. The catalog
provides a brief description of the
work, a picture of the CD cover, and
comments from Fanfare, Gramophone,
or a newspaper music critic.
My interest in music is classical, with
a specialization in the baroque period.
It seemed, as time went by, that the
Club's scope of baroque music increased, offering me better and broader choices. Last summer, purchased
the new Penguin Classical CD Guide.
Checking my music library against the
Guide, was very happy to have the
had made from the Club
selection
each month confirmed independently
by the Guide's editors as generally
top-level. My classical music background is at the novice level, and am
especially grateful to the Club for starting me off on the right foot by offering
classical selections that are outstanding. know wouldn't have been able
to acquire music of the same quality by
browsing at the local record stores,
and would have spent more.
If this is not good enough news, the
Club (along with the rest of RCA) was
recently taken over by BMG. Since the
change, there have been some really
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

important developments. First, the

Polarity Revisited
Dear Editor:
The book review of R. C. Johnsen's
The Wood Effect (August 1989) led me
to do some experimenting. inserted a
polarity -inverting stage in my stereo
system that could be switched in and
lisout instantly by remote control.
tened to various kinds of music from
FM and CD and to my own recorded
voice.
could not convince myself of
ever hearing a difference as switched
back and forth.
Then decided to use a known wave
shape, simulating an asymmetrical
transient by injecting a train of pulses
1.2 mS wide and repeating about six
times per second. Pulse width was selected to fit into the 30 to 350 -Hz range
of my woofers, and it produced a radiated near -field pulse shape of about 3 to -1 asymmetry. There was still no
effect at the normal listening position,
so moved in close, with my ear about
a foot from the woofer face. Now
could hear a difference-or did imagine it? With the pulse moving the cone
toward me, it sounded a bit fuller and a
bit brighter when reversed.
What does it mean? Well, not much.
But there may be a few souls out there
who can hear a difference in their music when the conditions are right. All
know is, am not one of them. wonder
if any readers have had experience
with this subject.
Kurt Staiger
Indianapolis, Ind.
I

I
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A NAIM FOR MUSIC
At Naim Audio we believe in a basic truth.
You deserve a hi-fi system worth coming home
to. And there are sound reasons why proud
Nairn owners have been coming home to us
for twenty years.
We never settle for less than the very best
in musical reproduction and we don't expect
you to either. From the start of the design
process to the last detail of production,
rigorous care goes into every piece of Naim

equipment.

We utilize a unique combination of high
technology and skilled craftsmanship. Our
robot loads the circuit boards, then every item
of our equipment is hand -built with justifiable
pride. If you haven't seen the inside of a Naim
amplifier, send for our brochure or better yet,

NAIM AUDIO NORTH AMERICA
1748 NORTH SEDGWICK STREET
CHICAGO
IL 60614

U.S.A.
TEL (312) 9440217

see your nearest Naim dealer. This is our art
and we are proud of it.

We test our equipment in our factory, not in
your home. We measure distortion, stability,
bias, noise levels and over a dozen other
parameters, to ensure they fall well within our,
and your, demanding specifications. Finally
each piece of Naim equipment has to pass the
ultimate test - we listen to it. Think about that,
thousands of components every year, each
auditioned prior to shipment.

Most importantly, Naim is about music. We
a twenty year tradition of
excellence, craftsmanship and innovation.
have behind us

Visit your Naim dealer and auditión our full
range of electronics and speakers.

ALCYON ELECTRONIQUE
6818 ST DENIS
MONTREAL
HUS 252
CANADA
TEL (514) 276 4004

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Comments on
Voltage -Spike Protectors
When discussing surge protectors in
the May 1989 issue, you said that the
house fuse will blow or the circuit
breaker trip if a surge protector goes
bad. However, some devices, such as
GE's Voltage Spike Protector and their
Electronic Protection Center, do not
depend on a circuit -interruption device
within the house's wiring system.
I had a question about testing the
voltage -spike protector to determine
whether or not the metal -oxide varistor
(MOV) was still good. It was answered
by a GE engineer, who said that larger
and later devices, such as the Electronic Protection Center, may eventually incorporate an indicator light which
would show the condition of the MOV.
I decided that one could determine
whether an MOV was still functioning
by measuring its leakage current and
comparing it to the leakage current
measured when the unit was still new.
If, in the later measurement, the current
decreases, one can assume that the
thermal fuse in series with the MOV
has blown. In normal service, one
would expect a slight increase, or no
increase, whenever measurements are
made.-Name withheld
er, Polarity
have my system
hooked up properly. I have heard a lot
about absolute phase. Because of the
way my system appears to work,
don't see how I can ever hook it up
right. My preamp's manual shows:

Absolute Phase
Q. I can't tell if
.

,

.

I

1

Phono In through Main Out-inverted
Tuner In through Main Out-inverted
AUX In through Main Out-inverted
Tape In through Main Out-inverted
Phono In through Tape Out-noninverting
Tuner In through Tape Out-noninverting
AUX In through Tape Out-noninverting

Maybe just don't know what absolute phase means.-Robert Forman,
Westbury, N.Y.
believe
A. By reading your letter,
you have a pretty good idea of what is
meant by absolute phase. If one looks
at the signal path through a device-or
perhaps a whole audio system-from
input to output, that device or system
will have correct absolute phase (or,
more properly, polarity) if the signal at
its output is noninverted as compared
to the phase of the signal at its input.
1

I

8

Audio signals are alternating current
(a.c.), which means that the signal voltage is alternately positive and negative
with respect to ground. If your system
reproduces the positive half -waves as
negative, and vice versa, it's inverting.
There are those who believe that absolute phase must be maintained between the input and output of a system
myself
for best sonic results. While
am not convinced of this concept's validity,
can see that your preamp
poses no obstacle to this. Note that all
signals coming from the main outputs
are inverted. If your amplifier also inverts polarity, then the two inversions
cancel out. If your amp is noninverting,
you need only reverse the connections
of both speakers, connecting each
speaker's positive terminal to the negative terminal of the amp. (Make sure
you only reverse the connections at
one end of the speaker cable, or you'll
be right back where you started.)
Signals fed to your tape outputs are
not inverted. As long as your tape deck
does not invert polarity, you have no
problem, since the tape's output will
have the same inverted polarity as all
other signals when fed to your amp
and speaker system. And the amp and
speaker, as we've just seen, can re invert the signal for you.
There are still two problems left. Do
the other components in your system
invert polarity or not? And how accurate is the polarity in the recordings
and broadcasts you listen to? If all your
signal sources have the same polarity,
inverting or not, you can maintain absolute phase in your system as described above; if not, you'll have to set
your system's polarity to be correct for
whatever signal source is most important to you.
The polarity of recordings and
broadcasts is beyond your control.
Many recordings are made with no attention to polarity whatsoever, which
means that some are correct, some are
inverted, and some have inverted polarity for some instruments and voices
I

I

but not others. Moreover, you have no
way of knowing which FM stations invert polarity and which do not; con
ceivably, a station might invert some
programs and not others, depending
on the studio or control room in use.
If you're willing to go to the trouble,
you can try reversing polarity at both

speakers (or at your amplifier output, if
that's accessible) to see how much
difference you hear from this and
which signal sources sound best each
way. Remember, you'll have to check
polarity for each recording you play.
Editor's Note: A further discussion of
the audible effects of polarity can be
found in The Wood Effect by R. C.
Johnsen, which was reviewed here in
August of last year. Richard C.
Heyser's "Acoustic Rosetta Stone,"
which was published in Audio in January 1979, details a method by which
recordings, and indeed the entire signal chain, can be placed in a noninverted state.-E.P.

Damage to CD Players
Q. Is it harmful to leave a Compact
Disc player in the pause mode for an
extended length of time? Would any
mechanical components be damaged? I understand that it is not advisable to leave a tape deck in pause for
long periods and would think the same
holds true for a CD player. Also, is it
harmful to leave a CD in the player
when the unit is not in use?-S. F.
Brogden, Placentia, Cal.
A. The CD players have used shut
down both their mechanical and electronic circuits if left in pause mode.
Thus, no damage to the turntable motor or laser should occur. No owner's
have seen refers to such
manual
problems. Not all players do shut
down, however.
A tape deck is something else again.
If the pause is to be effective, the
deck's motor must be running continuously when the unit is in pause mode.
Because of this, the pause feature
should not be used if the deck is to be
left idling for any length of time.
cannot see any reason to expect a
CD to be damaged if it is left in the
I

I

I

player-even when the unit

is not in
have seen players which don't
have anything approaching an airtight
seal around their disc trays. Thus, dust
could settle on the disc, so CDs should
be returned to the box immediately after they have been played.
á¡

use.

I

you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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TOM PETTY!
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FULL MOON

-

Paula Abdul -Forever Your
Girl. Cold Hearted; Straight
Up' more. (Virgin)

Belinda Carlisle

374.637

-

The Best Of Luther

Runaway Horses (RCA)
400.788
The Front (Columbia)
400.903
Pia Zadora-Pia Z
(CBS Associated) 401.703

Dionne Warwick

Rolling Stones -Steel Wheels. Tracy Chapman -Crossroads.
Mixed Emotions; Sad, Sad, Sad; Title cut plus Bridges; Subcity;
etc. (Rolling Stones Rec.) 387738 This Time; etc. (Elektra) 387.951

-

Greatest Hits (1979-1990)
401.679
(Ansta)
Loverboy-Big Ones
401.661
(Columbia)
Pat Benatar-Best Shots
401.646
(Chrysalis)

Neville Marriner, Cond.-

Handel: Water Music
Academy Of St. Martin -In The-Fields (Angel) 401.638
Yo -Yo Ma -Great Cello
Concertos (CBS Master)
401.604
Best Of The Canadian
Brass (CBS Masterworks)
401.596
Ars-Truth In A Structured
401.539
Form (Imagine)
Survivor -Greatest Hits
401.521
(Scott' Brothers)
Next Of Kin-Orig. Sound
Track (Columbia) 401.323

Vandross-The Best Of
Love (Epic)

400.473/390.476
The Band -To Kingdom
Come ... (Capitol) 388.181

Best 01 Cher (EMI)
381-509
Bo Dlddley Is A

Gunslinger (Chess)
379.677
Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young -So Far (Atlantic)
378.745
Roy Orbison-The AllTime Hits, Vols. 1 8 2
(Columbia Special Prod.)

377.945
The Who-Who's Better,
Who's Best (MCA) 376.657
The Very Best of Poco
(Epic)
367.623
Joni Mitchell -Court and
Spark (Asylum)

367.102

Traffic -John Barleycorn
Must Die (Island) 364-935
Van Morrison -Saint

Dominic's Preview
(Warner Bros)
364.927
Little Feat -Dixie Chicken
(Warner Bros)
363.515
Joe Satdani-Flying In A
Blue Dream (Relativity)

400.655

Original Sound Track

`1._

Bob Dylan -Oh Mercy
(Columba)
389.262

Rickle Lee Jones -Flying
Cowboys (Geffen) 388.199

The Best Of The Dregs
Divided We Stand (Arista)
386.979
Best Of The Doors
(Elektra) 357.6161397.612

Eagles -Live (Elektra)
400.713
Elton John -Greatest Hits
(MCA)
319.541
The Babys-The Babys
Anthology (Chrysalis)
312.256

-

Rolling Stones -Exile On
Main Street
(Rolling Stones Rec.)

350-652

Rolling Stones -Sticky

Fingers (Rolling

350.645
Jethro Tull -Aqualung
Stones Rec.)

(Chrysalis)
345.157
Best Of Procol Harum
(A8M)
344.457
The Byrds-Greatest Hits
(Columbia)
342.501
Bad Company -10 From 6
(Atlantic)
341.313
A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA)
341.073
Best Of Kansas.

Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy)
308.049
The Best Of Emerson,
Lake 8 Palmer (Atlantic)
306.969
Best Of The Grateful
Dead (Warner Bros

327.742
Joe Cocker -Greatest
Hits (A8M)
320.911
Gold 6 Platinum Volume
Six (Realm)
388.355

r

)

291.633
Best Of The Doobie Bros.
291-278
(Warner Bros.)

Beethoven -Symphonies
Nos. 4 And 5. Norrington,
London Classical Players
(Angel)

400.184
Young Mc -Stone Cold
Rhymin' (Delicious Vinyl)

(CBS Assoc.)

400.085
Lee Rittenour-Color Rit
(GRP)

400.051

Yellow)ackets-The Spin
(MCA)

I

r

Tom Petty -Full Moon
Cher -Heart Of Stone. If
Fever. Free Fallan; I Won't
I Could Turn Back Time; plus
Back Down; etc. (MCA) 382.184 more. (Geffen)
383-893

386.173

Taylor Dayne-Can't Fight
Fate (Arista)
388.017
Dave Grusin -Migration
400.044
(GRP)
Jack Bruce -A Question
Of Time (Epic)
389.981
SOS Band -Diamonds In
The Raw (Tabu)
389.973
Ferrante And The
Phantom (Bainbridge)
389.957
N.R.B.O.-Wild Weekend
(Virgin)
389.882
Harry Belafonte Live
(EMI America)
389.775
Randy Travis -No Holdin'
Back (Warner Bros)
389.767
Molly Hatchet -Lightning
Strikes Twice (Captor)
389.346
The Isley Brothers
Spend The Night
(Warner Bros.)
389.148
Maze-Silky Soul
(Warner Bros.)
389.098
The Cars -Greatest Hits
(Elektra)
339.903
Elton John -Sleeping
With The Past (MCA)
387.993

-

-

(A8M)

388-926
Barry White -The Man Is
Back! (A8M)
388.843
Liszt: Piano Sonata;
3 Petrarca Sonnets; more.

Vladimir Feltsman, Piano
388.538
(CBS Master.)
Jethro Tull -Rock Island
388.157
(Chrysalis)
Nell Young -Freedom
(Reprise)
388.132
Lou Gramm -Long Hard
388.108
Look (Atlantic)
Yo-Yo Ma/Stephane
Grapelli-Anything Goes.
Mostly Cole Porter Tunes
(CBS)
387.845
Schumann: Carnaval;
Papillons; etc. Andrei
Gavrilov(Angel)
387.837
Jimmy Buffett -Off To
See The Lizard (MCA)

387.340
Foreigner -Records
(Atlantic)
318.055
Joe Cocker -One Night
01 Sin (Capitol)
387.084

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

-

3eorgla Satellites -In

-

Charlie Daniels Band
Simple Man (Epic)400. 523
Reba McEntire -Live
400.739
(MCA)
W5

.s.41

MNM\NW:
eon,

1wAHM,

Bros -The Time (Epic)
400.895
Billy Ocean-Greatest
400.879
Hits (Jive/RCA)
Carpe nter s -Lover i nes
(A8M)
388.942
Stephen BishopBcwling In Paris (Atlantic)
400.762
Paul Simon -Negotiations

lmat

And Love Songs
(Warner Bros.)
400.721

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT

NO. 660 TERRE HAUTE, IN

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

YAW

401.117

Brahms: Violin Concerto;
Bruch: Concerto No.1.
Nadja Salerno Sonnenberg; Edo De
Waart and Minnesota
400.135
Orch.(Angel)
Michel Camilo -On Fire
(Epic)
389.999

-The

(CBS Master.)
387.829
The Best Of Tim Curry

-

The Land Of Salvation And
400.598
Sin (Elektra)

Title cut plus Without You;
T.nT.; etc. (Elektra)
387.944

Placido Domingo
Unknown Puccini

Strait No Chaser Music
'rom the Motion Picture
rhelonious Monk
400.614
Columbia)

Melissa Etheridge
Brave And Crazy (Island)
388.090
Bruce Willis -If It Don't
Kill You, It Just Makes You
Stronger (Motown) 401.182
Do The Right Thing
Original Sound Track
Featuring: Branford
Marsalis (Columbia)

Motley Criie-Dr. Feelgood.

CBS/Columbia House
1400 NORTH FRUITRIDGE AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47812-9202
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Linda Ronstadt-Cry Like A Rainstorm Howl
Like The Wind. (Elektra)
389.874

Janet Jackson -Rhythm Nation 1814.
Miss You Much; more. (A&M) 388.913

Aerosmith-Pump. Love In An
Elevator; more. (Geffen) 388.009

E,
ri
a

4

Squeeze -Frank. Dr. Jazz; Rose I Said;
Peyton Place; more. (A&M)
388058

FOR A PENNYOND8 CDs
-

A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD -FREE!
plus shipping/handling

Ziggy Marley & The
Melody Makers-One
Bright Day (Virgin) 386.987
George Clinton -The
Cinderella Theory
(Paisley Park)

387.134

Dave Edmunds -Closer
The Flame
(Capitol)
387.126
To

.r-1-

Pat Metheny Group
Letter From Home (Geffen)
383.901

Michael Bolton -Soul
Provider (Columbia)
383.083
Stravinsky: Firebird;
Jeu de Cartes. Esa-Pekka
Salonen, Philharmonta
(CBS Master.)
385.203
Youssou N' Dour -The
Lion (Virgin)
384.362

,:a.

Anderson, Bruford,
Wakeman, Howe (Arista)
384.115

John -In A
Sentimental Mood
(Warner Bros.)
384.040
Diana Ross -Working
Overtime (Motown)
383.984
Tin Machine (EMI)
383.976
Batman -Original
Soundtrack (Warner Bros.)
383.885
Beastie Boys -Paul's
Boutique (Capitol) 383.786
Billy Squier-Hear And
Now (Capitol)
383-760
Dr.

1

Terence Treriti)rArbyNeither Fish Nor Flesh
(Columbia)
389.726
The Beach Boys -Still
Cruising (Capitol) 387.092
Paul Shaffer-Coast To
Coast (Captol)
386.276

Boogie Down
Productions-Ghetto

Music: Blue Print Of Hip
Hop (Jive/RCA)
386.193

51.r>t:ifJu 11'
I

Jackson Browne-World
In Motion (Elektra) 383.752
Spyro Gyra-Point Of
View (MCA)
383.737
Larry Carlton -On Solid
383.661
Ground (MCA)
Reba McEntlre-Sweet
383-562
Sixteen (MCA)

Grateful Dead -Built To
Last (Arista)
388.025
Babyface-Tender Love
386.177
(Epic)
Marshall Crenshaw

-

Good Evening
386.110
(Warner Bros.)
Steve Stevens Atomic

Queen -The Miracle
383.547
(Capitol)
Jean Luc Ponty-In The
Fast Lane (Columbia)
383.521
Bonham -The Disregard
Of Timekeeping
(WIG)
383.497
Mozart: Flute Concertos; Adante; Rondo.
Jean-Pierre Rampal And
Zubin Mehra, Israel Phil.
383-364
(CBS Master.)
Haydn: Piano Sonatas
33, 38, 58, 60. Emanuel Ax
(CBS Master.)
383.331
Don Henley -The End Of
The Innocence (Geffen)
383.802

Fine Young Cannibals
The Raw And The Cooked
(I R.S.)
379.214

On The Cutting Edge

The B -52's -Cosmic
Thing (Reprise)
383.877
Paul Carrack-Groove
Approved (Chrysalis)
401.257
Kate Bush -The Sensual
World (Columbia) 401.232
Camouflage -Methods Of
Silence (Atlantic) 400.929

Jonathan Richman
(Rounder)

400.861
Jane Siberry-Bound By
The Beauty (Reprise)

400.804
The Psychedelic Furs

-

Book Of Days (Columbia)

400.689
Exene Zervenka-Old
Wives Tales (Rhino)

400.622
The Alarm -Change
(IRS)
400.465

Indigo Girls -Strange Fire
400.333
(Epic)
Max Q (Atlantic)
400.077
The Residents -The King
And Eye (Enigma) 400.036
Joe Strummer
Earthquake Weather (Epic)

-

400.010
Nick Lowe -Basher: The
Best OF Nick Lowe
400.002
(Columbia)
Vitamin Z-Sharp Stone
Rain (Geffen)
389-601
David Byrne-Rei Momo

389.494

(Sire)

Red Hot Chill Peppers
Mother's Milk (EMI)

-

389.205
The Ocean Blue
(Sire/Reprise)

389.197

Rachmaninoff: Piano
Concerto No. 3; Rhapsody
On Theme
Of Paganini. Vladimir
Feltsman; Zubin Mehta,
Israel Philharm.
(CBS Master)
383.315

Sugarcubes-Here Today,
Tomorrow, Next Week

388.900

(Elektra)

Big Audio DynamiteMegatop Phoenix
(Columbia)
388.215
388.116

Clarence Clemons -A
Night With Mr. C
(Columba)
383.067
Johnny Mathis -In The

Camper Van Beethoven
-Key Lime Pie (Virgin)
388.074
Syd Straw -Surprise
(Virgin)
386.995
Chris 'seek -Heart
Shaped World (Reprise)
386.144
Paul Kelly And The
Messengers -So Much
Water So Close To Home
(A&M)
384.321
Bryan Ferry / Rosy Music
-Street Life (Reprise)
384.230

Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique. Noninton,
London Classical Players
(Angel)
382.747
Liza Minnelli-Results
(Epic)
382.333
L.L. Cool J -Walking With
A Panther
(Del Jam I Columbia)
381-988
The Dirty Dozen Band
Voodoo (Columbia)
381.962
The Neville Brothers

John Hiatt-Y'all Caught
(Geffen)

381.889

&

The

C o m m ot i o n s-1984.1989

(Capitol)

-

Yellow Moon (A&M)

384.206

The Call -Let The Day
384-156
Begin (MCA)
Peter Gabriel -Passion
(Geffen)
383.810

Lloyd Cole

Vanllli-Girl You

Know It's True (Arista)
379.610
Steve Reich: Different
Trains - Kronos Quartet /
Electric Counterpoint - Pat
Metheny(Nonesuch)
380.071

y!

Still Of The Night
(Columbia)
383.042

Bodeans-Home
(Reprise/Slash)

MIIII

383.778

Pixies -Doolittle (Elektra)
382.887
The The -Mind Bomb
382.382
(Epic)
The Cure -Disintegration
382.093
(Elektra)
10,000 Maniacs -Blind
Man's Zoo (Elektra)

-

Filthy Stinking Rich
(Columbia)
379.644
Skid Row (Atlantic)
379-602
Madonna -Like A Prayer
(Sire)
379.594

Hooters-Ztg-Zag
(Columbia)

379.396

Branford Marsalls-Trio
Jeepy (Columbia) 381.830
Todd Rundgren-Nearly
Human (Warner Bros.)
381.780

Miles Davis-Amandla
(Warner Bros.)
381.756
k.d. lang And The
Reclines -Absolute Torch
& Twang (Sire)
381.624
Stevie Nicks -The Other
Side Of The Mirror
(Modern)

382.077
China Crisis -The Diary
of a Hollow Horse (A&M)
381.897
Indigo Girls (Epic)381.269

Harry Connick,Jr.
When Harry Met Sally
Original Soundtrack
(Columbia)
386.821
Warrant -Dirty Rotten

381.103

Jody Watley -Larger
Than Life (MCA) 381.061
Dolly Parton -White
Limozeen (Columbia)
380.725

Billy Joel -Storm Front
(Columbia)

387.902

Enrico Caruso-Opera
Arias and Songs. Milan
1902-1904 (Angel) 379.255

Portrait Of Vladimir
Horowitz -Mozart,

Beethoven, Chopin, etc.
(CBS Master.)
378.604
Cyndl Lauper-A Night To
Wynton Marsalls-The
Remember (Epic) 377.887
Majesty Of The Blues
(Columbia)
380.394
Debbie Gibson -Electric
Pete Townshend-The
Trash
(Warner
R.E.M.-Green
Bros
)
Youth (Atlantic)
377-275
Man
(Atlantic)
385.724
Iron
Jeff Beck (Epic) 380.303
(Warner Bros.)
375.162
389.114
Guns N' Roses-GN'R
In
Rippingtons-Tourist
The Chick Corea
Lies (Geffen)
376.087
385.658
Paradise (GRP)
A koustic Band (CRP)
Journey's Greatest
Gloria Estefan-Cuts
Richard Marx -Repeat
Soul II Soul -Keep On
379.891
Hits(Columbia)
375.279
Both
Ways(Epic)
382.341
(EMI)
380.915
Movin' (Virgin)
Offender
386.037
© 1990 CBS Records Inc.
Anytime you can get 8 CDs fora penny -that's a sound investment'
SEND NO MONEY
POSTPAID CARD
That's right-as your introduction to the Club. you can choose any 8 CDs
Send these 8 CDs for 14
listed in this ad -all 8 are yours for only K. plus shipping and handling
CBS/Columbia House, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
And in exchange. you simply agree to buy 6 more CDs (at regular Club
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129
prices) in the next 3 years -and you may cancel your membership
anytime after doing so.
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
How the Club works: About every four weeks (13 times a year) you'll
advertisement. Send my 8 Compact Discs and bill me only 1¢, plus shipping
receive the Club's music magazine, which describes the Selection of the
and handling. I agree to buy six selections at regular Club prices in the corning
Month -plus many exciting alternates, new hits and old favorites from
three years -and may cancel membership at any time after doing so.
every field of music. In addition, up to six times a year, you may receive
My main musical interest is (check one): (But I may always choose from any category)
offers of Special Selections, usually at a discount off regular Club ^rices,
for a total of up to 19 buying opportunities.
Modern Rock
Pop
O Hard Rock
Soft Rock
If you wish to receive the Selection of the Month, you need do
Rolling Stones,
Tina Turner,
Sugarcubes, Big
Barbra Streisand,
nothing -it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate
Aerosmith
Audio Dynamite
Gloria Estelan
BarryManilow
selection, or none at all, fill in the response card always provided and
Heavy Metal
Black Music
Easy Listening
Country
mail it by the date specified. You will always have at least 10 days in
Motley Crüe,
Babyface,
Johnny Mathis,
which to make your decision. If you ever receive any Selection without
Soul!! Soul
Classical*
Ray Conniff
Skid Row
having 10 days to decide. you may return A at our expense.
Mr.
The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular
Mrs.
Club prices, which currently are $12.98 to $15.98 -plus shipping and
Maid
lost Nome
handling. (Multiple -unit sets may be somewhat higher) After completing
Miss Print First Name
Extra Bonus Offer:
your enrollment agreement you may cancel membership at any time: if
you decide to continue as a member, you'll be eligible for our bonus plan.
also send one more CD
Address
Apt
It lets you buy one CD at hall price for each co you buy at regular Club
right now, for which I will be
prices.
billed only $6.95
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the Club's operation with your
City
introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason, return
everything within 10 days and you will have no further obligation
Extra Bonus Offer: As a special offer to new members, take one
State
Zip
...and I'm entitled to get
additional CD right now for only $6.95. This discount purchase entitles
Do you have a VCR? (04)
Yes
No
202/S90
this extra CD FREE?
you to choose an extra CD as a bonus FREE. And youll receive your
Do you hove a credit cord? (03) Cl Yes
No
discounted CD and your bonus CD with your 8 introductory selections
right to reject any appricanon or cancel any men.
Note
-that's 10 CDs In all! Send no money now -just mail the postpaid card.
bersmCorers not available in APO FPO Alaska Hawaii Puerto Rico
write or details of airematve otter Canadian residents serviced from
Selections with Iwo numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2-so write in both numbers.

Playboys (Warner Bros )
386.086
Jefferson Airplane (Epic)
385.906

Debbie Harry -Del,
Dumb & Blonde
(Sire/Reprise)
389.130
Thompson Twins -Big
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Gilding the Lily
dbx 224X noise -reduction
system be used with the audio portion
of a Hi-Fi VCR when recording LPs or
CDs? I'm speaking, of course, of the
high-fidelity recording mode, not the
standard longitudinal tracks.-Richard
Q. Can a

Dean, Hamilton, Mich.
A. Yes, a noise -reduction unit can be
used with a Hi -Fi VCR, but
see no
good reason for doing so. The Hi -Fi
VCR's audio signal has an S/N ratio
that's already so high about 80 dBthat use of a noise -reduction device
would be gilding the lily. There is a
wise principle that says you should not
introduce more components into the
audio chain than strictly necessary.
While each component offers the opportunity to improve the sound in some
way, it also presents the possibility of
I

somehow adversely affecting the
sound. In other words, we have a cost/
benefit situation. When the benefit is
very little, why risk the cost?

More Gilding
Q. I have a dbx NR system that allows me to record tapes with both dbx
and Dolby NR, either Dolby B or C. Is
this a good idea? if so, which would be
better, Dolby B or C NR?-Don Paulsen, Des Plaines, Ill.
A. Generally, if you want to avoid
possible aberrations in frequency response and other respects, it is not a
good idea to use two noise -reduction
systems in tandem. However, you really can't know unless you try, so you
might as well experiment. The cost is
zero, except for time.
I suspect that better results would be
obtained by coupling dbx with Dolby C
NR, rather than with Dolby B NR, inasmuch as Dolby C NR does a better job
of maintaining good response in the
upper treble when recording at high
amplitudes. Noise -reduction systems
tend to exaggerate departures from
flat response. Since dbx NR already
does a superlative job of reducing
noise, it seems you have little to gain
by coupling dbx with Dolby B or C NR.
With dbx NR, the achievable S/N is
usually better than 80 dB.

Automatic Level Control, Part

II

generally lower priced ones. As I have
some experience with these circuits, I
would like to share my impressions
with readers.
When my friend and I were heavily
involved in recording music from radio,
we noticed, when using a deck with
ALC, that there was a lag time before
the source material was recorded at
normal level. For example, if a song
began with a loud passage, the initial
milliseconds would be recorded softly
and then grow progressively louder. It
was as if the ALC circuit was unsure of
the level of the incoming signal and set
itself low at the start.
A nice thing about manual control of
volume, as opposed to ALC, is that
one can fade the program material in
or out if desired. For example, if there
isn't enough tape at the end of a cassette to finish dubbing a selection, a
fade-out is preferable to an abrupt
end. Similarly, fade-in is desirable at
the outset of a tape if one begins in the
middle of a selection.-Ki Suk Hahn,
West Covina, Cal.

Still More on Hi -Fi VCR Recording
In the January and November 1989
columns, readers Brent Jessee and
John H. Markell, respectively, discussed the problem of dropouts when
using Hi -Fi VCRs for audio recording.
While considering results to be very
good overall, Jessee stated that dropouts are a serious problem, even with
the best videotapes; that the number of
dropouts increases with tape use; that
the problem is aggravated in slow
speed, and that, unlike PCM processors, Hi -Fi VCRs provide no method of
dropout compensation. Markelf agreed
that high speed is necessary to minimize dropouts, but felt that the problem resides more in the sync circuits of
given VCRs than in the tape or the
nature of Hi -Fi VCR recording. Very
different views are expressed by reader Leo Backman of Helsinki, Finland:
Dropouts tend to become fewer
[emphasis added] as the tape is used.
I have observed a reduction factor of
about 5 to 50 with various brands of
videotape. The reduction is due to the
polishing action of the heads as they
scan the tape's surface. This removes
the excess impurities and magnetic
oxide flakes, although permanent de-

The May 1989 column contained an
item about the use of automatic level
control (ALC) in some tape decks, fects-such as scratches-remain.
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However, in the first and last 10 turns
of the tape, dropouts invariably increase. This phenomenon occurs in
every tape system, including DAT. The
loose oxide flakes are squeezed between the first turns of the tape as it is
wound onto the hard reel hub. Being of
a stone-hard substance, the particles
cause irrevocable surface damage.
Hence it would be desirable for manufacturers to coat the reel hubs with
something soft, like chamois. I've done
just that and gotten consistent service
from a VHS videotape with over 250
passes; the first 10 meters have experienced no increase in dropouts.
It is erroneous to claim that tape
dropouts pass the heads more slowly
at slow speed (and therefore are more
likely to have a significant audible ef=
fect). Quite the opposite is true. The
slower the tape speed, the higher the
relative speed between the heads and
the tape because the heads and the
tape are moving in substantially the
same direction. It is fairly accurate to
state that the relative head -to-tape
speed is the scanning velocity of the
heads minus the tape speed. So, halving the tape speed increases head -to tape speed. (This increment raises the
output voltage of the Hi -Fi heads,
which is why Hi-Fi VCRs often have
slightly better S/N figures at LP rather
than SP speed.)
I'm not convinced that sync loss is
the reason for increased dropout rates.
My experience is that the problem is
due to misalignment of the tape path or
the guide post.
The problem of incompatibility between recording on one VCR and playback on another is often the result of a
slight offset of the audio FM carriers.
The NTSC standard puts these at 1.3
and 1.7 MHz for the left and right channels, respectively. A steady FM carrier
requires a well -optimized adjustment
in recording current, which isn't always
the case with factory -adjusted VCRs.
Thus, FM audio retrieval is somewhat
prone to dropouts and sudden carrier
loss. Still, we've come a long way from
the dark ages of early Hi -Fi VCRs. GI
problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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Everything Scaled Down
But The Performance.

Until now portable music systems were,
at best, a compromise. Even the most expensive systems lack the deep bass necessary
for full, natural, satisfying sound. But Model
Eleven delivers the al(out, no-compromise
ierfomiance previously reserved
or high quality home componame"(
r'iiccnMnt
nqteYire7le
nent systems. Its speaker
ofBaoz2zsefcr
glaa.mcásrfnr
eyFasscizse for
nest bass nitforre7rent.
mow bass n7tfManfrn.
úYZS1 bass nTrfMTr7K71t.
drivers are of very ugh quality-far costlier than those
Bassfrequencies are essentially non -directional, soyvucan place BassCase
used in other transportable
ulrere it sounds best in the room. The mid and h(g/ifrequencies, and the
speaker systems. And its three stereo of ct are reproducedbya pair ofsmall satellite' speakers.
speakers are designed to work
specifically to the speakers, and because the
with a room's acoustics for optimum persystem is biamplified, Model Eleven delivers
formance. lust remove the satellite speakers,
a volume of sound that will leave most
amplifier and your portable CD player * * from
listeners surprised, if not astonished.
the BassCase. Place the satellites where they
Model Eleven's amplifier provides only
create a natural musical "stage" near ear
and
necessary
where
it
reinforces
level. Put the BassCase
worthwhile conlow frequency output-on the floor, out of
trols, located on the
the way, even behind fiimiture. Then use

~

The disr s- used inModel Eletrnsn+o-uuysatellite
speakers are no -compromise. lr{gh perfomtance
components just li ejvuilegxrt to find in the.finest
home sp akersystems.

The Cambridge SoundVbrks Model
Eleven'" is the world's first transportable full range, high performance component music
system. It consists of a powerZd, sophisticated 3 -channel integrated amplifier and a
pair of "satellite" mid/high-frequency speakers-all packed in a rugged "BassCase"T
that, when empty and closed, serves as the
system's subwoofer cabinet. Model Eleven's
performance, when coupled with your portable CD or tape player, rivals that of the
most expensive component systems. And
because we market it directly from our factory', it costs hundreds less than it would
in stores.
-`

- 9

t

Model Eleven's modular plugs to connect the
amplifier and CD player to the three speaker
units. The result is seamless, balanced,
musically accurate sound-virtually identical
to that of our critically acclaimed Ensemble'
subwoofer-satellite speaker system (see
below). Because the amplifier is tailored

~a

ampler. With

m

¡.-

MODEL ELEVEN

r
Model Eleven's compact 3-channel amplrfur »nrks on any
e%nicalsystem in the uvrld-including 11-vDlr systems.

Model Eleven there
is no need to get up
and cross the room
to make adjustments,
or to sacrifice proper
speaker placement
for convenient
control access.

OTHER PRODUCTS FROM CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS:

"Cambridge SoundWorks May Havel The Best
,,
In The World. A Winner. Audio Magazine, Sept. '89
DavidValue

Heavy Koss is the creator oftlrcdonrú at speaker models
ofthe 50s (Acoustic Rcscareh), '60s(KU-P and '70s

(Alien)-as iirllasofcanrbnilge5 undithrks'hig/rly
acclaimed Ensernble and Ambiance speaker sjstems.
While packir$ a stereo system into a suitcase before a
recent irreanon. Hemyirahzed that an amplifier, a
portable CDpkorrand mv small Teak's take up the
same amount ofspaceas requiredforan acousttcsu+pension aoofrenclosureto reproduce malt' (bp bass. That
urns the inspirationforBassCase. ModlEleiensbass
speaker enclosure which doubles as the entire s,.stem s
carryirtgcase.

Ensemble is a speaker system that
can provide the sound once reserved for the
best speakers under laboratory conditions.
It virtually disappears in your room.
And because we market it directly, it costs
hundreds less than it would in stores.
Ensemble consists of four speaker units.
Two compact low-frequency speakers reproduce the deep bass, while two small satellite
units reproduce the rest of the music, making
it possible to reproduce just the right amount
ofenergyin each part of the musical range
without turning your listening room into a
stereo showroom. No matter how well a
speaker performs, at home the listening
room takes over. If you put a conventional
speaker where the room can help the low

bass, it may hinder the upper ranges, or viceversa. Ensemble, on the other hand, takes
advantage of your room's acoustics. the ear
can't tell where bass comes from, which is
why Ensemble's bass units
can be tucked out of the
way-on the floor, atop
bookshelves, or under
furniture. The satellites
can be hung directly on
the wall, or placed on

i

windowsills
or shelves.
No bulky
speaker
boxes

dominate

5

ent
Try Model Eleven...

ONLY

Or Ensemble...Or Ambiance...
Risk-Free For 30 Days.

MODEL
ELEVEN
DOES
i' ALL THIS:

Call

seats.
2. Can be checked
as luggage.
3. Works on all
electrical systems.
4. Delivers the fill
range of music.
5. is backed by a
unique 5-year

-

sounc quality.
Our toll -free number connects you to a
Cambridge SoundWorks audio expert. He or

she will answer all your questions, send
literature and reviews-or take your order
(you can use Visa, MasterCard or American
Express) and arrange shipment via UPS.

warranty

Model Eleven can be used virtually

anywhere in the world -115- or 230 -volt,
50 or 60 Hz AC. It can also be powered by a
car, van or boat with a 12 -volt DC system
(a heavy-duty 12 -volt connector is provided,
as is a cigarette lighter adapter). In addition,
a 9 -volt output jack and convenient cord are

your living space, yet Ensemble reproduces
the deep bass that no mini speakers can.
Unlike seemingly similar systems,
Ensemble uses premium quality components
for maximum power handling, individual
crossovers that allow several wiring options
and cabinets ruggedly constructed for proper
acoustic performance. We even gold-plate all
the connectors to prevent corrosion.
Tty Ensemble in your home, risk -free
for 30 days. At only $499f-complete with
all hardware and 100' of speaker cableEnsemble is the value on today's speaker
market. Esquire magazine describes them
by saying, "You get a month to play with
the speakers before you either return them
or keep them. But you'll keep them"
Stereo Review said, "It's hard to imagine
going wrong with Ensemble" For literature,
reviews or to order, write us at the address in
the coupon, or call 1-800-AKA-HIFI.*

provided for powering your portable CD or
tape player. Model Eleven can be used with
three high-level program sources such as a
CD player, tape player, FM tuner or stereo TV.
Because the entire system fits under an
airline seat-or can be checked as baggageyou can take it just about anywhere. But
Model Eleven's sound is so good, so "big'
you may want to keep it home. It's an ideal
second (or first) music system for a study,
bedroom or kitchen.

Ambiance"' by Henry Kloss

-800 -AKA HIFI *

This allows you to save hundreds of dollars,
and audition our products the right wayin your home for 30 days, with no risk,
no sales person hovering nearby. At $5991
we know of no music system near its price
(transportable or not) that approaches its

1. Fits under airline

Take It Camping, lb Europe, On
Your Boat...Or Leave It Home.

1

Like all Cambridge SoundWorks products, Model Eleven is sold only factory direct.

liour Cambridge SoundWorks audio expert
will continue as your personal contact with us.
*9AM to midnight (ET), seven days a
week. In Canada, call 1-800-525-4434. Fax:
617-332-9229. Outside the U.S. or Canada,

617-332-5936.
© 1990 Cambridge Sound%brks."Rasscase,

Ambiance,
Model Eleven and Cambridge SoundWbrks are trademarks
of Cambridge SotutdMOrks. Inc. zEnsemble is a registered
trademarkofCambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble review
quote reprinted vtith permission of Audio Magazine,
© 1989 Diamandis Communications. *'CD player not
included in Model Eleven system.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
.

Suite 104 M

MA 02158

154 California St., Newton,

Send more infomiation and test reports.

---

Send Ensemble risk-free for 30 days, for $499.
Send Model Eleven risk-free for 30 days, for $599.

O

Send
Send

O

Send

(qty) Ambiance (Primed), for $109 ea.
(qty) Ambiance (Oak). for $129 ea. f

I'm paying by

Check

MC

Visa

Acct. Number

Ambiance is an ultra-compact speaker
that proves high performance, smal size and
low cost need not be mutually exclusive.
Stereo Review said "very few small speakers
we have heard can match the overall sound
of Ambiance, and we know of none that
surpass it." In Nextel or primed for painting,
$1091- each. In solid oak, $1291- each. For
information and reviews, or to order. write
us at the address in the coupon or call
1-800-AKA-HIFI.
Enter No.

*

11

on Reader Service Card

t

(qty.) Ambiance (Nextel). for $109 ea.

AmEx

Exp

Signature
Name
Address
City
Phone (Area Codel

State

Zip

Number

FORIMMEDl rESERVICE:1-800-AKA-MFI.
MA residents add 5% sales tax.
tPlus freight (Ensemble 57-525, Model Eleven S5-S14.
Ambiance $2-$12). Delivery time usually 2-7 days.
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

COMMERCIAL CLANGOR
As I always say, is audio any different? An equal number of audio engineers chafe under the heels of commercial necessity, their bright ideas for
better sound squelched mercilessly
from above. Even here, you may get
away with an electronic trick now and
then, and so much the better if the
Powers above don't even notice.
So back to music and audio. Last
autumn, right at the beginning of the
Christmas season-that is, the day after Halloween-I was prowling around
in a huge 24 -hour A & P, complete with
the usual background shopping music, which never stops, 24 hours a day.
Beautiful music? Definitely. Unobtrusive, never loud, and not a soul pays
the slightest attention. But it has to be
there, just the same. As moved from
the 101 brands of dish detergent toward Produce, became aware of the
yearly Carol Conversion. In the last
three months of the year, every kind of
commercial background music converts to the ubiquitous Christmas carol-all the familiar tunes in endlessly
onds. This is they way it is today. Write similar arrangements, just enough to
awaken holiday thoughts in each shopto fit!
These composers and script writers ping breast. You cannot get away from
are doing what they must: Make a this persuasion. Wherever you go, it is
buck and nourish the kids; satisfy there-banks, malls, elevators, restauthose in command and keep business rants, restrooms. A & P adds its dutiful
humming. They seldom quit and go off share to the endless sonics as a matter
somewhere-say, to invent a new om- of course. What else? Nobody listens,
elet. They stay. And hope. Hope for a but everybody enjoys.
Suddenly, in the middle of Produce,
chance, even in a few seconds, to be
devilishly ingenious, deeply persua- stopped with a package of cellosive, clever, tricky, memorable, and phaned spinach in my hand. What was
thereby win praise and promotion. It that? Yes, Christmas carols. But what
can happen. Meanwhile, they get paid was this composer doing? I began to
hear very odd harmonies, then some
at least.
Now, short of such miracles, astonishing, if unobtrusive, blats and
wouldn't you settle for at least a brays-a sliding trombone, a gently
chance to do your thing in spite of the raucous horn, a slither in the strings.
boss, just for your own inner joy? For What was going on here? glanced
the sheer pleasure of getting away with apprehensively toward the manager's
desk. Everything totally normal. All was
it, so to speak? Sneak in something
clever, or outrageous, or really novel, well in A & P land, but the sound went
for the heck of it? Pure frustration, but on-and on.
was stopped dead in my tracks,
life thrives on frustration. Like the TV
soap hero who, turning momentarily shopping cart and all. Was this a seaway from the camera, makes a ghast- cret message coming only to me? You
bet! Absolutely nobody else heard it,
ly face at the nearest startled technician, or the opera star who tries to as far as could be seen-neither manbreak up her colleagues with ribald agement nor patrons.
was holding up traffic, astonished,
remarks sotto voce, right on stage, so
that opera seria dissolves into helpless then captivated. This man was doing
giggles. All these events make us feel the most interesting, friendly things
with those eternal and repetitious carol
better, though we may lose our jobs.

ÍC

.

I

I

it-I am a musical
classicist, going for "classical" music because, in its many forms,
find it musically rewarding for my own
pick no bones
ears and mind. But
with the composers of present-day salable commercial music, not to mention
the musicians who perform the same.
Why should I?
Many such composers are miniaturists perforce. They produce those tiny
gems of musical wisdom you hear for a
minute or less, as the ads fit into the
second -by -second time schedule on
somebody's air. But there are also the
opposite, the composers of "beautiful"
background stuff for banks and supermarkets, who must write at less than
heavenly lengths (see Robert Schumann on Schubert) for just as long as
business hours continue. And don't
forget the commercial film/TV composers-a similar breed, if operating on a
higher plane (sometimes reaching the
genuine heights) and on a very large

I

am not hiding

I

I

scale, too.
Alas, there are millions of little ads
and not very many big films-much
more background music than film/TV
scores. Who wants to spend a lifetime
composing one -minute symphonies?
Plenty do. Or, on the copy side, writing
great spoken dramas that last 59 sec 2

I

I

I

I
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"In our p3rsonal jucgement, the Cyrus 78' is one
of the best -sounding speakers in its price taiga.'
Julian Hirsch
Stereo Review
October 1989

--`
ti

procucts;'Mission(4''"

Frem its Cyrus line ófraudiophile
brings you its latest Jr u
h: The Cy4is 781 loudsp.aat"

!

Aswith all Cyrus prodúctt, the 781 is attuned to th I r. a is Cf;
the purist. Ps Julian Hilszh found in'-isirecent tes 3. i/ the
781 yields dear, extendd bass, ra d transient rec.er,,An1
bread dynamic range. As /311'111 inc w -en you listeri'itptodcES -}
music with astounding clarity and depth, and
total fidelity to the origin& recording

most'iipc

to ti

a rtewlandunique y designed speaker t a; abl3
of producinc expansive sound from -nlatively smaC eoclsúrl_
At the same time, it has evolved frdrn speaker to I rick.gies
pioneered* 7y Mission, like mineral -loaded poypráp',lén3
woiifers ant plastiflexed fabric dome-Itweeters. It;fpa-ui?s.oLF
"irverted drive unit geometry" 111 zing the woofer aloeº
tweeter -r which ensures phase lu.eerity at cro:rs-wer !!_e
quencies

The Cyrus 731 is

-

th

e most astounding part abóiit the 781 islets price:
5539 per par. Or as Julia, Hirsch put et, "It is always a pleesari
surprise to -ind a modes -1y priced praduct... that ma sages L'
ou-perform -ts comptiticn."

For More Information
41150

Of course, n

In USA:

I

[MISSION E.1ECTRON13S USA INC

,

gmra

1

-8333 8t1

Call 1-800-553-4355

AVEI".UE SOUTH, SEATTLE, WA 9E 148, USA.

PHONE (6C41432 7727
In Canada: PACO ELECTRONICS LTD., 20 STEELCASE RD Vi EET, UNIT 10, MARKHAM, ONTARIO, L3R 1B2, CANADA.
PHONE 1416. 475 0740.
Ertar No.
to Read3r Service Card

We proclaim more and more
sermons against loud music,
not only as an offense to

L_Inn013un
U.S. DEALER LIST
CLASSIC STEREO

AUDITION

Birmingham,

Kalamazoo, MI

AL

CAMPBELL'S

CLASSIC STEREO

Huntsville,

Grand Rapids, MI

AL

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

AUDIO PERFECTION

Palo Alto,

Minneapolis, MN

CA

many people (mostly older),
but as a danger. Like drugs.
tunes. Incredibly, a composer of
"beautiful" music was playing games

designed to teach youngsters why
loud music is dangerous. It sounded

with Christmas and getting away with it
handsomely. was charmed. wanted
to go and shake his hand at the end of
his sequence but, of course, he was
only a tape. Here was musical sense
galore, a delightful bit of whimsy and
perfectly attuned to the situation-if
anybody had listened. But does anybody ever listen? Well, do.
also sensed that the performing
musicians (with maybe a touch of synthesizer here and there) were obviously enjoying themselves too, along with
the good-humored composer. They
were clearly in on the deal, for anybody who gave them half an ear. In all
this, there was no disrespect intended
to the well-known spirit of Christmas,
just musical affection-a rare commodity in a supermarket! But nobody
heard.
checked out my spinach and wondered, as climbed into my car. Are we
killing the public ear for music in all
areas, via such a monstrous amount of
audio that everybody ignores? Even in
the A & P? This is the thought came
up with last month. It is surely worth
exploring again.
now come up with another thought.
To balance the soft or background music common in both supermarket and

all too much like the similar warnings
we pass out about drugs, AIDS, and so
on. No harm done, and the intentions
are top level. But results? Listen to the

I

I

AUDIO EXCELLENCE

SOUNDING BOARD

San Francisco, CA

Ridgewood, NJ

CHRISTOPHER HANSEN LTD.

WOODBRIDGE STEREO

Los Angeles, CA

Woodbridge, NJ 07095

KEITH YATES AUDIO

WOODBRIDGE STEREO

Sacramento,

W. Long Branch, NJ

CA

LISTEN UP AUDIO

WOODBRIDGE

Denver,

Princeton, NJ

CO

STEREO

LISTEN UP AUDIO

AUDIO VISIONS

Boulder,

West Babylon, NY

CO

LISTEN UP AUDIO

LYRIC HI FI

Colorado Springs, CO

New York, NY

TAKE FIVE AUDIO

LYRIC HI

New Haven, CT

New York, NY

SOUND COMPONENTS

LYRIC HI Fl

Coral Gables,

White Plains, NY

FI
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FL

LEE KRAMER'S HI FI SSS

AUDIO ADVICE
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Atlanta,

Raleigh, NC

GA

AUDIO CONSULTANTS

HOFFMAN'S STEREO

Evanston, IL

Warrensville !Its, OH

AUDIO CONSULTANTS

AUDIBLE ELEGANCE

Libertyville,

Cincinnati,

IL

OH

I

highbrow classical home environ-

ment-it's

AUDIO CONSULTANTS

AUDIO ENCOUNTERS

Hinsdale, IL

Dublin,

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

DAVID MANN AUDIO

Chicago, IL

Philadelphia,

SOUND PRO

SUMMIT AUDIO VIDEO

Cannel, Ind.

Kingston,

SOUND PRO

ON

Iowa City, IA

Rio Pedras, PR

OH

PA

PA

TOP AUDIO

WILSON AUDIO

SOUNDINGS

New Orleans,

LA

Middletown, RI

HI Fl EXCHANGE

AUDIO INSIGHT

Falmouth, ME

Dallas,

GOODWIN'S

SOUND DIRECTIONS

Boston, MA

Rutland, VT

MUSIC BOX

DEFINITIVE AUDIO

Wellesley, MA

Seattle,

WALTHAM STEREO

SPECIALIZED SOUND

Waltham, MA

Madison, WI

TX

six of one, half a dozen of
the other as far as am concernedwe have LOUD music.
We play our music softly all too often, so we don't have to listen to it. Roll
over, Beethoven-roll in your grave! ;s
it not then reasonable to say that we
play other music LOUD in order to pay
more attention to it, to allow it to affect
I

us more effectively?
Yes, of course, hideously loud rock/
pop is a phenomenon of our day that is
part of the tensions that keep us all
hopping, and especially the young. As
such, it is real, legitimate, undeniable-if not necessarily desirable in
the long run (deafness threatens).
LOUD music is all too close in nature to
drugs, the "causes" very much akin.
We proclaim more and more sermons
against loud music, not only as an offense to many people (mostly older),
but as a danger. Just like drugs. received, recently, a whole sheet of
warnings from some worthy institution,
I

WA
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nearest sports car with stereo and
judge for yourself.
My point is, simply, that we have
dulled our mental ears for musical
sound to such an extent already that
we must turn it up LOUD if we are to
get its sense. Otherwise, we don't hear
it

consciously at all.

Fortunately, a great deal of classical
music is intended to be loud, whether
chamber music in an appropriately
small room or a big symphony in a
large hall-or even last issue's marching band music by Berlioz. So classical
music has much to build upon, and we
hi-fi bugs and audio fans are right,
decidedly, in our insistence on full volume where indicated. The classical
"background" people, no matter how
sophisticated, are wrong and should
know it.
All music,
say, should be treated
with respect for its own meaning, its
own intention-whether loud or soft,
silly or profound.
With this in mind, have lately been
doing a thing have never done before, deliberately listening to hundreds
of radio ads (all -audio and thus more
relevant to our biz than TV ads) with
intent to downplay the ad message
and, instead, listen closely to the music. (Normally, turn the ad down as
quickly as can so that, like the rest of
us,
can ignore it at a low volume!)
This has been variously a painful experience, but interesting. wanted to see
what was really going on, in musical
terms, by putting to work my best
sense for musical observation. Occasionally, it has been fun; mostly just
groan, then scribble a few notes on a
pad of paper.
A subsidiary, non -music thought:
There are many ad stereotypes, unthinking patterns of sameness that hit
the ad biz and are swallowed whole as
the latest way to persuade. This happens in every area but especially,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

say, in the ads.
For instance, the one -minute phone
drama. Brilliant idea, it first appeared
about 30 years ago, but the guys still
keep rediscovering it-just as if it were
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THE BRYSTON TRADITION -CONVINCING MUSICAL ACCURACY

Gold plated switches and connectors

Hand matched transistors

As in all Bryston products, only the highest quality internal

Transistors are hand selected and matched for signal accuracy.

components are employed in making our preamplifiers. Every

Tolerances -formally accepted for mass production are totally

switch and connector is heavily gold plated for

eliminated. Internal electronic components are made exclusively
for Bryston to meet our exacting requirements.

a

lifetime of

freedom from corrosion. noise and distortion.

l

r"

Phono section
Bryston's unique phono section is divided into two stages to
separate high and low frequencies and maintain extremely
accurate equalization. This approach allows very high signal

Direct soldering of components to circuit boards
No internal wiring is designed into Bryston's preamp circuitry.
Components plug directly into boards, eliminating variations in
signal travel and wire interaction.

input and produces far less noise and distortion levels than those
associated with single stage designs.

Bryston preamplifiers are hand assembled with precision
Bryston preamplifiers combine outstanding function with
complete musical accuracy. Whether you select the Model .5B,
or 12B. each provides an exact duplication of the original
recording experience, without distortion or coloration.
I

1

B

For More

All Bryston preamplifiers

share sophisticated features designed

for unparalleled performance. The Bryston line of high -quality
preamplifiers provides low -noise, low -distortion signal control
for the world's finest sound systems.

Information

41254

imp

Bryston Marketing Ltd.

Call 1-800-553-4355

Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308

Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: 1-800-673-7899

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

All music, I say, should be
treated with respect for
its own meaning, its own
intention-whether loud or
soft, silly or profound.
v

brand-new. Brrrrrrrr. had to listen to a
thousand such fake phone calls in my
little project, and some of them really
annoyed me: thought they were my
own phone. (I get as many ads on the
phone as do via radio. My answer is
invariable: "Sorry." Clunk. That is my
privilege.) Oddly, the phone ad is now
an art. Used to be that the producers
tried hard to simulate a real phone,
and even used audio filters to simulate
a phone voice. Now this isn't bothered
with, most of the time. A stylized buzz,
not remotely like a real phone, nevertheless indicates "phone." The two
voices mostly are now the same audio-we know what's going on. Why be
literal? Thus does Art begin! (Where it
will end, do not know.)
And-still postponing music-there
was Harry and Marge. Do you remember Harry and Marge? For years, they
were the characters in dozens of those
little one -minute ad dramas. Probably
for lack of enough brainpower to think
up other acceptable names. ("Quick,
I

I

I

I

Henry, the Flit"? That was Dr. Seuss,
long before pesticides.) You surely
know why Harry and Marge were retired? Not old age. Just too WASPwhite Anglo-Saxon Protestant. But do
we now have, say, Hikaru and Hiroko,
José and Carmen? Not very often. Instead, we go the safe way. Not wasp,
but honey-as in honeybee. A thousand ad dramas a day now begin with
"Honey...," and nobody can complain
of bias. Works for both sexes, too.
Then there's the grandfather stereo-

type, along with grandma. Every
grandfather must have a rolling quaver
in his voice and speak in loud trumpet
tones, high up in pitch. No human
grandfather was ever known to speak
that way. Grandma is actress -husky
with a basso voice. She is an actress,
presumably retired from the stage.
Matter of fact, most ad housewives,
young or old, have the traditional actress huskiness-a breathy, low -pitch
sound and a diction for the stage. Do
they sound like housewives? Not at all,

but no matter. We get the idea, in less
than 59 seconds. Again, Art blossoming-even in moments. You can't keep
it down.
Then (still avoiding music, if not audio), there are the ad announcers, or
whatever they are now called. My favorite type is what call the Wheedle Wheedle. He is unctuous, oh -so -confidential, very, very personal, and only
about 6 inches away. He practically
sprays out sincerity and The Message.
Oddly, the women can't really produce
this wheedle -wheedle effect. Purely
guess. But did catch
anatomical,
one lady at it. instantly dubbed it the
Wet Sound. She needed a towel.
Ah yes, the national ads. Comment
on their music coming up. The way you
say you are a nationwide company is
by making America a person. "America says ...," etc. And you always pronounce it with three Ms-Ammmerica.
Invariably! Just listen, and you shall
hear. In fact, you'll hear still more one
A
of these months.
I
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I
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SPECTRA
A unique

t

sonic signature
from Acoustat.
Remarkable sound,
but then so is
the price.
For under $1000
your listening
pleasure can
begin this fall.

For the Acousiut
dealer nearest you
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Hºflet SE 150

Hafler

SE120

Any wáy you look at it,
Hafler ádvances the
state of the lart while it reduces
the price of admission.
New Hafler SE Series. The SE Series embodies
the basic Hafler design philosophy: Innov.tive
circuitry, high reliability and, above all, sonic
excellence. The result is pure, unimpeded sound
at an affordable price.
SE100 J-FET Preamplifier. Based upon the
critically acclaimed reference standard DH 110
circuitry. The SE 100's all J-FET line stage
offers "tube -like" sound while maintaining ultra:
low noise and distortion.
5E130 AM/FM Tuner. Features Delco Electronics
receiver circuitry. This American -built tu_+er
incorporates sophisticated stereo blending and
superior interference immunity.
SE150 CD Player. Dual 16-bit digital to analog
converters and quadruple oversampling capture all
the dynamics and low-level resolution your -expect
from the atest in CD technology. A full -function
remote control is provided to allow easy ac_ess to
all of your favorite music.

SE120 MOSFET Amplifier. Fe -tuning 60 watts
per channel of MOSFET output power. This conservatively rated power amplifier is based upon the
heralded DH 120 circuitry. Urili±ng a novel drive
circuit which is extraordinarily linear, it achieves
ultra -low distortion without the use of high negative feedback. The result is: Rúggedness. Linearity.
High speed. And the "tube -likes -characteristics of
snoother sound with less distortion.
The Hafler SE line of products, hand built in
America, represents the affordable high end in
separates.
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'The AfYn iakk High-End"

DIVISION OF ROCKFORD CORPORATION
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BEHIND THE SCEI\IES
BERT WHYTE

PAPER CHASE
most readers of Audio know,
the Audio Engineering Society

As

holds two conventions each
year, one in this country and one in
Europe. Several special regional conferences are also convened on specific subjects of interest to audio engineers. While the main conventions feature exhibits of glittering new audio
equipment, mostly professional, the
serious business of AES conventions is
the presentation of papers that cover
virtually every aspect of audio science
and technology. Naturally, these papers reflect the trends and developments in current audio interests. Of
course, in recent years digital audio
has been predominant and will likely
remain so for the foreseeable future.
Every aspect of digital audio is being
assiduously researched in laboratories
throughout the world.
The success of an AES convention is
o judged not only on high attendance
o and the number of product exhibitors,
but also on the number and, most especially, the quality of the papers presented. Over the past few years, the
papers have been remarkably consistent in their high quality. By and large,
these papers are written by some of
the most brilliant scientists and engineers in audio. As you might expect,
many of these papers cover some of
the most arcane and complex areas of
audio, and are quite beyond the ken of
most audiophiles. Yet at nearly all AES
conventions, a number of papers are
presented which have relevance to the
well-rounded audiophile. They often
provide deeper insight into a subject
than does the literature generally available to him.
At the recent 87th Convention of the
AES in New York City, spotted several
papers which should be fascinating
reading for the audiophile with an inquiring mind. Preprint No. 2850 (D-2) is
"The Influence of Room Acoustics on
Reproduced Sound, Part I: Selection
and Training of Subjects for Listening
Tests." This covers some of the research activities of the Archimedes
Project, a joint effort of the Technical
University of Denmark, Bang & Olufsen, and KEF. There is fascinating information here on the selection of subjects, who must meet certain criteria of
value in conducting repeatable, statistically significant listening tests on
I
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loudspeakers. Understandably, the
Technical University's Acoustics Laboratory wants people with normal hearing to participate in these tests-but
what is "normal hearing"? As this paper so succinctly puts it, "An otologically normal person is a person in a
normal state of health who at the time
of testing is free of excess wax in the
ear canals, is without known ear pathology, and has no history of undue
exposure to noise." (Obviously, this
precludes boilermakers and devotees
of rock concerts!) Potential panelists
are asked many pertinent questions
with respect to their audio equipment
(if any), listening frequency and duration, music preference, frequency of
attendance at live concerts, etc.
Preprint No. 2825 (D-8), "Sound
Quality Assessment: Concepts and
Criteria," is by Tomasz Letowski of
Penn State University. The author
states, "Although the concept of sound
quality is widely used, the term itself is
not clear and does not have a precise
meaning. Such a situation causes various conceptual and practical problems. In adoition, despite a large number of terms describing sound character, these terms do not form a system
of well-defined and clearly linked perceptual parameters. Such a system

ARDY

and several related definitions are discussed here." Needless to say, this
particular paper is required reading for
those reviewers given to florid and fanciful terminology when describing
sound quality!
Preprint No. 2874 (W3/5 -E), "In -the Ear Recording and Pinna Acoustic Response Playback," by my pioneering
friends Don and Carolyn Davis of Syn-

ergetic Audio Concepts, discusses an
exciting concept in the ongoing quest
for a closer approach to reality in recorded music. In the ITE/PAR system,
the ears of a live person, rather than a
dummy head, are used as a "human
microphone." This is accomplished via
special clinical microphones whose
soft silicone probes allow recording in
the pressure zone of the eardrum. The
signals from these low -noise, wide -frequency -range, wide -dynamic -range
microphones are stored on a DAT recorder. Playback is via the PAR geometry, which uses synchronized loudspeakers in front of, and to each side
of, the listener's ears. No pun intended,
but this is heady stuff, with interesting
implications for the future.
It is obvious that more and more
people are setting up home theaters
for the reproduction of Dolby Surround
films via videocassettes and laser
19

Seven years ago,
Sony made your turntable
obsolete.
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Processing aboutal to do
the same to the rest of

ur

your system.

Sony proudly presents
theTA-E1000ESD Preamplifier,
incorporating the most advanced
Digital Signal Processing
in high fidelity.

sion or expansion. So you can finally do a proper job of

fitting

live music within the limitarions of analog cassettes. Or use
DSP

expansion to bring your existing analog sources closer to

digital standards.

Bass and treble controls

were never like this.

Seven years ago, Sony engineers astonished the world

Sony's DSP also accomplishes digital parametric equali-

with the Compact Disc, the first giant step for digital high

zation. It's simple, effective, and free from the distortion,

fidelity. Now, the Sony

phase shift, and noise of analog EQ. Wíth any of

ES

Series is pleased to introduce the

31

center

second step: bringing the digital technology of the Compact

frequencies and four slope settings, you have a choice of over

Disc to the rest of your system.

three trillion

Sony's new TA-E1000ESD Preamplifier incorporates

EQ

peaking, shelving and tweaking to overcome even quite

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to maintain the integrity of

severe acoustical deficiencies.

If you don't like your
listening room, change it.

Compact Disc sound from input to output. This incomparable
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studio or small club. Unprecedented digital adjustments let you
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choose room depth, width, wall absorbancy, reflection

3

times-

even the row and number of your seat! You get acoustic envi-

factory preset combinations of digital soundfield-plusequalization are at your
disposal-ready to be adjusted for literally trillions of alternate settings.

ronments so detailed, so althentic, they have a palpable

circuitry not only handles digital sources in the digital domain,

presence. And for Dolby

it even converts analog sources to digital. So all your music

Pro Logic'M Surround Sound projects a more vivid soundstage

can receive the full DSP treatment, including digital expansion,

than most sound stages.

Stereo' movies, our six -channel Dolby

digital compression, digital parametric equalization, digital

Pt-ii liri_ri

reverberation, digital delay, and digital surround sound encom-

do

passing ten digital soundfield parameters. Now you can
For the

heighten sonic performance digitally, obtaining optimum

ultimate in surround sound processing of Dolby Stereo' monies, theTAE1000ESD
incorporates six-choenel Dolby Pro logicfe circuitry.

ambience and brilliance without enduring the veil of conven-

After all these digital attainments, Sony didn't forget

tional signal processing.

that the TA-E1000ESD
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inputs,

a

programmable remote control and

a

three-year lim-

ited parts and labor warranty-the same one that covers
power amps,

Direct the Dynamics.

CD

ES

players, cassette decks and receivers.*

All of which leads to one simple conclusion. The company

The numerical prowess of DSP puts you in

that wrote the book on digital audio has just inaugurated a

full digital

control of dynamic range, with nine discrete steps of compres -

For More

whole new chapter.
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Call 1-800-553-4355
© Copyright

also a preamplifier. So we included

five low -noise audio inputs, three digital inputs, seven A/V
'

At last, you can take control of dynamic ronge.TheTA-EI000ESD offers both digital
dynamic expansion and compression.

ES

is

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'

1989, Sony Corporation of America. All Rights Reserved. Sony and The leoder in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony. Dolby, Dolby Pro logic cod Dolby Stereo are trodemarks of Dolby Laboratories
licensing Corp. 'For details on the warrantµ see your authorized ES dealer. To locate that dealer and to receive o free White Paper on Sony DSP technology, call 201-930-7156 during East Coast business hours.

From in -ear recording
to fiber optics, the papers
given at AES conventions
can give you a privileged
glimpse into audio.
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videodiscs. Stereo surround broadcasts on TV are also becoming fairly
common. Preprint No. 2855 (G-6),
"Stereosurround-A Compatible Multichannel Encoding/Decoding Process
for Audio and AudioNideo Applications," affords a good overview of surround sound technology and a look at
special applications developed by engineers at Shure. You'll note in the title
that "audio" is treated separately from
"audio/video." This is because the stereo surround processing detailed in
this paper can be straightforwardly applied to music recording, without any
video involvement. can tell you that a
fairly prominent small record company
is seriously investigating the use of this
process in specialized CD recordings.
Finally, one of the most important
papers given at the 87th Convention is
Preprint No. 2872 (W2 -A), "Fiber Optics: The New Medium for Audio," by
Ronald Ajemian and Albert B. Grundy.
This was actually a workshop and tutorial on fiber optics, featuring really fascinating demonstrations. can assure
you that fiber optics is currently very
important in audio and will absolutely
be a major factor in digital audio and
video in the not -too -distant future. Even
if the previous preprints do not interest
you,
urge you to acquire this one.
I
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Factory- Direct
.Home Auditions
Ten Year Warranty

3071 -Sang m©ñ Ave.
Springfield, IL 62702

Yes, it is that important, and reading it
will provide a basic understanding of
this seminal development, which is
having a profound effect on audio/video technology. The paper outlines the
historical background of light transmission, which, surprisingly, goes all the
way back to 1870! Parts of the preface
to this paper are worth quoting:
A Nobel Prize was awarded to Arthur
Schawlow and Charles H. Townes for
developing the laser, which was first
successfully operated by Theodor H.
Maiman in 1960. Then the manufacturing process of lasers from semiconductor material was realized in 1962. At the
same time, semiconductor photodiodes
were developed for receiver elements.
Now the only thing left was to find a
suitable transmission medium.
It finally happened in England in 1966,
when Charles H. Kao and George A.
Hockham of Standard Telecommunication Labs published a paper proposing
that optical fibers could be used as a
transmission medium if their losses

1-800-283-4644

DYNAMICS
IMAGERY
TRANSPARENCY
Call or write for complete literature!
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card
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Designed for superior accuracy in digital cata
recovery, the MD -1 incorporates an extremely
accurate CD ROM laser transport, proprietary
circuitry, four point suspension, and massive
machined aluminum chassis construction..
Remote control and compatibility with bo:h Fiber
Optic and Coaxial output complete this e egant
component whose artistic design is matct-ed only by
its playback capabilities.
With the MD -1 linked to the Krell Digital EBP-64X,
SBP-16X or any other Digital -to -Analog converter, the
listening experience is nothing short of spectacular.
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KRELL DIGITAL INC.

ó
Wallingford. CT 0649e
Phone: 203-294-1213 Fax: 203-294-1235

20 No. Plains Industrial Rd., Suite 12

See the Krell Industries advertisement in this issue.
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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Krystian Zimerman: Chopin,
Ballades; Barcarolle; more

Kronos Quartet: Winter Was
Hard Title work by Sallinen plus

Mussorgsky, Pictures At An
Exhibition Plus Night On The Bare

Barber, Adagio; Webern, 6 Bagatelles;
more. Nonesuch Digital 00675

Mountain, more. Montreal Symphony/
Dutoit. London Digital 25314

Ravel, Piano Concerto;
Concerto For The Left Hand

Ashkenazy, Rachmaninov,
Piano Concerto No. 3

J.R. Baker: Gershwin
Rhapsody In Electric Blue Plus

"[His] pianism Is breathtakingliterally."-Ovation DG Digital 15332

Béroff & Argerich, pianos. London
Sym./Abbado. DG Digital 15462

Dvoták Symphony No. 9
(From The New World) Chicago

Jascha Helfetz: The Decca
Masters, Vol. I Humoreske,

Symphony/Solti. "Superlatively good."
-Gramophone London Digital 15168

Habañera, Melodie in E -Flat, Clair de
lune, Golliwogs Cakewalk, Masks,
more MCA 00604
Pops Britannia John Williams/
Boston Pops. Fantasia On Greensleeves, more. Philips Digital 15468

Michael Feinstein: Pure
Gershwin Elektra 54173
Berlioz, Symphonie
Fantastique The Philadelphia

Orch./Muti. "Among the finest."
Gramophone Angel Digital 54244

Mozart, Clarinet Conc.; Horn
Conc. Nos. 1 & 4

,'

Vladimir
Horowitz

Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. DG
Digital 15481

Ute

Lemper Sings Kurt Weill

Mack The Knife, I'm A Stranger Here
Myself, Speak Low, more. London
Digital 15163

James
Galway

Pavarotti At Carnegie Hall
Fête á la Francaise Montreal

Sym./Dutoit. Sorcerer's Apprentice,
Deux Gymnopedies, Jeux d'enfants,
many more. London Digital 25235

Mozart, Eine kleine
Nachtmusik; Adagio & Fugue,
K. 546 Plus Pachelbel, Canon;
more. Marriner/Academy of St.
Martin -in -the -Fields. Philips Digital
15530

Reich, Sextet; Six Marimbas

Sir
Georg
Solt(

3 Preludes; An American In Paris;
more. Newport Classic Digital 34647

Concertgebouw Orch./Haitink.
London Digital 25157

'

Steve Reich &
Musicians with
members of Nexus &
The Manhattan
Marimba Quartet.
Nonesuch 00520

-

Songs and arias by Scarlatti,
Schubert, Verdi, Donizetti, others.
John Wustman, piano.
London Digital 15311

Corelli, Concerti Grossi Op.

6
Tafelmusik. Includes the famous
"Christmas Concerto." deutsche
harmonia mundi Digital 73751
O Cieco Mondo-The Italian
Lauda Ensemble Huelgas/Nevel.
An unforgettable early -music album.
deutsche harmonia mundi Digital
53753

Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture;
Romeo And Juliet; Nutcracker
Suite Chicago Symphony/Solti.

"Full of fire and power."-Digital Audio
London Digital 25179
Hoist, The Planets Montreal
Symphony Orchestra/Dutoit. "[A]

superlative recording."-Gramophone
London Digital 15448
Digital Jukebox Boston Pops/
Williams. Philips 25059

Bartók, Concerto For
Orchestra; Dance Suite
Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Solti.
"Altogether special."-Fanfare
London Digital 15177

Perlman: Mozart, Violin

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 29 &
34 Vienna Philharmonic/Levine.
"Lively, animated readings."-Fanfare
Delicious Mozart! DG Digital 15337

Claudio Arrau: Beethoven,
Piano Sonatas Nos. 3 & 8
(Pathétique) Compelling."-

D

Minor, Prelude & Fugue in E -Flat;
more. Novalis Digital 01137

Nadia Salerno -Sonnenberg:

Mendelssohn Violin Concerto;
Saint-Saéns, Havanalse; more
Angel Digital 34670

Sound The Trumpet English
Ceremonial Music by Purcell, others.
Edward Carroll, trumpet, William Neil,
organ, others. Newport Classic Digital
00990
IPS/6550

E. 30th

Havanaise, Tzigane, more. New York
Phil./Mehta. DG Digital 15457

Copland, Appalachian Spring;
Cortége macabre; Letter From
Home; John Henry St. Louis

Gramophone. Arrau at his finest.
Philips igi75l15355

Ton Koopman: Bach, Organ
Works Vol. 1 Toccata & Fugue in

Concertos 3 & 5 DG Digital 15146
Perlman: French Violin
Showpieces Carmen -Fantasy,

St./Indianapolis, IN 46219

Symphony/Slatkin.6 Angel Digital
5417

The Academy-By Request

Neville Marriner & The Academy play
Sheep May Safely Graze, more. Angel
Digital 54094

Ravel, Bolero; La Valse;

Rapsodie Espagnole;
Alborado deiGracloso

Montreal
Sym./Dutoit. London Digital 15199
The Pearl Fishers Jussi Bjoerling
in duets with Robert Merrill, others.
Glorious! RCA 00992

PS 540

COMPACT
DISCS OR

CSS

S'
for just

1'1
plus shipping
and handling with
membership

with No Obligation to Buy AnytLing...Ever!
Respighi, Roman Tone Poems
The Philadelphia Orchestra/Mutt.
Pines Of Rome, Fountains Of Rome,
Roman Festivals. Angel Digital 34443

Beethoven, Symphonies Nos.
2 & 8 London Classical Players/
Norrington. "A major revelation."
-Opus Angel Digital 00466

Dvoiák, Symphony No. 8;
Scherzo capriccioso Cleveland

Salvatore Accardo: Bach,
Violin Concertos Chamber
Orchestra Of Europe. "Warm tone...
sensitive [phrasing]."-Gramophone
Philips Digital 25162

Perlman, Brahms, Violin

Concerto

Chicago Sym./Giulini.

"Wonderfully invigorating."-Stereo
Review Angel 63343

Orch./Dohnányi. "Dazzling."-Stereo

Itzhak
Perlman

Nonesuch Digital 00491

Classic Marches

Slatkin & The

St. Louis play Triumphal March, more.

RCA Digital 00996

Horowitz Plays Mozart

Piano
Concerto No. 23; Sonata K. 333. La
Scala/Giulini. DG Digital 15436

Orchestra/Ormandy. RCA 00606

The Canadian Brass: More
Greatest Hlts RCA Digital 64348
James Galway: Greatest Hits

Bylsma: The Violoncello
Piccolo deutsche harmonia

mundi

Galway, Barry Douglas, André Previn,
others. RCA Digital 00928

Memory, Angel Of Music, Perhaps
Love, Sabre Dance, Clair de lune,
more. RCA 73233

Beethoven, Symphony No.

Finian's Rainbow Original

cast.
How Are Things In Glocca Mora?, Old
Devil Moon, more. RCA 00835

Rubinstein: Selections From
The Chopin Collection Military
Polonaise, Minute Waltz, Ballade No. 1,
Barcarolle, many more. RCA 54249
James Galway: Nocturne Clair
de tune, plus nocturnes by Chopin,
Field, L. Boulanger, more. RCA 10765

(Choral).

9

Norrington conducts.
Angel Digital 00467

Copland Billy The Kid; Rodeo
(Complete Ballet) St. Louis
Sym./Slatkin. Angel Digita/ 41491
The Empire Brass: A Bach
Festival A Mighty Fortress Is Our
God; Sleepers Wake!; Jesu, Joy Of
Mans Desiring; more. With Douglas
Major, organ. Angel Digital 64211

'c4

Values up to $47.94

his remarkable $1 offer is being made to
introduce you to an outstanding classical music
membership-with never any obligation to buy.
You'll find hundreds of outstanding albums in each issue of the
Society's magazine, which will be sent to you approximately
every 4 weeks, giving you 13 convenient opportunities a year to
shop for fine music at home. But there is no obligation to accept
any offering at any time.
You choose only the music you want!
If you'd like to accept the Main Selection, you need not do a
thing. It will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate
selection or none at all, just mail back the Notification Card by
the specified date. You'll always have at least 10 days to decide.
But if you don't, you may return your Main Selection at our
expense. Cancel your membership whenever you wish by
writing to us. Or, remain a member and take advantage of future
money -saving bargains.

un Gentilhombre, Concierto del Sur,
Castles Of Spain. MCA 63579

Musicians For Armenia James

Paderewski, others "Live". Newport
Classic Digital 14708

5

Andrés Segovia Plays Rodrigo,
Ponce & Torroba Fantasia para

Cliburn: Liszt, Piano
Concertos Nos. 1 & 2; Grieg,
Piano Concerto The Philadelphia

The Performing Piano I

Shostakovich, Symphony No.
Adams, The Chairman Dances;
many more S.F. Sym./deWaart.

Wising Singers. Bill Bailey Won't You
Please Come Home?, more. Newport
Classic Digital 01036

Digital 63749

Review London Digital 15042

Berlin Philharmonic/Bychkov.
Philips Digital 15454

Rags And Riches The David

/ / /
P,O.

Box 91406 Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES! Please accept my membership in The International Preview Society and send
me, for 10 days FREE examination, the 3 albums have indicated below under the
terms of this offer. may return them after 10 days and owe nothing, or keep them
and pay only $1 (shipping and handling added to each shipment).
I

I

Please send all selections on:

Compact Disc

Cassette

Write Seleclion Numbers Here:

Mr.

Mrs
Miss First Name

Last Name

Initial

Address

(PLEASE PRINT)

Apt

Substantial savings with our half-price bonus plan!
For every regular purchase you do make, you may choose a
bonus album for only half of the members' club price! A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.
3 compact discs or cassettes for just $1!
Begin your membership now by choosing any 3 albums shown
here for just $1 plus shipping and handling. Send no money now.
We want you to judge for yourself before you decide to buy. If not
delighted, return your 3 albums at the end of 10 days without

obligation.

City
Telephone

State

Zip

(

Area Code

NOTE: Members who select compact discs will be serviced by the BMG Compact
Disc Club and will receive the club's exclusive magazine approx. every 3
weeks, 19 times a year. Full membership details will follow with the same 10 day, no -obligation, no-minimum purchase privilege.
Limited to new members; continental U.S.A. Only. Current BMG CD Club members not eligible. One
membership per family. We reserve the right to
request additional information or reject any applica2CPGF
PGF
BF
PJ
lion. Local taxes, it any, will be added.

Though many AES papers
are forbiddingly technical,
there are always some that
make fascinating reading
for audiophiles.
could be reduced to 20 dB/km. They
knew that high losses of over 1,000 dB/
km were the result of impurities in the
glass, not of the glass itself. By reducing
these impurities, a low -loss fiber may be
produced for telecommunications.
Finally, in 1970, Robert Maurer and
associates at Corning Glass Works de-

veloped the first fiber with losses way
under 20 dB/km. And by 1972, lab samples were revealed as low as 4 dB/km
Since then, Corning Glass Works, Bel
Telephone Labs, and also Nippon Sheet
Glass Company of Japan have developed glass fibers with losses at about
0.2 dB/km. There is also research being

done with plastic materials as well as
glass.

As you know, thousands of miles of
fiber-optic cables are now in place in
the telephone companies' networks. In
Cerritos, Cal., a suburb of Los Angeles, some 600 new houses are having

fiber-optic links to the telephone companies' fiber-optic networks installed.
At present, such links cost about

ONE OF THE BESE BUYS IN AUDIO:

B&K ST140

Power Amplifier
An audio component that
offers both musical sound and
excellent value.
In a field littered with supposed giant -killers (i.e., the field of "inexpensive"
basic amps with perfectionist aspirations), this solid-state amp is the true
standout. The ST -140's sound is musical and wellcontrolled, with good detail
and a degree of smoothness that has prompted many to describe the amp as
and we've never heard of anyone
being "tube -like". Good build quality, too
having reliability problems with this one. Sure, more money, spent wisely, can
buy more pitch certainty, stronger bass, an "airer" top end, a little less artificial
texture, etc. But then, more money can (and very often does) buy a lot less. For
$500, the B&K ST -140 seems almost unbeatable. rep, fed from HiFN Heretic. Number Ten

-

FEATURES:
Class A pre -driver circuitry driving class
AB Mosfet output stage.
Toroidal transformers for highly efficient
power supply operation.
Differential input stage with an active
current source load, assuring DC stability
and extremely wide band width linearity.
'
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5-45 K Hz Frequency Response
95 dB Signal to Noise Ratio, A Weighted
105 Power Rating (1K Hz at less than
.09THD, 8 ohms)
14 Amperes (peak to peak)
1.4 dB Dynamic Headroom
t51ffiN0 Á1R11;%
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$3,000, but as with most innovations,
widespread use will eventually make
them more affordable.
It is important to recognize that in the
next few years, digital technology will
play a major role in the daily lives of the
American consumer. Home entertainment (both audio and video), information systems, interactive banking and
shopping, and a host of other services
will be available in digital format-all
through the miracle of fiber optics. A
computer terminal in the home will control this multitude of services. Envision,
if you will, a centralized CD and videodisc library of virtually every recording
in existence. (The library would be
equipped with the very best playback
systems.) In practical use, a person
could simply punch a code into his
home computer to choose whatever
music or video he wanted. The music
would then be played through his audio system, interlinked via fiber optics,
and he would look at the video on his
digital high -definition TV.
If all this sounds like some science
fiction vision of the future, it most assuredly is not. At the upcoming Summer Consumer Electronics Show, it is
quite likely that one company, and perhaps several, will introduce fiber-optic
systems to interlink audio components
such as amps and preamps. These
components will, of course, have their
own A/D and D/A converters. Initial
cost for such systems could be around
$1,800 to $2,000-not out of line with
some of the very expensive, exotic audiophile cable now on the market. The
advent of fiber-optic interconnects
should finally put an end to the often fanciful performance claims made for

audiophile cables.
The preprints have discussed are
available from the Audio Engineering
Society, 60 East 42nd St., New York,
N.Y. 10165. Each preprint costs $5 for
nonmembers, $4 for members.
A
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f+ B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971

Abbott Road, Lackawanna,

N.

Y.14218

FAX: (716) 822-8306

1-800-543-5252

NY: (716) 822-8488
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ARAGON. When Price Is No Object

Il

Some people buy the most expensive components to feel
assured they're getting the best quality-others can discern
the highest quality independent of price...
My memory of the transparency and musical instrument soundstage
produced by the Cello Encore and Spectral DMA 200 is quite clear.
can say that the 24K and the 4004 have also reached the same level.
I

Law Kong Ink Audiophile Magazine, January 1989
...the Aragon preamp is now my choice for under £1500 ($2,700).
Ken Kessler HiFi News & Record Reviews, March 1989

That's the kind of design it is: it sounds right from the very first note.
More correctly, it doesn't really sound much at all.

Alvin Gold HiFi Answers, December 1988
So, you see, to purchase the highest quality amp and

preamp combination you can spend well over $10,000 or
well under $3,000. The choice is yours.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

(914) 693-8008
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LHH 1000
THE PREMIER CD PLAYER FROM
PI-IILIPS

THE COMPANY THAT
PREMIERED CD TECHNOLOGY

This limited edition Reference Series LHH1000 is a
direct descendant of Philips' broadcast -standard CD
recording and mastering equipment. In fact, it's the first
consumer model with the professional LHH designation.
With this breeding, no wonder the LHH1000 is of
exceptional quality, inside and out. For complete
isolation, the transport and D/A converter are housed
separately. This dual -chassis design virtually eliminates
inter -component interference and thoroughly
dampens vibration. And with coaxial or optical fiber
cable connecters between the two units, you get virtually
error -free transmission. The result is pure sound with
absolutely no distortion.
As a fitting complement to this elegant architecture,
its construction is uncompromised. No expense was
spared in utilizing the materials best suited for sound.

For example, Philips' toy CDM-1 transport and all
critical chassis components are made of solid diecast
aluminum zinc alloy.

Further, the LHH1000 features Philips' premier
creation-16 -bit, four times oversampling. And
the heart of the separate digital -to -analog converter is
Philips' Special Select Grade TDA-1541A-S1 chip,
widely regarded as the premier DAC technology.
The LHH 1000 delivers a high degree of sonic accuracy.
In fact, it has been "recommended ...in Class A of
Stereoph lie's 'Recommended Components' listing"*
Experience firsthand the outstanding stereo
imaging, the articulation and resonance of this
remarkable instrument and our complete line of CD
players. Call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips
audio specialist. Srereophi.'e, Vol 12, No 6, June 1989

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

FORUM
JAMES C. DAVIES

THE LOWDOWN ON HIGH DEF
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A much more effective demonstration would greatly increase picture size
so that sitting within three picture
heights would become the norm. Once
that happens, you will see overwhelming acceptance of this new technology. In fact, true home HDTV should
never be displayed with a picture less
than 5 feet wide. (I will refer to picture
sizes from projectors in width, since
this more accurately describes relative
picture sizes-particularly when considering the different aspect ratios of
NTSC and HDTV.)
To prove this point as well as to
foster the advent of HDTV and show
just how exciting it can be, the company work for, Barco, Inc., which manufactures video projectors, put on a
demonstration at the 1989 Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas
and again at the Summer CES in Chicago. In each demonstration, a screen
was set up that was 12 feet wide and
63/4 feet high, yielding a perfect aspect
ratio of 16 by 9, and a full surround
sound system was provided by Fos gate. All of this was put into a living room type of setting, and 1,125/60
HDTV was displayed. The response
was overwhelming. Nobody made any
negative comments, and the majority
only spoke in superlatives. Dale
Cripps, publisher of HDTV Newsletter,
said that it was "our favorite HDTV
demonstration of all time.... Did pictures that large overpower the audience? In fact, when the HDTV pictures
came on after a brief showing of NTSC
pictures, the audience was not thrown
back but rather sat straight up or
leaned forward in astonishment. It is
this form of HDTV demonstration that
will make the difference in the marketing of HDTV." And that is precisely the
point. Contrary to what has been reported, when HDTV is presented properly, the pictures are stunning. So
much so, that the next two questions
almost inevitably are, "How much does
it cost?" and "How soon can get it?" If
there is not a large public demand for
HDTV right now, it is only because the
public has not had proper exposure to
this technology. Once you see HDTV
properly demonstrated, it is very difficult to go back to NTSC on any size
I

4,

I
a

Pick up any consumer electronics

magazine these days, and the
probability is high that it will contain an item on high -definition television (HDTV). Take a look at any electronics trade publication, and you are
virtually assured of seeing something
about HDTV. Even newspapers carry
articles about HDTV on nearly a regular basis. High -definition television is
the current hot topic, and it most certainly will continue to command the
spotlight in consumer electronics. Unfortunately, much of what is published
is misleading and, in some cases, a
complete myth.
Perhaps the single most damaging
report that has appeared in print was
about several public demonstrations of
HDTV: Most people saw very little difference between HDTV and NTSC.(our
present standard) when they were presented side by side. (When referring to
HDTV here, mean the 1,125/60 standard of 1,125 scanning lines and 60
fields/30 frames per second, the only
proposed system for which hardware
exists and which can be readily demonstrated.) It is true that when HDTV
and NTSC were compared, most people only noticed the difference in as I

James C. Davies is National Sales
Manager of Consumer Products for
Barco, Inc., manufacturers of video
projectors based in Smyrna, Georgia.
30
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pect ratio (ratio of width versus

-4

by 3 for NTSC, 16 by 9 for
HDTV) and not the picture quality.
However, what went unreported was
how the demonstration was conducted, and this is the key to why the results were not more dramatic. In a consumer test conducted by Home Box
Office in October 1987 in a Danbury,
Connecticut shopping mall and in several sites in New York, NTSC was displayed on a 26 -inch, high -end consumer monitor; HDTV was displayed
on a 28 -inch, direct -view monitor. Beyond five picture heights away, viewers were unable to tell the difference in
picture quality. The most favorable response came from viewers three picture heights away, and understandably, most of the negative responses
came from those viewers who were in

height

the row which was seven picture
heights away. Ideally, one should view
HDTV from a maximum of three or four
picture heights. This distance allows
the eye to see the vast improvement in
resolution and was an original design
parameter for HDTV. Furthermore,
viewing a 25 -inch -wide screen from 6
feet away will not have the impact that
viewing a 75 -inch -wide screen from 18
feet will have, even though the apparent picture size is still the same. The
average HDTV demonstration being
presented to the public does not allow
such intimate viewing.

I

picture.
HDTV creates an interesting phenomenon. Critics state that the aver -
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They said it was impossible
to build an AM/F11 multi -play
CD controller and cassette deck
with a detachable face.
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But Pioneer pulled it off.
Introducing the Premier' KEX-M800.
What's in a name? Everything if it's the
new Premier " KEX-M800.
The world's first car stereo that not
only offers you a combination multi -play
compact disc player, AM/FM tuner, and
cassette deck. It also features an antitheft detachable face plate to help keep
your system safe from
prying eyes.

r)

The only thing more exclusive than
the KEX-M800 is our dealer network.
Premier Installation Specialists are expert
craftsmen, so you know your system will
be custom installed with the utmost care.
So see your Pioneer Premier dealer.
And watch us pull off the impossible.
For your nearest dealer

¿I1WW

.-..

TM

call 1-800-421-1404.

Premier' Advanced technology from Pioneer. ©1989 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
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One hundred percent quality control is seen on EVERY unit manufactured. EVERY completed unit is
electronically tested for specification accu_-acy and then EVERY unit
is connected to a high fidelity system and listened to-just like you
would at home. If your unit meets
or exceeds the critical standards set
forth on these tests, it is then packaged for shipment.

INDIVIDUAL
CERTIFICATE OF
PERFORMANCE WITH
EVERY AMPLIFIER
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Soundcraftsmen celebrates its
20th year of manufacturing audio
components for the discriminating
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audiophile.

Soundcraftsmen engineers are
highly respected in audio design
circles as being very forward thinking, yet practical, when engineering
new products, by using proven
design principles from the past with
tomorrow's technology.
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From the finest equalizers, the
most accurate analyzers, to the
unique preamps, to the revolutionary Class H and Power MOSFET
amplifiers, you cannot purchase
finer audio components.
The next few pages will answer
many of your questions. If you have
more, our customer service department will be pleased to assist you
by telephone or letter. We invite
your questions and appreciate your

interest.
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1990 BUYER'S GUIDE
TO PRO -QUALITY 19" RACK -PANEL ADD-ON SEPARATES
(For complete specs, prices

Si

color photos of all 26 models, circle

POWER AMPLIFIERS

PREAMPLIFIERS
77.g:47..,
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The new PRO-CONTROL preamplifiers from Soundcraftsmen provide
C-MOS digital -control electronic switching for noise -free and distortion -free
recording and listening enjoyment. All signal routing is accomplished with
Soundcraftsmen's new MOS-TROL high-performance electronic circuitry.
This method allows all Signal Paths to be optimized, which measurably
lowers noise and cross -talk. The integration of buffered inputs with C-MOS
and proprietary circuitry completely eliminates the distortion and degradation caused by other presently available, but now outmoded, electronic
switching techniques. Model 422 includes all these superb features plus
Dual 10-band Octave EQUALIZER.
FRED.

RESPONSE: High Level-5Hz-100kHz, ±0.25dB.
RATIO: Phono-97dB, High Level-116dB.

0.005%...S/N

$329 to $849

PREAMPLIFIERS

-

--.

Len Feldman, in Audio Magazine, says: "...another example of
Soundcraftsmen's superb engineering and dedication to user convenience and product flexibility. It serves as a true control center without
adding complications for the user. My chief delight was with the versatile switching logic. What a joy not to hear any noise or clicks!"

SPECIFICATIONS:
THD: Less than

is

PRE-CEIVERS

"...it

brought out the best in all of the loud speaker systems with which
tried it. I sensed an effortlessness about the musical crescendos reproduced from some of my CD staectaculars..." "In my view, you can
spend live times as much as what this amp costs, but you won't get a
better, more reliable, or more musical unir'
The New PRO -POWER amplifiers are especially designed for the extended
I

Dynamic Range requirements of today's Compact Disc players and Hi Fi
VCRs. The ULTRA HIGH CURRENT design offers you incredibly high power
without sacrificing distortion -free performance and superb reliability. These
new amplifiers operate flawlessly under all operating conditions. MOSFET
amplification stages provide the utmost in sonic purity, rivaling that of
vacuum tube amplifiers.
The Pro -Power

(0-400 watts at

Form features precision-calibrated LED power meters
8 ohms)... Speaker switching for two pair of stereo

speakers...
SPECIFICATIONS: CONTINUOUS RMS POWER: 205 watts per channel @ 8
ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, 300 watts per channel @ 4 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, 450

watts per channel @ 2 ohms, 1kHz...THD-less than 0.05%.

AMPLIFIERS, 205-600 w/p/c ...$499 to $1599

tta ie minim
l
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EQUALIZERS

The new REMOTE-CONTROL/Preamplifier/Tuner combines the outstanding
performance and features of our separate tuner and preamplifiers. The
PRE-CEIVER® offers the sensible alternative to the "all -in -one" receiver, by
allowing the freedom to choose a separate power amplifier to match the
needs of the speaker systems. To provide the lowest possible noise and
distortion, FET transistors are utilized in critical circuits. Our unique
SPECTRAL GRADIENT circuit provides the necessary filtering to eliminate
the harsh characteristics associated with analog-digital Compact Discs.

DIRECT/TONE DEFEAT patches input directly to the line amplifier. DIFFERENTIAL MPX HI -BLEND circuit provides maximum stereo separation, while
reducing noise and distortion when listening to distant FM broadcasts.

PREAMP SPECIFICATIONS: THD: 0.008%. FRED. RESPONSE: 20Hz100kHz±0.5áB. S/N RATIO: Phono: 80dB, High Level: 100db.
TUNER SPECIFICATIONS: IHF SENSITIVITY: 10.3dBf. SIGNAL STRENGTH
for 50dB quieting: Mono: 12.5dBf, Stereo: 36dBf.

PRECEIVERS©

(9,037 ""`

reader card number)

$449 to $599
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All Soundcraftsmen Equalizers feature our exclusive 0.1dB Differential Com-

parator Unity -Gain circuitry, combined with dual balancing LED's, to make
balancing of input to output voltage -ast and exceptionally accurate to
within 0.1dB. The Pro -E0 44, above, is a two -channel Graphic Equalizer,
designed especially for advanced applications in the field of music reproduction. The channels are divided in one-third octave center frequencies
from 40Hz through 1kHz. Above 1kHz through 16kHz, center frequencies
are at two-thirds octave intervals.
SPECIFICATIONS PRO -E0 44: THD: .01 @ 2V RMS... S/N RATIO: 114dB10V RMS output, -100db-2V RMS output. ISO CENTER FREQUENCIES
(Hz): 40, 50, 63, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800,
1K, 1.6K, 4K, 6.3K, 10K, 16K... BOOST/CUT INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS:
±22dB (all other controls at max): ±15dB (all other controls set at zero).

1/3-2/3 &

1

-OCTAVE EQ's

$349 to $549

.

FREE System/Analysis Test Recording,
Now available on 5" COMPACT DISC!

SYSTEM ANALYSIS/TEST

Enter No. 30 on

DISC

Reader Service Card

®
_

FREE!

519.95 SYSTEM EVALUATION KIT, includes your choice of 5" Instructional Test/Analysis COMPACT DISC, or 12" LP, plus 2 -sets of Computone Charts, 1 -Connector Cable for comparison test,1-Instracticn
folder. WRITE TO US FOR FAST ACTION, OR CIRCLE READER CARD,
and we'll send you FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS, and 16-pageCOLOR
BROCHURE.
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2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, California 92705, U.S.A./ Telephone (714) 556-6191 FAX: (714) 662-0750: International Telex: 910 595 2524

By controlling the software,
which is stored in Hollywood
vaults, the U.S. can control
the development of HDTV.

age person doesn't care whether he
can see the blades of grass on a football field or that Dan Rather may have
5 o'clock shadow. The average person, say the critics, thinks television is
fine the way it is. strongly disagree.
There is much more to HDTV than just
seeing the blades of grass. Even with
NTSC, we can see a noticeable difference between film and video. Video
has that certain "live" look to it that film
does not, while film has a resolution
and subtlety that video lacks. When
you take the strengths of both formats
and combine them into high -definition
television, you come up with a new
viewing experience, not video and not
film. It is High Definition, and it actually
looks better than 35 -mm film because
it has that "live" look without scratches,
dust, or other objectionable "noise" in
the picture. The best way to describe
HDTV is to say you have a picture that
has the liveness or presence of video
with the resolution and subtlety of 35 mm film. It is akin to looking out a
window. A term has been coined to
describe the experience, "telepresence." It is very exciting. And it's addicting. Indeed, the biggest danger in
the implementation of HDTV in this
country is that we all could become
couch potatoes.
One major point of misinformation
about HDTV is that the Federal Communications Commission is going to
set a standard for HDTV and that it
must be compatible with existing systems. In fact, the FCC really does not
relish the idea of getting involved in
any standards rule -making and most
likely will only render a decision on a
transmission standard because they
have to. What the FCC did say was that
I

whatever transmission standard is
adopted, keeping in mind that this only
refers to terrestrial broadcasters, it
must meet any one of three criteria: (1)
it must be spectrum compatible but
does not have to be NTSC compatible,
which means that it must work within a
6 -MHz bandwidth but does not have to
be compatible with NTSC; (2) it can be
spectrum compatible and NTSC compatible, or (3) it can be an augmentation type of system, which means the
main body of the picture would be sent
within a standard 6-MHz bandwidth
and detail information and side panels
(to give it the wider aspect ratio) would
34

be sent within a different 6-MHz chunk
of spectrum. The FCC also stated that
broadcasters cannot cease NTSC
broadcasting; just how long they are
prohibited from turning off NTSC was
not stated. But notice that nothing was
said as to what production standard
HDTV would take. Cable, direct broadcast satellite (DBS), VCRs, videodiscs,
etc. are not mentioned, and the companies involved are free to settle on
whatever they want. In fact, there is no
legal reason why manufacturers could
not start delivering HD hardware and
software tomorrow. Reason dictates,
a,,

r.

however, that everyone be in unison
when HDTV is introduced-but terrestrial broadcasters are clearly at a disadvantage since there is currently no
satisfactory method of delivering full
HDTV via their 6 -MHz channels without
introducing artifacts.
As an interesting aside, coming this
year to the industrial video market are
HDTV laser videodisc players and
HDTV half -inch VCRs. True, they are
costly (in the $25,000 to $60,000
range), but they are coming nonetheless. And the standard is 1,125/60. Actually, 1,125/60 is the de facto production standard. Hardware exists off the
shelf, and four studios are presently
producing 1,125/60 HDTV -1125 Productions, Rebo High Definition Studio,
and Zbig Vision, all in New York, and
Powder Moon Productions in Salt Lake
City. These people are not concerned
about proposed transmissions standards, only that they want no artifacts
or signal degradation.
Perhaps the biggest deception being foisted on the Amercan public is
that we must set our own standard

independent of the Japanese and Europeans so that we can rejuvenate our

consumer electronics industry. In
Washington, politicians are citing
HDTV as a magic elixir for all our problems, from the negative trade balance
to maintaining our technological lead
in the world. Why not control the development in a more creative way? We
have the ultimate ace up our sleeve-a
lock on virtually the entire world's supply of high -definition software. It's
stored in Hollywood. True, it's film, but
it is essentially high definition. What
good is HD hardware without something to show? It took decades to produce all the films and TV shows that
Hollywood has accumulated. All the
studios in the world are not going to
create sufficient software to meet the
immediate demands for high definition.
The United States can control the development of HDTV by controlling
high -definition software. And we will
have a positive effect on our trade balance at the same time. Let's do what
we do best-being innovative in combining technology and marketing expertise.
Since much has been written about
HDTV's incompatibility with our existing NTSC standard, there is concern
over the obsolescence of all video
equipment now in use. While it is true
that HDTV is not compatible with existing hardware (although some proposed HDTV transmission standards
provide for an NTSC-compatible signal), incompatibility should not be a
concern. It is just another standard, the
same as Compact Discs presented a
new standard for the storage of audio.
When CDs were introduced, no one
was concerned that they weren't compatible with vinyl records or cassettes,
and no one complained much-at
least not publicly. For the past several
years, the three have existed side by
side and the marketplace is deciding
which it likes better. So far, the evidence suggests that CD will win out.
The same will happen with HDTV and
NTSC. The two will coexist for a period
believe that eventually
of time, and
HDTV will win out because it delivers
I

vastly superior pictures.
Can you imagine someone publicly
stating that CDs should be compatible
with vinyl records? Moreover, can you
imagine someone saying the two
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- which bypasses all major controls except
Gain-and provides a degree of resolution that
ordinary passive line -stage controls. The active
challenges the best pieamps in the world.
LS1 goes far beyond them-in musicality, in
technical innovatior_, in quality of manufacture. Its
The LSl features Audio Research's own
pedigree, in other words, is pure Audio Research.
oxygen -free Litz wire in critical circuit paths,
as well as audiophile -grade connectors selected
But far from being an expens_ve, limited -audience
assault on an esoteric ideal, the [Si costs $300 less for their sonic purity. ,And for audiophiles who
own signal processors or who bi-wire, the [Si
than our popularly priced SP9 Mark II preamplifier.
offers two main outputs.
And, it indudes Audio Research's famous hybrid
tube/solid-state circuit technology, unstinting
If you've forsaken vinyl records, if you collect
parts and manufacture, and service backed only tapes or digital source material, audition an
by 20 solid years of leadership in audio
LS1 at your nearest Audio Research
dealer today. It may seem too good to
offers
owners
exceptional
the
The LS!
classic
years
be true, but we promise: the LSi will
convenience of seven inputs, including
make a believer out of you.
the new Direct Gain Path,
To begin with. forget any comparison to

Ms,
1970

-
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HIGH DEFINOTION
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway 1 Minneapolis. Minnesota 554301 Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402
Enler No. 7 on Reader Service Card

The downgrading of superior
technology for the sake of
compatibility makes no sense;
it merely defeats the purpose
and impedes progress.

CLASSICAL MUGS
These distinctive 12 -ounce English
Ironstone mugs with large grip handles
boost the logo of your favorite magazine.
Available in set of two (black and gray)
#65MUGS2 $16.95 ($3.00)

order, call our TOLL FREE lines. We
accept Visa, MasterCard and American
Express, or send a check plus shipping
and handling to AUDIO, PO. Box #765,
Holmes, PA 19043
To

ORDER TOLL FREE

800-345-8112

Be as selective ín

where you buy
as you are ín
what you buy.
We know they're hard to resist.
Guaranteed lowest prices in the
universe. Every day's a sale day. Big,
bigger, biggest.

But, buying a serious audio or video
component isn't the same as buying a
dishwasher or microwave. And that's
why AUDIO recommends you visit an
independent A/V specialty retailer when
shopping for equipment.
A V product is the heart of his
business, not a "profitable or trendy"
sideline. That means the independent
dealer will always be more concerned
in helping you select the proper
equipment than he will be in helping
himself to a commission.
So, be as selective in where you buy
as you are in what you buy. Support your

independent specialty dealer.

4K119)
The Equipment

Authority

should be compatible even though
current levels of technology would
mean the quality of CDs would have to
be downgraded to ensure that compatibility? He would probably be
laughed out of the room. But this is
precisely what is happening right now
with HDTV. There are those who claim
HDTV should be compatible with
NTSC even though all proposed compatible transmission systems that are
demonstrable exhibit artifacts, thereby
downgrading the quality of the original
HDTV images. It doesn't make sense
to downgrade a superior technology
just for the sake of compatibility; this is
defeating the purpose. If compatibility
can be achieved without any degradation whatsoever, fine. But no one has
shown such a system as yet, so let's
keep high -definition TV pure and forget
this compatibility business. Sacrificing
quality for the sake of compatibility is
not my idea of progress.
One proposed solution to the compatibility issue is that of the open -architecture receiver. Simply, this is a television receiver that is capable of displaying both HDTV and NTSC. Therefore,
no compromise has to be made in the
transmission system since the television set is fully capable of displaying
whatever it gets. (Although you would
not necessarily have compatibility between HDTV signals and NTSC sets.)
There are many models of industrial
video projectors that essentially have
open architecture, but on a much
grander scale. In the computer industry, there are rarely single display and
resolution standards within a company's own product lines, much less between manufacturers, so manufacturers of video projectors must build
products that can handle anything that
is made. This ranges from NTSC on the
low end up to exotic, ultra -high resolution CAD/CAM systems and beyond,
with resolution specifications far in excess of any proposed HDTV standard.
It is difficult to build projectors with
these capabilities, but they do exist
and most work quite well. The point ;s
that as soon as you start thinking in
terms of open architecture, the cost
goes up substantially. On top of that,
consumers will be confused. And wait
until salespeople get hold of the specifications sheet on an open-architectute
receiver! Most video salespeople co
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not yet understand what resolution is,
so how could they deal with different
sets of resolution specs for the same
piece of equipment? One receiver, one

standard, thank you. Another argument for totally separate systems.
Why don't we have HDTV consumer
hardware and software available now?
The technology very definitely exists,
and it can be delivered. Of course, it
will be expensive at first, but as they
always have, costs will come down.
Then where is the holdup? Remember,
broadcasters have the largest investment to protect and are in the most
precarious position. They are the only
ones awaiting a major technological
solution to delivery problems, so it obviously behooves them if HDTV's introduction is delayed until such a solution
presents itself. One sure-fire way to get
something delayed is to get politicians
involved. In this case, not only are the
politicians involved, but they are woefully misinformed. Their understanding
of HDTV and the consumer electronics
industry apparently is minimal. Meanwhile, Japan moves ahead full steam,
and even Europe pulls ahead with their
HDTV program, Eureka 95. What the
broadcasters might do is pool some
capital in a crash program to solve the
technological problems themselves.
Don't try to slow the inevitable by shifting the burden somewhere else, such
as to the taxpayer, by requesting government funding for R & D programs.
The consumer is left holding the short
end of the remote control by not only
having to pay R & D costs through
taxes (a notoriously inefficient method)
but also by having to wait years for the
results.
High -definition television has the potential to impact the average American
in ways we cannot even imagine now.
It will change our lifestyle as television
itself did. Let's not lose sight of the
objective, which is to implement a vastly improved audio/visual medium for
communicating, educating, and entertaining. Let's not degrade it just to protect some specialized interests. Let's
not burden it by attempting to use it to
cure social and political ills that existed
long before. The marketplace is perfectly capable of making decisionsjust clear the way to bring on the
choices. It's going to happen, and it
A
can't happen soon enough.
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Long ago, the special properties of the vacuum tube were discovered. It was the first
electronic means of amplifying sound. Today,
it's still the best.
No modern-day compromises even come
close. Which is why Counterpoint focuses on
tube technology and, since 1977, have designed
amplifiers and preamps capable of reawakening
recorded music's lifelike qualities.
Today, Counterpoint preamps
and amplifiers are more musical
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NO LONGER A PIPE DREAM,

Thomson
CD Recorder
t

looked for all the world like an

ordinary CD player. Dietmar

Thomson's magneto -optical
Compact Disc recorder can
be made right

now-and

for a reasonable cost! Test

results are spectacular,
but the recordings can't
he played on conventional
CD players.

Uhde, Manager of the Physics
and Chemistry R & D Labs of the
German Thomson -Brandt Division of Thomson Consumer Electronics, carefully unwrapped the prototype
magneto -optical disc (MOD) recorder
and hooked it up in my lab. This was
an exciting day for all of us. (Editor
Gene Pitts accompanied Mr. Uhde, as
did Friedhelm Zucker, another scientist
from the Thomson -Brandt R & D lab in
Villingen, West Germany.) There were,
of course, no published specs, since
this prototype is not in actual production as a commercial product. But as
was to learn in just a few hours of
testing and listening, the DR 1000
MOD recorder is in every other way a
real-make that, superb-feat of engineering. Its performance was so good,
in fact, that wouldn't mind owning it
even in its present prototypical form.
wasn't allowed to
Unfortunately,
keep the unit for the several days or
more that usually take to evalu\, ate such a sophisticated component; my time with this re},`
markable product was limited to just a few hours. Before
tell you how well it
performed as an ordinary CD
player and as a CD recorder
with unlimited erasability, you're
probably wondering, as
was,
just how the MOD works. To begin
with, the MOD recorder is only partially
compatible with CDs. Specifically, it
has been designed to play ordinary CDs
I

I

I

I

I

I
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properly. However, a magneto -optical
disc recorded on this Thomson unit
cannot be played back on a conventional CD player-at least not on CD
players as they are configured today.
(This is not to say that the optical assembly of some future CD players
couldn't be fairly easily altered to read
these recordable discs.) The problem
has to do with the reflectivity of the
information -bearing surface of the two
media: Tv1ODs have a reflectivity of only
20%, while the reflectivity of CDs is
almost 100%.
The MOD recording medium is a thin
layer of magnetic terbium -iron -cobalt
alloy. (Terbium is a dark brown, rareearth metallic element.) This magneto optical layer is applied by means of
cathode -vapor, high -vacuum sputtering onto a 4.7 -inch (12 -cm) polycarbonate or glass disc. A percent spiral
track guides the recording laser and
already allows for the coded maximum
playing time of 74 minutes. The first
tracks, the lead-in tracks, are prerecorded onto the blank discs by their
manufacturer. These tracks tell the DR
1000 MOD what sort of disc has been
inserted and how the laser strength
and magnetic field are to be set for
recording.
Within the recorder, local heating of
the disc's magneto-optical layer to the
material's Curie point, 180° C, reduces
its coercivity to a low enough level that
an external magnetic field at the recording point can reverse the layer's
polarity. For playback, the Kerr effect is
employed: Areas whose magnetization
39
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Fig. 1-Block diagram of the Thomson DR 1000 MOD recorder.
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is of opposite polarity reflect polarized
or unidirectional light differently. The
small change in direction of the polarized light reflected from the surface is
a mere 0.5°, but this is sufficient to
allow the system to differentiate between binary zeros and ones. The system also detects places where no
change in polarization angle has taken
place, indicating that no recording has
been made.
Thomson's first generation of optical
disc recorders made use of a permanent magnet, recording digital bits by
means of rapid laser bursts. The disadvantage of this method was that erasure required a separate run or "pass,"
with the laser continuously at full recording power. In the current MOD, the
laser stays on during recording, but a
powerful modulator is brought to bear
on the magnetic field. Its magnetic polarity is controlled by the digital data
stream. Erasing and recording occur in
the same sweep of the laser assembly.
A recent reduction in the thickness of
the medium's recording layer substantially reduced the amount of heat required. Instead of a 60-mW laser used
in earlier prototypes, the DR 1000
MOD that tested uses 25 mW of laser
power in recording, of which only 5.5
mW reach the disc. The laser power at
the disc's surface is switched down to
0.8 mW for playback of magneto -optical discs and only 0.4 mW for playback of conventional CDs.
I

Fig. 2-Physical layout of the optical system.

TIZA
DISC

four -bit quantization.

Dietmar Uhde maintains that longterm stability of the stored information
is no problem, nor does he foresee any
limitation on the number of read/write
cycles. The user lead-in area on each
blank disc is a track directory to be
recorded by the user. When the disc is
loaded, this directory is read into a 64 kilobyte memory; if new material is then
recorded, this information is updated
and is recorded back onto the user
lead-in track before the disc can be
removed. As you'd expect, access to
tracks and passages is about as fast
as on good CD players.
A block diagram of the MOD recorder is shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows
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the physical layout of the optical system for the MOD. Figure 3 illustrates
the principles of magneto -optical recording and playback using polarity

reversal of magnetic fields to change
the reflectivity angle of polarized light.
Playback operating features of the
DR 1000 MOD are very similar to those
found on CD players. There's program
repeat, A -B segment repeat, and full
disc repeat. The display shows the
track number and either the elapsed
playing time of the current track, the
time remaining in that track, or remaining time on the disc. Playback is programmable, with up to 39 program
steps available.
As mentioned earlier, at first glance
the Thomson DR 1000 MOD recorder
looks like an ordinary CD player. A
power switch is at the lower left, and
nearby are the usual transport pushbuttons plus a record/pause button.
The stop button also opens and closes
the disc drawer, which is above this
row of pushbuttons. A large display
area is located to the right of the disc
drawer, and below it are 10 numbered
buttons for programming and accessing tracks. The row of controls below
the number buttons handles display,
level balance, headphone volume,
memory (program storage), repeat
functions, and the encoding of start
IDs when making a recording. At the
right end of the panel are the microphone and headphone jacks, a multifunction knob similar to those on Thomson Digital Line components (covered
in Audio last issue), and several additional buttons for data reduction one
of the heretofore undreamt -of capabilities of microprocessor control.
Data reduction uses a technique
called Multiple Spectral Audio Coding,
a joint project of Thomson and the University of Duisburg. This data -compression process uses four -bit quantization to quadruple the system's normal recording time! Mr. Uhde reported
that experts on a listening panel were
unable to distinguish between ordinary
16 -bit music recordings and a music
recording made using this sophisticated four -bit compression system. The
digital recording of still photographs
has already been demonstrated as
well. With about 600 megabytes of
storage capacity, MOD can become a
totally interactive medium. As Mr.
Uhde explained it, if a blue laser diode
were substituted for the laser currently
being used, the size of the heated area
would shrink and tracks could be
spaced even more closely together.
Storage capacity might then be quad -

-

Fig. 4
Frequency response
for CD playback.
Displacement between
left channel (solid
curve) and right
channel (dashed
curve) is due to
slight differences
in output levels.
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0.00398% on the right, both readings
referred to maximum digital recorded
level. Notice that, unlike some CD players I've tested, the DR 1000 MOD exhibited no sharp rise of THD + N as
the high -frequency end of the spectrum was approached. Often,
see
high readings here, due not so much
to actual harmonic distortion as to out of -band "beats" caused by the D/A
converter and other elements in the
playback circuit. No such beats were
in evidence with the Thomson unit in its
CD playback mode.
There were many more measurements of CD playback
wanted to
make, but only a short time remained
to make my first -ever magneto -optical
digital disc recording and play it back.
think know how Tom Edison must
have felt when he yelled into that horn
and made those first indentations in
tinfoil 113 years ago! Rather than recite
"Mary Had a Little Lamb," as Edison
had done, let my Audio Precision System One test gear generate 16 -bit digital signals at 44.1 kHz. With the aid of
the gentlemen from Thomson, recorded the signals onto an MOD and then
held my breath as
played back the
first one-a sweep of frequencies from
20 Hz to 20 kHz. The response when
the recording was played back, shown
in Fig. 9, was as flat as that shown in
Fig. 4, if not flatter. Again, the right
channel's output was slightly different
from the left channel's, but both were
I
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Fig. 11
Record/play linearity,
input vs. output;
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mode. Response was almost absolutely flat from below 20 Hz up to 20 kHz.
The output levels of the two channels
differed by some 0.2 dB, which acdecade, recordable CDs will
counts for the +0.25 dB reading at 20
kHz on the right channel. In fact, that
was also perfectly flat when
channel
come. Now that I've actually
referred to its own 1 -kHz output level.
Figure 5 is the familiar plot of deviation from perfect linearity that show
tested them, I'm hoping it's
when testing CD players. Using undithered signals, deviation at -80 dB was
less than 2.0 dB for the left channel
sooner rather than later.
and just over 2.0 dB for the right. f
rupled. The next goal, he further stat- repeated the test, this time using lowed, would be to record one hour of level dithered signals, and the error
video on a 12 -cm (CD -sized) disc!
amounted to a bit more than 3 dB at
The rear panel of the DR 1000 MOD -90 dB (Fig. 6). I've seen many CD
has analog line in and line out jacks as players-some costing quite a bitwell as optical and coaxial digital line that didn't do as well at such
in and line out jacks. This permits digi- low levels.
tal interconnection of a CD player and
The results for the fade -to a DAT recorder with the Thomson DR noise test, shown in Fig. 7,
1000 MOD for recording onto or from provided good correlation
the magneto -optical disc.
with the results obtained in
There was not nearly enough time to Fig. 6 and also enabled me to
conduct all the lab and listening tests see how the MOD recorder's
that wanted to make. Since had to EIA dynamic range compared
ration my time, decided to measure with that of ordinary CD playsome fundamental performance char- ers. From the data plotted in
calculated that the
acteristics of the unit as if it were a CD Fig. 7,
player, using my trusty CBS CD -1 test EIA dynamic range for this
disc. then made additional measure- unit was between 105 and
EIN U
ments using digitally generated test 110 dB in playback mode.
recorded onto a blank
Figure 8 is a plot of THD +
tones that
N versus frequency. At 1 kHz,
magneto -optical disc.
Figure 4 shows playback frequency THD + N was only 0.00336%
DR 1000 MOD
response of the system in CD playback on the left channel and
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within 0.1 dB or less over the range
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz!
Distortion plus noise for the complete record/play cycle of a full -level
(0 -dB) signal, though not as low as for
playback of the prerecorded test disc,
nevertheless equalled that of many
top-quality CD players. In Fig. 10, only
one channel is shown, but both channels yielded practically identical readings at all frequencies. At 1 kHz, THD
+ N was 0.0072% for the complete

record/play cycle.
Perhaps the most interesting result
was obtained when recorded a test
signal which decreased in amplitude,
in 2 -dB steps, from maximum recorded
level down to 120 dB below maximum.
This test signal was generated in the
digital domain and recorded onto a
blank section of the magneto -optical
disc. During playback, a plot was
made of output versus original input
I

level, and as you can see from Fig. 11,
linearity was superb. Admittedly, this
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as anything had recorded and played
back on my two DAT recorders. I'm not
suggesting, certainly, that MOD will
make DAT obsolete. For one thing,
DAT will likely be with us long before
we see commercial MOD recorders on
dealers' shelves. But even if this
should not be the case, each format
has its advantages. For example, can
hardly envision a portable Walkman
type of magneto -optical recorder, yet
there are already DAT recorders smaller than the first portable analog cassette recorders were.
No one can know, at this point,
whether or not the Thomson approach
to recordable/erasable digital discs
Will become the world standard. This
much am wil ing to predict: We will
have recordable CDs of one kind or
another: sooner or later, during this
new decade. Based on my brief experience with the Thomson DR 1000
MOD recorder, hope it's sooner rather
than later.
A

time the test signal was dithered, but
deviation from perfect linearity at -90
dB was not much more than it had
been at -80 dB in the test shown in
Fig. 5. Mr. Uhde smiled knowingly
when pointed this out to him. From his
remarks, gathered that the combination of A/D and D/A conversion used in
the complete record/play cycle of the
DR 1000 MOD was calibrated so that
whatever slight linearity error is introduced during the record cycle is at
least partly compensated for during
playback. This is one of the tricks a
manufacturer can perform when he
has total control of a system, from input
to record function and then to playback function.
In the little time that remained, did
manage to make a short voice recording, just to convince myself that the
Thomson unit could digitally record
more than mere test tones. As expected, the sound of my voice reproduced
via a pair of headphones was as good
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In November 1987, Audio published
"Mass Cassette Test: We Review
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covering 88 tapes-that is, the great
majority of formulations available in the
United States, including those from
mail-order firms. The tapes evaluated
are 36 Type I, 36 Type II, and 16 Type
IV cassettes. The brands are BASF,
Certron, Chrome Master (from Master
Hi -Tech Video), DAK, Denon, Fuji,
Goldstar, Greencorp, JVC, Laser
(Swire Magnetics), Maxell, Memorex
(Memtek Products), Nakamichi, Realistic (Radio Shack), SKC, Sony, TDK,
That's (That's America), and Visa (Interworld Electronics).
did not include tape formulations
which were being updated or were
about to be dropped at the time of the
include tapes from
testing, nor did
manufacturers who did not reply to my
request for literature and test samples.
For example, because 3M was in the
process of readying a new Black
Watch tape line, these cassettes are
not covered here. After the last survey,
one reader asked that Teac be included next time. Alas, Teac is no longer
distributing cassette tapes in this
country.
The following brief descriptions of
dieach formulation are based on statements in the manufacturers' spec
sheets and catalogs. The tapes are
grouped alphabetically by brand.
BASF Ferro Extra is an updating of
the previous LH Extra I. Ferro Super is
a new premium normal-bias tape with
I
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a high maximum output

level (MOL)
and extended sensitivity that are "ideal
for recording loud rock and roll music."
It is coated with a microscopically
close -grained layer of ultrafine "megadium" oxide particles for outstanding
uniform alignment. Ferro Maxima I, the
newest BASF Type formulation, uses
a dual -layer micro -coating technology
and proprietary megadium iron oxide.
The Type II Chrome Extra II is an updated version of Chromdioxid Extra II,
offering the low noise floor typical of
chrome tape "with extremely high frequency response and an S/N of 63
dB." Chrome Maxima II retains the
double -layer chrome formulation of
Chrome Maxima and uses a new wide window shell which features 12 rigid
bracing struts in the critical magnetic
head area. Metal Maxima IV (Type IV)
is available only in C-120 cassettes,
which can accommodate two 60 -minute Compact Discs.
I

1.

YID

The Certron tapes are HD and UX,
had also
both Type
cassettes.
planned to include Certron LN, which
purchased locally, along with HD, in a
discount department store. (Certron
had supplied just UX, feeling it would
best meet my basic criteria.) However,
dropped the LN formulation from the
testing when the two samples failed
criteria for minimum performance. The
manufacturer refers to HD as the "performance and economy tape for music
or voice" and to their UX formulation as
the "quality music tape for all recording applications."
Chrome Master LX -II (Type I), the
single tape from Master Hi -Tech Video,
is "engineered to perform a notch
I

I

I

I

normal -bias
tapes," and DAK promises satisfying
performance from their MLX (Type I)
and MLX2 (Type II) formulations.
Denon's tapes have Dynamic Balance (DB) hubs for smoother rotation
and a more even tape wrap. One of
their Type tapes, DX1, utilizes a gamma -ferric -oxide formulation for wider
dynamic range; their other Type tape,
DX4, uses a nonporous ferric oxide to
"ensure a high MOL, exceeding the
performance level for its class." In HD6
(Type II), a cobalt -doped ferric oxide
has been used to ensure high MOL

above the standard

I

I
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while offering a low noise level over the
entire frequency range. A similar formulation has been used in HD7, with
ultrafine particles for further improvements. An unusual Type II formulation,
HD8 "combines pure -metal particles
with cobalt -doped ferric oxide." Its extended frequency response, says
Denon, approaches that of a Type IV
tape. The pure -metal formulation of
HD -M (Type IV) allows the "most accurate reproduction of the music possible." The Type II and IV cassettes have
high -precision shell halves using a
dual -window housing that "reduces
resonance due to external interference, mechanism noises, and tape vibration."
From Fuji come DR -I (Type I); DR-II,
FR -11x, and FR-Ilx PRO (Type II), and
FR Metal (Type IV). The Pure Ferrix
magnetic particles of DR-1 "provide the
best balance of sensitivity, frequency
response, MOL, and bias noise." The
Type II tapes, DR -II, FR -11x, and FRIIx
PRO, all use Super -Fine Beridox particles to secure high MOLs and low
noise. The DR -II tape has a new large window cassette shell to ensure "stable tape transport and minimal distortion," while the new high -precision
shell for FR-Ilx "offers highly reliable
transport stability and minimizes wow
and flutter and modulation noise." Fuji's FR-IIx PRO, which has a new shell
and tape mechanism, uses the compa-

ny's "exclusive Double -Orientation
technique to ensure minimum distortion at high output levels." The Type IV
FR Metal tape has Super -Fine Metalix
particles that are densely packed and
uniformly aligned via Double -Orientation technology.
Goldstar offers HP and HR (Type I),
CRX (Type II), and MT (Type IV). The
HP and HR formulations use gamma hematite crystal particles to "ensure

outstanding output and sensitivity
through the full range of frequency responses." The HR tape's improved
particles offer greater resistance to
saturation "for the extra touch of detail
and refinement." Goldstar's CRX uses
sensitive, cobalt -doped iron -oxide particles to retain "all the energy and excitement of the original sound," and
MT has very minute pure -metal particles said to be of high coercivity and
unequalled uniformity to get "the ultimate in high -frequency response and
the best dynamic range possible."
Greencorp's Type tapes, XDS and
Music +, use gamma -ferric and super gamma -ferric particles, respectively.
Their Type II CR has premium -quality
chromium dioxide, which performs "far
better than so-called chrome -bias ferric -oxide tapes."
The JVC GI (Type I), AFII (Type II),
and AFIV (Type IV) tapes are in the
I

manufacturer's Fidelity Series, offering
attractive and well -performing shells.
The GI formulation provides "high cost
performance with JVC quality," while
AFII delivers "tight, well -dispersed
sound with super -low noise." This tape
has high MOL and reduced modulation noise. The AFIV tape has been
upgraded and specially designed for
digital sources, using ultrafine pure metal particles, a new binder system,
and high -orientation technology. Its
new, heat -resistant shell has many features, including precision molding and
accurately shaped and positioned
hubs, pins, and guides.
The single tape from Swire Magnetics is Laser XL Plus. This Type tape
has an "extra low -noise formulation for
excellent music or voice recordings."
The Maxell Type tapes are Frill, URF, UDI, and XLI -S, and their Type II
tapes are Capsule II, UDX-II, UDII,
XLII, and XLII -S. The MX is Maxell's
single Type IV formulation. Frill, UR-F,
Capsule II, and UDX-II make up Max ell's Lifestyle cassette line. Pure crystal -oxide Frill tape, available in C-46
only, comes in various colors to appeal
to 9- to 12 -year -olds, while UR-F cassettes are targeted more at teenage
users. These UR-F cassettes' "micron sized particles are densely packed for
uniform output over the entire frequency range." The Capsule II's special,
rounded case facilitates carrying it in a
pocket or bag; the tape's micron -sized
particles are "Clear Epitaxial oxide for
greater output, lower noise, and wide
dynamic range." The Arrow cassette
shell of UDX-II combines high precision with strength and stability, while
the small, uniform particle size of the
tape facilitates tight packing for "more
sound. output, lower noise, and wide
dynamic range." Maxell's newly developed Nonpore Epitaxial particles, used
in UDI, deliver greater magnetic energy, and this tape's High Resonance proof (HR) cassette mechanism is said
to offer a "high level of anti -resonance
capability." Maxell's XLI -S is a normal position tape with new Super -Energy,
fine Epitaxial magnetic particles which
are oriented to expand the dynamic
range while delivering ultralow noise.
This tape also features Absorption
Control Treatment (ACT), a special surI

I

face treatment, and the Super Silent Phase Accuracy (SS -PA) cassette
mechanism. Maxell's UDII uses newly
developed ultrafine Clear Epitaxial
magnetic particles and benefits from a

new calendering process that
smoothes its surface. The HR mechanism, described above, is used in both
UDII and XLII. The latter tape has even
finer particles, and both have the same
High Endurance (HE) binder. The XLII S tape has improved sensitivity at mid

Maximum Output Level
(dB, re: 400 -Hz Dolby Level)
SOL

HDL3 = 3%

Tape
BASF Ferro Extra
BASF Ferro Super
BASF Ferro Maxima
Certron HD
Certron UX
Chrome Master LX -II
DAK MLX
Denon DX1
Denon DX4
Fuji DR -I
Goldstar HP
Goldstar HR
Greencorp XDS
Greencorp Music+
JVC GI
Laser XL Plus
Maxell Frill
Maxell UR-F
Maxell UDI
Maxell XLI -S
Memorex dBS
Memorex MRX
Nakamichi EXII
Realistic Supertape LN
Realistic Supertape XR
SKC GX
SKC AX
Sony HF
Sony HF-S
TDK D
TDK AD
TDK AR
TDK AR -X
That's CD
Visa High Performance
Visa Superferro UFX
I

I
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800

2k

4k

10k

+2.1

+5.8
+5.8
+6.7
+2.4
+3.8
+3.8
+6.4

+6.5
+6.2
+6.5

+4.8

+3.1
+4.1

+7.2
+8.2
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+6.1
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+4.1
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+3.0
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+6.3

+3.6
+5.7
+4.0
+6.2
+4.5
+4.5

-3.5
-2.5
-3.0
-4.3
-4.0
-4.9
-2.8
-4.9
-2.9
-4.0
-4.2
-3.0
-4.0
-4.0

-1.8
-0.7
0.0

+2.4
+0.2
+4.8
+0.6

+8.7
+4.4
+1.0
+8.7
+4.9
+7.4
+3.2
+4.0
+5.4
+5.5
+6.8
+6.8
+3.4
+3.9

-3.7
+5.0
+0.9
+3.0

-1.3
0.0

i-1.5
+1.6
+3.0
+2.8

-0.4
+0.4
+3.5
+0.2
+1.7
+1.5
+2.9
+0.7
+3.8
+2.3
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+1.5
+3.0

I

+7.1

+4.5
+5.6
+5.5
+6.6
+5.0
+7.8
+6.4
+7.0
+8.5
,-8.2
+5.9
+4.4
+5.6

+3.1

I

+4.7
+4.3
+1.5
+0.3
+1.8

and high frequencies, and improved
MOLs are claimed in these areas.
Modulation noise is well suppressed
with the use of the SS -PA mechanism.
The MX tape has further improved. Super Stabilized Pure (SSP) metal magnetic particles, which are ultra small
and reportedly provide outstanding resistance to oxidation. High orientation
and packing are achieved with a newly
developed high -dispersion processing
technology.
Memorex's tapes are dBS and MRX
(Type I) and HBS II and CDX II (Type
II). The dBS tape's special formulation
provides "clear, lifelike reproduction of
rock, pop, jazz. or country music." A
new shell and mechanism ensure
smooth tape performance. The MRX
uses a "uniquely formulated ferric -oxide composition" for higher output and
greater headroom. The company's
HBS II has an "improved highly sensitive crystal -ferrite formulation" and a
new calendering process; these combine to deliver "full sound and reduced
tape noise." Memorex CDX II is a Type
II metal formulation that offers "better
than metal performance with high -bias
I

I
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+8.1

+5.7
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+4.1

+4.8
+5.0
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+6.1
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+4.0
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+4.5

+7.5
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+7.5
+7.5
+8.3
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+8.5
+7.5
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+8.0
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+5.0
+6.1

+5.2
+6.1

+5.4
+6.3
+6.1

+6.6
+6.0
+4.6
+4.6

-4.1

-4.6
-3.6
-3.6
-2.8
-2.7
-4.9
-4.0
-3.2
-5.0
-4.0
-3.8
-3.3
-3.6
-3.3
-3.5
-2.5
-3.5
-2.5
-2.7
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-3.9

convenience" and "makes distortion
and saturation a thing of the past."
Nakamichi has generally updated
the formulations and shells of their EXII
(Type I), SX and SXII (Type II), and ZX
(Type IV) tapes.
The Realistic tapes, purchased at
my local Radio Shack, are Supertape
LN and XR (Type I), Supertape HD and
MII (Type II), and Supertape MIV (Type
IV). The LN has a high -flux -density oxide formula for high output and low
noise, XR "delivers optimum performance at normal bias for greater musical detail," HD "captures loudest and

softest passages while reducing
noise," MII is a superb Type II metal
tape with an "exceptionally wide dynamic range and superior signal-tonoise ratio," and MIV metal -particle
tape is "highly recommended for recording from digital Compact Discs."
SKC's tapes are GX and AX (Type I),
OX and CD (Type II), and ZX (Type IV).
The GX tape uses a special ferric oxide for high output and delivers "full
dynamic range with excellent signalto-noise ratio." It has a new crystalclear, one-piece precision cassette

Ratio
(dBA)
57.0
58.7
59.7
55.2
55.6
55.5
57.0
57.1

58.8
56.7
54.1

58.8
56.0
58.0
55.5
54.4
57.0
57.0
60.3
60.5
54.6
55.9
59.5
55.6
57.5
56.0
57.0
57.3
60.3
57.4
60.6
61.6
61.7
59.3
55.4
56.8

Response
Limit
(-3 dB) at
Dolby Level
(kHz)

Mod.
Noise
(dB)

-47.2
-51.4
-51.3
-48.8
-48.0
-46.4
-50.6
-49.6
-48.2
-48.3
-50.4
-47.4
-48.6
-47.8
-47.8
-49.3
-50.0
-51.0
-50.5

9.8
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9.1
9.1

8.8
10.0
8.9
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-53.1

10.0
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9.1

10.2
8.6
8.8
9.6
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9.6
10.0
9.8
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10.0
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9.3
9.2

Bias
(dB)

Sens.
(dB)

+0.4
+0.4
+0.3
+0.7
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+0.8
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+0.2
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0.0
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-0.2
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-0.2
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-1.0
-1.0
+0.8

-1.3
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+0.3
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+0.3
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+0.4
+0.6
+0.4
+0.5
+1.1
0.0

+0.2
+0.1
+0.2

+0.2
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+0.1
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+0.1

+1.8
+1.0

-0.4
-0.8

-0.8
+0.7

0.0

-0.5
+0.3

shell. The company's AX tape uses a
formulation for which it claims superior
fidelity, and the "new wide -window,
high -precision cassette shell assures
perfect tape operation." The OX tape is
also said to have a superior formulation
and an ultra -high -density finish that
provide extended high -frequency response. It features "outstanding dynamic range and sensitivity across the
entire frequency spectrum." The advances pure -chrome formula of CD
tape is said to deliver "extraordinary
reproduction in all musical ranges." It
combires ultra -high recording density
and low background noise and "exceeds all requirements for high-fidelity
Compact Disc recording." The ZX
Type IV tape has specially treated,
pure -iron particles to assure extended
frequency response. It uses a "precision cassette shell for superior alignment and greater guidance accuracy."
Sony HF (Type I) is good for "allpurpose recording -voice and music."
Sony's other Type offering, HF-S, has
"Micro -fine Crystal Gamma particles
for more accurate recording of music"
plus Sony's High Polymer Binder Sys I
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shape, are used in the upgraded forII UX tape uses Micro -fine
Uniaxial particles for excellent linearity mulation of the SD Type II tape. Noise
and "dynamic reproduction in hi-fi tape remains low, and "sensitivity and MOL
decks and automobile stereos." The are improved." The SA cassettes use
UX-S formulation's Super -fine Super "ultrafine high recording density Super
Uniaxial particles reportedly provide Avilyn magnetic particles which have
"an extra measure of fidelity in music been further improved to achieve a
recording," while UX-ES utilizes Ultra - higher packing density." Bias noise is
fine High Power Uniaxial particles to low, while MOLs are higher. A dual,
make a "high -bias tape designed for high -density coating of ultrafine Super
impeccable fidelity for digital audio Avilyn particles in SA -X result in "ultra and live recording." The fourth Type II low noise plus improved MOL over the
sample from Sony, UX-Pro, is a "pro- entire frequency range." In one of their
fessional reference tape that is unbeat- Type IV tapes, MA, TDK uses unique
able for digital audio and live music Finavinx particles that "have been furrecording"; it features a ceramic tape ther improved to give even higher perguide that reduces noise and vibration. formance than before." High packing
A new, lower cost Type IV tape, Metal - density achieves unusually good magSR utilizes a recently developed Fine netic performance. Ultrafine Finavinx
Dynametal formulation to obtain "out- particles, highly dispersed in a uniform
standing magnetic performance and a dense packing, are found in MA -X. It
dramatic reduction in bias noise and has the "sound quality for the digital
distortion." The Metal -ES has ultrafine age's top -grade cassette." Although
Extralloy particles in a dual coating that MA-XG is much like MA -X, it uses a
secures reduced noise with improved shell assembly incorporating a center
high -frequency and midrange re- die-cast metal section. The shells of all
sponses. Metal Master is very similar to TDK tapes are improved over previous
Metal -ES magnetically but has a versions.
The Type
unique ceramic shell. The tape guide
That's CD tape, from
and outer one-piece rigid shell are That's America, uses a "highly dismade from "ceramic composite mate- persed and densely packed Flush Surrial specially designed to dampen ex- face Cobalt formulation" to ensure a
ternal vibrations and reduce modula- "crisp, clear sound and wide dynamic
range across the entire audio spection noise."
The TDK D (Type I) has new Pure trum." That's CD -II (Type II) is an "all Grained Ferric particles, a high -disper- new, high -bias -position tape with a dysion binder system, and advanced namic range comparable to metal tape
tape -coating technology. Improved performance." The formulation has
MOL and high -frequency sensitivity re- Submicro Cobalt Gamma particles.
sult in a "fresher, clearer sound." The With its Super Alloy formulation, CDPure Linear Ferric ultrafine particles in MH "delivers the brightest, hottest
AD have uniform dispersion and high highs and the most dynamic recording
packing density. This tape is said to in the high -bias position." An Anti -Viprovide "superb performance and brational Resin (AVR) shell is also feasound quality for use with digital tured. That's CD -IV (Type IV) uses
sources." The ultrafine, nonporous fer- what the manufacturer calls a Nano
Dynamic Tactoid formulation. In combination with the AVR shell, the maker
claims this tape delivers "outstanding
response from the most demanding

and BASF Metal Maxima IV is available
only in the C-120 length. As most readers probably know, a number of formulations are now available in C-75 (or C74 or C-76) and/or C-100 or C-110
lengths.
asked each maker of such
lengths to supply two samples of each
formulation for cross-checks with their
C -90s. examined the packaging and
unwrapped all samples of all lengths,
noting any pull -tab instructions. Every
sample was fast -wound once in each
direction before any other tests.
used a Nakamichi 582 deck for
substantially all of the record/playback
tests. also used a Nakamichi CR -7A
and Akai, Kenwood, Teac, and Technics recorders for some cross-checks.
Bias and sensitivity figures for both
sides of every sample were measured
relative to the standard IEC Type I, II,
and IV reference tapes. A meter in relative -decibel mode measured bias at
an internal point in the 582 deck.
Using the first side of the first sample, adjusted the record head's azimuth for the best high -frequency response, compensating for any skew
between it and the playback head.
set bias for the smoothest overall record/playback response at 20 dB below Dolby level, using a pink -noise
source and a third -octave RTA for the

tern. Type

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

playback display. Subsequently,

I

I

er. The

-3

dB points at the high -fre-

quency end are indicated in the acsecured more
companying Tables.
exact data, however, with my Audio
Precision System One test system,
used for the majority of all other tests.
Let me emphasize that although there
are references to Dolby level, no tests
were run with any sort of noise reducmeasured MOLs at 11 points
tion.
kHz with a distortion
from 20 Hz to
I

digital sources."
The Visa tapes from Interworld Electronics are High Performance
and
High Tech Turbo Superferro UFX
(Type I) and Professional Chromdioxid
CX II and High Tech Turbo Superchrom UCX II -S (Type II). From here
on, these tapes will be referred to as
High Performance I, Superferro UFX I,
Chromdioxid CX II, and Superchrom
ric particles in AR are in a special new UCX II -S, respectively. No literature
binder system. TDK claims that AR's was received on the Visa formulations.
"low -frequency MOL is equal to that of
metal tape." In AR -X, a dual coating of
TEST METHODS
With a few exceptions, manufactur"ultrafine, high recording density Avilyn particles" has been used: "Overall ers supplied three C-90 samples of
magnetic properties are extremely bal- each formulation evaluated. Maxell Frill
anced, with very high, yet carefully comes only in a C-46 length; Certror
controlled, values." Even finer Avilyn HD, Chrome Master LX -II, and Goldparticles, with a more perfect needle star MT were obtained in C-60 lengths,
I

I
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I

checked for skew and changes in bias
requirements for the second side of the
first sample and for both sides of other
samples. noted any other deviations
from flat response for later reference.
The 582's 400 -Hz calibration tone was
the source for measuring sensitivity in
relative decibels.
made record/playback response
plots for the 88 formulations at Dolby
level (200 nWb/m at 400 Hz) using a
function generator and an X -Y record-

I

1

limit of 3%, and measured saturation
output levels (SOLs) at nine points
from
to 16 kHz. The data was used
for obtaining limit curves on each frequency response plot.
The signal-to-noise ratio was the difference between the signal level which
caused 3% distortion at 400 Hz
and tape noise measured with IEC
recorded a 3 -kHz tone
A -weighting.
and played it back to assess flutter. /
remind the reader: The deck has a
considerable effect on the exact flut1
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TYPE
BASF Ferro Extra

BASF Ferro Super

1

o -de
RESPONSE

I

BASF Ferro Maxima

1

o -de
RESPONSE

®
®

LOW -FRED.

LOW- FREQ.

MOL

MOL

Certron HD

I

0 -de

0 -de

RESPONSE

RESPONSE

OM-FREN
MOL

LOW-FREQ.

MOL

X6.0

S/N

HIGH- FREQUENCY
SOL

S/N

S/N

UNIFORMITY

SMOOTHNESS

UNIFOR MIT

SMOOTHNESS

HIGH- FREQUENCY

Certron UX

Chrome Master LX -I1
0 -de

RESPONSE

RESPONSE

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

OVE

DAK MLX

S/N

RALL PERFORMANCE: 64%

Denon DX4

SMOOTHNESS

HIGH- FREQUENCY
SOL

S/N

0 -de

76/

UNIPoRMITt

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 66%

Goldstar HR

0 -de
RESPONSE

®

S/N
UNIPoRMFFY

MOL

SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE:

RESPONSE

S/N

®

HIGH -FREQUENCY

Goldstar HP

Fuji DR -I

OW -FREQ.
MOL

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

61%

®
®

LOW-FREQ

UNIFORMITY

HIGH-FREQUENCY

OVERALL PERFORMANCE:

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 59%.

LOW-FREQ.
MOL

UNIFORMITY

o-de
RESPONSE

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

FORMITY

0 -de
RESPONSE

S/N

UNI-

®

UNI-

Denon DX1

LOW -FRED.
MOL

J PoRMITY

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 77%

(411

0 -de
RESPONSE

MOL

®
®®

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

qOW.FREO.

S/N

HIGH -FREQUENCY

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 77%

o -de

41,11

FORMITY

SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 72%

S/N
UNI-

Y

qOWFREQ.
MOL

0 -de

RESPONSE
LOW-FREQ.

LOW-FREN.

MOL

MOL

S/N

S/N

UNIFORMITY

UNIFORMITY

UNIFORMITY

1111111111119
HIGH- FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

HIGH- FREQUENCY
SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 79%

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 68%

Greencorp XDS

Greencorp Music +

0 -de
RESPONSE

Laser XL Plus

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

(458ro

HIGH- FREQUENCY

Maxell Frill

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 72%

HIGH

-

FREQUENCY

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 72%

50

S/N1570

UNIFORMITY

SOL

SMOOTHNESS

UNIFORMITY

HIGH -FREQUENCY

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 63%

Maxell XLI -S

0-de
RESPONSE

.

LOW-FRED.

S/N

0 -de
RESPONSE

LOW -FRED.

LOW-FREQ.

MOL

VOL

S/N

60.3

UNIFORMITY

UNIFORMITY

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE:

IO.I

MOL

HIGH -FREQUENCY

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

73%

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

Maxell UDI

0 -de

411h1OW-FREO.

S/N
UNIPoRMITY

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 63%

RESPONSE

MOL

(4

MO

SOL

Maxell UR-F

0 -dB
RESPONSE

S/N

HIGH -FREQUENCY

SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 68%

©
®

S/N
UNIFORMfTY

SMOOTHNESS

LOW -FRED.

LOW -FREQ.
MOL

MOL

S/N

0 -de
RESPONSE

0 -de

MOL

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 78

RESPONSE

LOW -FRED.

UNI FORMITY

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

JVC GI

O-de
RESPONSE

S/N

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 59%

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 79%

HIGH- FREQUENCY
SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 80%

Memorex d8S

Memorex MRX

0 -de
RESPONSE

C -dB

RESPONSE

RESnNSE

LOW-FREQ.
MOL

®

UNIFORMITY

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 65%

Realistic Supertape XR

HIGH-FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 78%

SKC AX

LOWFREO.
MOL

(4%0

S/N
UNIFORMITY

UNI-

FORMITY

(EIPIL°W

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 71%

Sony HF-S

10.0

S/N

i
®
®

S/N

tir°1MOL
SMOOTHNESS

NIGH-FREQUENCY
SOL

SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 80%

TDK AR -X

UNIFORMITY

HIGH -FREQUENCY

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 72%

TDK AR
o -de

RESPONSE

LOW -FRED.
MOL

11001:3°W-FREQ.
MOL
+9

S/N

01111111111
11111

S/N
UNIFORMITY

UNIFORMITt

UNIFORMITY

HIGH -FREQUENCY

SMOOTHNESS

r9

MOOD -NESS

HIGH- FREQUENCY

SO_

Visa High Performance

80%

I

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 81%

Visa Superferro UFX

I

0 -de

o -de

O -de
RESPONSE

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

OVERAL'_ PERFORMANCE:

That's CD

RESPONSE

RESPONSE

LOW-FREQ.
MOL

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

R=-SPONS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 76%

o-ae
RESPONSE

S/N
UNIFORMITY

SMOOTHNESS

LOW -FRED.
MOL

'UNIFORMITY

HIGH- FREQUENCY

S).0

MOL

kir)).50

o-ee

o-de
RESPONSE
LOW-FREQ.

®®

Ow-L FO.

LOW -FRCS.
MOL

TDK AD

TDK D

o -de
RESPONSE

o -de

RESPONSE

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 76'%

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 72%

SMOOTHNESS

Sony HF

HIGH- FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

HIGH -FREQUENCY

SOL

FORMITY

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 66%

0-ae
RESPONSE

-FRED.

UNI-

SOL

SOL

MOL

HIGH -FREQUENCY

HIGH -FREQUENCY

SMOOTHNESS

HIGH- FREQUENCY

O -de
RESPONSE

S/N

dri

UNI-FORMITY

SKC GX

S/N

LOW -FRED.
MOL

S/N

S/N
FOI-

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 70%

o -de
RESPONSE

0 -de

RESPONSE

11211#L3W-FREO.
MOL

M

S/N

S/N

Realistic Supertape LN

Nakamichi EXII

I

o -de

LOW -FRED.
MOL

LOWFRE01

LOW-FREO.

MOL

MOL
00116

S/N
UNIFORMITY

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 82%

LNIFORMITV

HIGH -FREQUENCY

'UNIFORMITY

SOL

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 67%

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 78%

tone
was used in testing for dropouts and to
determine the degree of level stability
at this moderately high frequency.
measured modulation noise after recording a high-level 1 -kHz test tone.
The playback passed through a 500 to -1,500 Hz bandpass filter, and the
tone was then notched out by using
the THD + N filter of the Audio Precision System One. The playback level
of the tone without the notch served as
the reference for the measuring meter.
A bar graph displayed the noise levels;
I

SMOOTHNESS

HIGH -FREQUENCY

SMOOTHNESS

SOL

ter-for any tape. The same 3 -kHz

AUDIO/MARCH 1990

S/N

S/N

S/N

ttrj

HIGH -FREQUENCY
SOL

FORMITY

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 68%

were the easiest to unwrap. Many of
the manufacturers include little arrows
and "Open" to show which way to pull
the tab Sony gives the specific, helpful
suggestion, "Pull diag." Many cassettes co not unwrap well if the tab is
pulled straight, perpendicular to the
long ecge of the box. Quite a few casUSE TESTS
settes opened easiest with the box
It was easy to remove the wrapping
from most samples. had some diffi- held so that "Open" appeared upside
culty with cassettes from Chrome Mas- down.
Most of the cassettes come with
ter, Goldstar, and Laser, and less difficulty with ,,VC and Realistic tapes; the pressure -sensitive labels. Some of the
Denon, Sony, TDK, and That's samples tapes from BASF, Certron, Denon (DX1

the modulation noise figure reported in
the Tables is the average of the minimum and maximum indications. noted in the discussions of the tapes
whether the noise was smootn (steady
in level) or varied noticeably with time.
I

I
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Maximum Output Level
(dB, re: 400 -Hz Dolby Level)

Response

urnn

HDL3 = 3%

Tape
BASF Chrome Extra II
BASF Chrome Maxima
DAK MLX2
Devon HD6
Denon HD7
Denon HD8
Fuji DR -II
Fuji FR-Ilx
Fuji FR-Ilx PRO
Goldstar CRX
Greencorp CR
JVC AFII
Maxell Capsule II
Maxell UDX-II
Maxell UDII
Maxell XLII
Maxell XLII -S
Memorex HBS II
Memorex CDX II
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi SXII
Realistic Supertape HD

II

40

125

800

2k

+0.5
+2.4

+4.9
+6.7
+3.6
+4.7
+6.8
+7.7
+4.6
+6.4
+6.4
+6.3
+3.3

+5.1

+5.2
+6.0
+4.2
+7.3
+7.7
+9.7
+7.2

-1.0
+0.5
+1.9
+3.6
0.0

+2.2
-

+2.1

+2.3

-1.3
-1.0
-0.6

+4.7
+6.8
+7.8
+5.3
+6.9
+6.5
+6.6
+3.8
+4.4
+3.4
+5.0
+6.0
+5.0
+5.0
+4.5
+8.0
+6.6
+5.9
+5.8
+8.5
+3.2
+2.6
+4.2
+6.7
+7.4
+7.0
+5.7
+6.5
+7.2
+4.7
+8.0
+0.3
+1.4

+5.1

+4.7
+4.3
+7.5
+6.5
+5.4
+5.3
+8.4
+3.2
+2.6
+4.8
+6.2
+7.0

+3.3
+2.1

i-1.0
+0.5
+4.0

-1.3
-2.5
+0.2
+2.0
+2.7
+2.7
+0.3
+1.5
+3.0

+7.1
+5.1

+5.9
+7.2
+4.2
+7.0

-0.4
+2.3

-5.2
-3.7

-0.1
+1.7

only), Goldstar, Greencorp, JVC, Realistic (all), and Visa are supplied with
labels already affixed. Labels vary in
size and surface, offering a wide range
of writing area. can't take the space to
report the details of what found, but
be aware that some labels may be too
small for needed notes and/or have a
coated surface that is very hard to
write on. In general, affixed labels are
easier to write on.
Most of the supplied boxes are of
good quality, much better than some
provided several years ago. Certron
and Greencorp had the poorest boxes;
the quality of Realistic and Visa boxes
was somewhat higher. In general, Fuji,
Maxell, Nakamichi, Sony, TDK, and
That's supplied the best boxes, with
the Denon and JVC boxes very close
in quality.
examined the shells very
carefully for signs of distorted shape or
poor assembly, rating BASF, Denon,
Fuji, JVC, Maxell, Nakamichi, Sony,
TDK, and That's as having the best
shells. Of all the samples provided,
I

I

I

I
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+3.1

+3.9
+5.0
+5.8

0.0

SKC QX
SKC CD
Sony UX
Sony UX-S
Sony UX-ES
Sony UX-Pro
TDK SD
TDK SA
TDK SA -X
That's CD -II
That's CD-MH
Visa Chromdioxid CX II
Visa Superchrom UCX 11-S

+6.0

+3.1

+0.8
+1.6
+0.8
+0.3

Realistic Supertape MII

SOL

+8.1

i-7.9
+7.6
+4.8
+7.2
+6.5
+7.6
+7.7
+7.5
+7.6
+7.0
+10.1

+8.2
+6.6
+7.7
+10.2
+6.9
+4.3
+7.6
+7.8
+8.9
+8.7
+7.8
+7.8
+7.6
+6.5
+9.9
+3.0
+3.2

S/N

4k

10k

+2.1

-6.3
-4.9
-6.9
-4.6
-3.8

61.5
63.7
61.6
60.2

-0.1

60.6
60.9
62.5

+2.5
+1.0
+3.7
+3.8
+6.4
+3.8
+4.6
+4.2
+3.9
+1.5
+3.9
+2.8
+3.9
+4.2
+3.8
+3.9
+3.6
+6.4
+4.6
+2.7
+4.3
+6.9
+3.6
+1.3
+3.8
+4.6
+5.4
+5.3
+4.7
+4.8
+3.5
+3.4
+6.3

-0.1

-0.5

-3.9
-3.8
-3.9
-3.8
-6.1

-3.9
-6.1

-3.9
-3.9
-4.0
-3.8
-4.4
-0.2
-3.7
-4.2
-3.6
0.0

-4.5
-6.3
-4.3
-3.6
-2.5
-2.5
-3.7
-3.6
-3.9
-4.3
-0.1

-7.5
-7.4

judged the Sony Metal Master and
TDK MA-XG shells to be outstanding.
Most of the cassettes have tactile
clues for picking out side A or B. This is
very helpful for those with vision problems or when looking is undesirable,
as when driving. A single raised dot to
identify side A and a double raised cot
for side B are used on all the Greencorp tapes as well as on most tapes
from Denon, Maxell, and TDK and on
one JVC tape. Raised or engraved letters are used on all the Goldstar, Nakamichi, and Realistic tapes; on most of
the Fuji, SKC, and Sony tapes, and on
one tape apiece from Certron, Maxell,
and Memorex.
congratulate Fuji for
including "A" and "B" in Braille on the
shell halves of FR Metal; the dot pattern can also be decoded by the sighted. hope more cassettes will include
this information in the future. The triangular window of the That's cassettes
also gives good tactile clues.
The great majority of the samples
were quiet during fast -winding. The miI

I

Ratio
(dBA)

62.1

62.1
62.1

60.8
57.5
59.7
60.3
60.8
60.9
61.7
60.2
61.5
63.8
63.9
60.9
61.2
57.9
60.6
60.0
63.7
62.0
62.1

61.6
63.0
65.4
61.8
60.7
58.2
59.3

(-3 dB)

Mod.
Noise
(dB)

at

Dolby Level
(kHz)
8.0
8.5
7.3
8.9
9.4
12.6

9.3
9.5
9.4

9.5
7.7
9.2
8.3
9.4
9.5
9.4
9.3
9.0
12.5
9.6
7.7
9.9
13.0
9.0
8.4
9.1

9.7
10.5
10.5
9.6
9.7
8.9
9.0
12.5
6.4
6.4

Bias
(dB)

Sens.
(dB)

-52.4
-54.6
-50.7
-49.3
-52.2
-50.7
-51.9
-51.3
-50.5

+0.9

+0.1

+1.1

+1.6

+0.4
+0.3
+0.3
+0.6
+0.8
+0.7
+0.8

-0.2

-54.1

+0.1

-49.8
-51.8
-51.0
-53.4
-55.4
-51.8
-53.2
-51.4
-50.9
-52.8
-51.6
-52.7
-50.2
-49.6
-51.9
-47.8
-51.4
-53.8
-54.0
-51.8

+0.2
+1.2

-51.1

-51.6
-51.6
-49.3
-52.2
-50.2

'

-0.1
0.0
0.0

+0.9
+2.4
+3.7
+1.2
+1.6
+1.5
+2.3
+0.2
+0.3
+1.4
+1.1

+1.4
+0.8
+1.7

+1.3
+1.2
+0.6
+1.0
+3.0
+1.6
+2.0

-0.1

+1.1

+1.6
0.0

+3.6
+0.5

+0.8

-0.9

+0.6
+1.0
+0.1

-0.6
+0.9
+1.1

+1.3
+0.8
+0.6
+1.0
+1.0
+1.8

-0.2
-0.1

+1.5
+1.2
+1.5
+1.4
+1.2
+1.6
+3.0
+0.2
+2.8

-1.7
-1.2

nor exceptions, still acceptably quiet,
were some cassettes from Certron,
Goldstar, Memorex, Realistic, SKC,
and Visa.
MEASUREMENTS

The survey presents measurements
on each of the 88 tapes in tabular and
graphic formats. The Tables summarize selected data. The rectangular
graphs of frequency response at Dolby
level show flatness, low -frequency

compression, and high -frequency
headroom (solid curves); the left-hand
dashed curve on each of these graphs
shows MOL, while the right-hand
dashed curve shows SOL. The pie
charts illustrate each tape's performance for MOL, SOL, and four additional parameters.
The three Tables list the MOL (3%
distortion limit) at 40, 125, and 800 Hz.
selected 40 Hz because it lies in a
frequency region important in music
for organ and other sources of low frequency energy.
picked 125 and
I

I

800 Hz because this range covers
most of the area of generally flat music

spectra. Also, most tape/recorder
combinations reach their maximum
MOLs in the same area.
When examined the MOL data for
all tapes, determined that all the MOL
curves were very similar if normalized
each to its 125 -Hz level. The MOL at
125 Hz was a hinge point, as it were,
with most MOL curves fairly level between that point and 800 Hz but sloping off much more rapidly below 125
Hz.
should note that some formulations have a noticeable drop in MOL
from 800 Hz to 1 kHz: A 1 -kHz figure in
place of the 800 -Hz reading could imply lower mid -band MOLs than actually
measured.
The Tables also present SOL data
for 2, 4, and 10 kHz. The SOL curves
were very similar in shape, particularly
within a tape type. When the curves
were normalized to 4 kHz, the similarities were even more obvious.
The S/N ratios listed in the Tables
are referenced to the MOL at 400 Hz,
which is shown in the pie charts. The
data for response limits in the Tables
shows the frequencies at which output
rolls off by 3 dB when recording at
Dolby level. The Tables also list modulation noise from a high-level
-kHz
tone. The results given for bias and
sensitivity are the averages of the bias
and sensitivity values for both sides of
all samples.
The Dolby -level response curves
sweep from about 19 Hz to a high I

I

I

I

1

frequency point several decibels
down, where terminated the X -Y plotplotted the
ting by lifting the pen.
curves by hand from previously obtained data for MOL (from 20 Hz to
kHz) and for SOL (from
to 16 kHz).
The falling response and SOL curves
become coincident at around 10 kHz.
Some small discrepancies may appear
in some graphs from hand plotting or
because of small plotter shifts, particularly as lifted the pen. The MOL and
SOL curves on the response plots can
be used to obtain MOL and SOL figures for frequencies not covered in the
Tables. There is a fairly consistent difference between the SOL figures reported here and the 3% TTIM (twin tone intermodulation) distortion limit
have reported in the past. (Both TTIM
and the third -harmonic distortion used
for MOL are third -order distortions.) By
deducting 4 dB from an SOL figure,
you will obtain the TTIM limit within
about 2 dB. The actual difference between the 1 -kHz saturation output limit
(SOL) and the lower, third -order distortion limit (MOL) is shown on every response plot.
The pie charts are similar to those
have
used in my last survey, but
I

I

1

1

I

I

I
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made some changes. Three of the six
parameters are the same: The 400 -Hz
MOL ("Low-Freq. MOL"), the -3 dB
point at Dolby level ("0 -dB Response"), and the A -weighted "S/N."
The new parameters are "Smoothness,"
"Uniformity," and 4 -kHz SOL ("High -Frequency SOL").
All of these are self-explanatory except for "Smoothness" and "Uniformity." Since my last survey, have tried to
find better ways of reporting results
without being misleading or making
things too complicated. My "Smoothness" parameter does not refer to the
quality of the tape surface but to various defects which roughen the sound,
such as modulation noise, flutter, 3 kHz amplitude variations, and dropouts. "Uniformity" combines ratings for
response flatness at -20 dB recording level, 10 -kHz skew, deviations in
bias and sensitivity from IEC reference,
and the variation in bias and sensitivity
between samples of a tape.
The angles of the pie segments were
selected to correspond to he imporpicked 75°
tance of the parameter.
(20.8% of the circle) for 400-Hz MOL
and 0 -dB response; 60° (16.7%) for 4 kHz SOL, S/N ratio, and smoothness;
and 30° (8.3%) for uniformity. In each
segment, :he shaded area shows the
relative performance (in percent) of
that tape. The formulas for each parameter are now logarithmic, giving
less weight to differences between
very good and excellent performance
than to those between minimum and
acceptable. For example, a 2 -dB rise
in MOL is given more weight when it
increases MOL from 0 dB (Dolby level)
to a more useful +2 dB than when it
increases MOL from +6 (which is already good) to +8 dB. The total performance figure is the sum of the six
parameter percentages, all properly
weighted to match their respective
contributions (angles).
The numbers within each pie segment represent actual measured performance rather than percentage ratings. In "Low-Freq. MOL," the range
from 0 to 100% corresponds to levels
from +0.3 to + 12 dB. For "0 -dB Response," the range is from 4.2 to 15
kHz. The "S/N" range is from 52 to 70
dBA. For "High -Frequency SOL," the
range is from 0 to + 10 dB. "Smoothness" and "Uniformity" have numerical
ratings from 0 to 10 (0 to 100%), where
10 equals perfect performance.
The brief comments on each of the
tapes are arranged alphabetically by
brand within tape types. Most of these
formulations showed good smoothness and very good uniformity, so no
details are given on these parameters
unless something was particularly
good-or bad.

TYI'E

1

TAPES

Type
tapes can have fairly high
MOLs up to 1 kHz or so. Although they
do not have high SOLs at the highest
frequencies or really extended response at 0 dB, they are nonetheless
better than many Type II tapes in these
regards. The best -performing Type
tapes, with 400 -Hz MOLs of +6 dB or
more, have S/N ratios that are a match
I

I

I

I

.
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_

(^,(

for many Type II tapes. The average
Type overall performance rating is 72,
and the maximum rating any Type
tape earned was 82%; these tapes'
parameter figures (except for smoothness and uniformity) cannot match
those of Type IV tapes. Comments on
relative performance consider only the
36 Type tapes, unless stated otherwise.
BASF Ferro Extra I: The performance
is well balanced among the various
II

I

I

parameters, but lower modulation
noise and reduced amplitude variation
3 kHz would be desirable. Overall, a
rating of 72%.
BASF Ferro Super I: Improved performance over Ferro Extra was provided
in SOLs, S/N ratio, and 0 -dB response.
Smoothness is better because of lower
modulation noise. Overall: 77%, well
above average.
BASF Ferro Maxima I: Small differences from Ferro Super can be seen
in the Table and the pie charts. Its
MOLs and S/N were higher, its SOLs a
little lower. Overall: 77%, well above
average.
Certron HD: The low MOLs are obvious, particularly the -1.8 dB at 40 Hz.
Notice that tape saturation below 60
Hz pulled the response curve down.
The 59% rating is tied for the lowest for
Type I.
Certron UX: Its MOLs are better than
HD's, but compression is still apparent
at the lowest frequencies. Uniformity is
also better, helping to bring the overall
rating up to 64%, still noticeably lower
than the Type average.
Chrome Master LX -II: Compression at
the lowest frequencies shows in the
response plot. Performance is undistinguished in all parameters. Overall:
61%, rather poor.
DAK MLX: The tape had good performance in MOLs, SOLs, S/N, and 0 -dB

at

I

I

I
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response. Flutter was lower than with
most other cassettes. Overall, a well above -average rating of 76%.
Denon DX1: The response plot shows
compression at low frequencies. The
uniformity was good, but other parameters were relatively poor, leading to a
below -average rating of 66%.
Denon DX4: Compared to DX1, this
formulation showed very significant improvement in most parameters, particularly MOLs and SOLs. Flutter was lower than with most other tapes. The high
rating of 79% is excelled by just five of
the other 35 Type cassettes.
Fuji DR -I: Compression at low frequencies shows in the response plot, while
amplitude stability at 3 kHz was excellent. Generally below -average results
led to a rating of 68%.
Goldstar HP: Its 40 -Hz MOL, the lowest
of these Type tapes, is related to the
very noticeable compression below 60
Hz. Modulation noise was fairly low,
but its level varied widely with time.
The pie chart calls attention to the 400 Hz MOL and S/N figures, which contribute to the tied -for -worst overall rating of 59%.
Goldstar HR: The results were quite
good for most parameters, providing a
I

I

significant improvement over HP.
Smoothness was not very good, however, primarily because of the relatively
high modulation noise. Overall, the rating is a far -above -average 78%, bettered by only seven Type tapes.
Greencorp XDS: In general, the performance was well balanced. Slight comI

rating earned is 63%, near bottom for
Type cassettes.
Maxell Frill: This C-46 tape, marketed
to young people, delivers a fairly consistent level of performance. Slight
compression showed at the lowest frequencies. Measured flutter was noticeably lower than for most other cassettes. Overall: 72%.
Maxell UR-F: Because the Frill and URF formulations are basically the same,
it was not surprising to see a close
match in performance. Flutter was lower than for most other cassettes, and
smoothness and uniformity were good.
Overall: 73%.
Maxell UDI: Performance was good in
all areas. Flutter was lower than for
most other cassettes. With no weak
areas, UDI delivers a high rating of
79%, exceeded by only five other Type
cassettes.
Maxell XLI -S: Performance was fine n
all areas. Flutter was lower than for
many other cassettes, and modulation
noise was the lowest of all Type
tapes. The high rating of 80% is surpassed by only two other Type tapes.
Memorex dBS: The low MOLs are reflected in the compression below 60
Hz. The high modulation noise caused
a relatively low smoothness rating.
Flutter was lower than for many other
cassettes, but performance in other
areas resulted in a low 65% rating.
Memorex MRX I: This formulation delivered small but worthwhile improvements over dBS. The MRX did have a
noticeably lower level of modulation
noise, and the compression was less.
Flutter was lower than average. Overall: 70%, only slightly below the Type
average.
Nakamichi EXII: Good performance
was obtained in all areas, as shown in
the Table, response plot, and pie
chart. Smoothness was slightly low because of some 3 -kHz amplitude variations and slight skew. Overall, a far above-average rating of 78%.
Realistic Supertape LN: The performance is fairly well balanced but at a
relatively low level. Slight compression
is evident at the lowest frequencies.
The rating is 66%, below average.
Realistic Supertape XR: Performance
in most areas was better than that of
LN. The virtual elimination of that tape's
low -frequency compression is certainly
notable. Supertape XR's flutter was
lower than that of many other cassettes, but some dropouts approached
audibility. Overall: 71%.
SKC GX: Performance was average in
all areas with the exceptions that S/N
was slightly poorer and flutter was
slightly better in comparison to other
Type cassettes. Overall: 72%.
SKC AX: In comparison to GX, the performance showed worthwhile, albeit
I
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I

I

I
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pression appears at the lowest frequencies. The below -average results
for most parameters add up to a 68%
rating.
Greencorp Music + Improvements
over XDS were obtained in MOLs,
SOLs, and S/N ratio. Uniformity was
slightly lower than with XDS because
of the measurable 10 -kHz skew.
Overall: 72%.
JVC GI: Compression at low frequencies is apparent. Low MOLs and S/N,
in combination with so-so performance
in other areas, result in a rating of 63%.
Laser XL Plus: With the exception of
good uniformity and low flutter, performance is poor in all areas. The overall
:
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slight, improvements in almost all parameters. The result: AX gets an overall
rating of 76%, well above average.
Sony HF: Performance was average in
most areas. The relatively low MOLs
caused slight compression at the lowest frequencies. Overall: 72%.
Sony HF-S: The listing in the Table
demonstrates how much better this
tape's MOL, SOL, and S/N performances were than those of HF. The
better results with HF-S are also apparent in the response plot and pie chart.
The high overall rating of 80% is bested by only two other Type tapes.
TDK D: Performance was good in most
areas. The S/N ratio wasn't impressive.
but the modulation noise was low and
steady, a desirable attribute. Flutter
was lower than for many cassettes.
Overall: 76%, well above average.
TDK AD: Definite improvements over
TDK D appeared in MOLs, 0 -dB response, S/N, and SOL. The 10.5 -kHz
response limit was the best figure obtained for a Type tape (matched by
TDK AR -X). Smoothness was not as
good as for D, due to higher modulation noise and slightly deeper dropouts. The high overall rating of 80% is
surpassed by just two other Type
tapes.
TDK AR: The MOLs were the highest
of all 36 Type cassettes, and performance in other areas was at least
good. Modulation noise was fairly low
and was steady in level. Flutter was
lower than for many other cassettes.
The overall rating is a high 81%, surpassed by just one other Type tape.
TDK AR -X: The SOLs were the highest
tapes, and perforof all 36 Type
mance in other areas was at least
good. The 10.5 -kHz response limit was
the best for a Type tape (matched by
TDK AD). Modulation noise was low
and steady in level. Flutter was lower
than average. The high overall rating of
82% is the highest for all Type
tapes-in fact, it is close to the best for
Type II tapes as well.
That's CD: In general, performance
was good in all areas. Just slight compression appeared at the lowest frequencies. Modulation noise was low
and steady in level, helping to make
smoothness very good, the best for all
Type tapes. Overall: 78%, far above
average.
Visa High Performance I: The MOLs
were somewhat low, and low -frequency compression was obvious. Modulation noise was somewhat high and minor dropoúts were frequent. leading to
a smoothness rating that is poorer than
average. Flutter was lower than for
many other cassettes. Overall, a well below -average rating of 67%.
Visa Superferro UFX I: The higher
MOLs of this formulation reduced the
I
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TYPE II TAPES
Many Type II tapes have relatively
low SOLs at the higher frequencies,
but they usually have higher SIN ratios
than Type formulations. Most Type II
tapes also have poorer 0 -dB response
than the Type tapes. The fundamental
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reasons for all three characteristics are
that the greater high -frequency boost
in record equalization used with Type II
tapes increases the high -frequency
saturation (causing poorer SOL and response), while the complementary
equalization used in playback results
in greater reduction of tape noise
(causing better S/N) than with Type
tapes. The average Type II overall rating is 71%. The maximum rating any
Type II tape earned was 84%, and
Type II tapes' parameter figures (particularly those for 400 -Hz MOL, S/N
I

HIGH- FREQUENCY
SOL

SMOOTHNESS

OVERALL PERFORMANCE:

48/

ratio, and 4 -kHz SOL) cannot match
those for Type IV tapes. Comments on
relative performance consider only the
36 Type II cassettes, unless stated
otherwise.
BASF Chrome Extra II: Its moderate
MOLs were reflected in slight compression at the lowest frequencies.
Low SOLs and somewhat restricted 0 dB response contribute further to its
below -average rating of 66%.
BASF Chrome Maxima II: This formulation was better than Chrome Extra II in
MOLs, 0 -dB response, S/N, and modu57
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Nakamichi ZX
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Sony Metal Master
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TDK MA -X
TDK MA-XG
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lation noise, although SOLs remained
low. Overall: 73%.
DAK MLX2: Performance is limited in
substantially all areas, especially with
low MOLs and SOLs and poor 0 -dB
response. Flutter was erratic -sometimes quite low, sometimes higher than
average. Overall, a rather poor rating
of 56%.
Denon HD6: Moderate MOLs resulted
in slight compression at the lowest frequencies. Performance in other areas
was generally average. Overall: 70%.
Denon HD7: Improvements over HD6
emerged in substantially all areas.
Modulation noise was fairly low and
steady in level. Dropouts were low in
value and merely occasional --one of
the better results. Overall: 75%.
Denon HD8: This unusual formulation
provided a balanced, good performance -particularly evident when its
pie chart is compared to others. The 0 dB response was second best for Type
Its and Type IVs. The uniformity rating
was low because of the very high sensitivity and a response peak near 20
kHz at -20 dB record/playback level.
The high overall rating is 82%, exceeded by just one other .Type II cassette in
this survey.
Fuji DR -II: The performance was fairly
well balanced, though not impressive.
Somewhat low MOLs caused some
compression at the lowest frequencies. Flutter was low; indeed, it was
among the best for all tapes covered in
this survey. Overall: 73%.
Fuji FR-Ilx: Worthwhile improvements
were shown over DR -11 in higher MOLs
and SOLs, better 0 -dB response, and
higher S/N ratio. Modulation noise was
fairly low and very steady in level.
Overall: 77%, well above average.
Fuji FR-llx PRO: This tape is very close
to FR-Ilx magnetically, and the two
58
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tapes' performances differed very little.
The FR-Ilx PRO produced slightly higher modulation noise, but it was steady
in level. The small differences led to a
slightly lower rating of 75% -still above
average.
Goldstar CRX: Performance was fairly
well balanced, with the exception of
the relatively low SOL rating, characteristic of many Type II tapes. The
modulation noise was low and steady
in level. Overall: 76%.

Greencorp CR: Low MOLs caused
compression at the lowest frequencies, SOLs were quite low, and the 0 dB response was among the more limited ones. The tape did not get a high
smoothness rating because it had
more dropouts than average and occasional high flutter. High skew affected the uniformity rating. The overall
rating is a rather poor 58%.
JVC AFII: The low MOLs caused obvious compression below 60 Hz. S/N ratio was the poorest for a Type II tape,
yet flutter was better than for many
other cassettes. Overall: 67%.
Maxell Capsule II: In most areas, the
performance was just a bit below average. Compression occurred at the lowest frequencies because of the low
MOLs. Modulation noise was fairly low
and steady in level. Flutter was one of
the lowest for all tapes. Overall: 66%.
Maxell UDX-11: This formulation had
higher MOLs and SOLs, more extended 0 -dB response, and lower modulation noise than Capsule II. Flutter was
just average, however. The net result is
a just -above -average overall performance rating of 73%.
Maxell UDII: Moving up a notch in
Maxell's line brought further improvements in all major parameters. Uniformity was slightly lower because of high
sensitivity. Dropouts were low in value
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and just occasional; UDII is one of the
best formulations in this regard. Overall, an above -average rating of 76%.
Maxell XLII: The results were a lot like
those for UDX-II. For most parameters,
there was very little reason to prefer
one over the other. The modulation
noise was fairly low and steady in level.
Overall: 73%.
Maxell XLII -S: The results were also
very close to those for UDX-II. The
XLII -S delivered a higher S/N ratio, always beneficial. The modulation noise
was low and steady in value; dropouts
were few and minor. Overall: 74%.
Memorex HBS II: The MOLs were low
enough to cause compression at lower
frequencies, and SOLs were somewhat low. Other results were average.
Overall: 70%.
Memorex CDX II: High MOLs and
SOLs delivered uncommon and desirable performance for a Type II tape.
The 0 -dB response is well extended
and bettered by only three out of all 88
tapes. Higher bias requirements and
sensitivity than in the IEC reference
tape reduce the uniformity rating. The
high overall rating of 82% is bettered
by only one Type II tape.
Nakamichi SX: MOLs and SOLs are
good, and S/N is better than most.
Modulation noise is fairly low and has a
steady level. The combination earns an
overall rating of 78%, one of the better
scores for Type II tapes.
Nakamichi SXII: The S/N ratio is almost
the same as for SX, but everything else
is poorer. The reduction in 0 -dB response and SOL levels is most obvious. The overall rating is 69%, slightly
lower than average for Type Ils.
Realistic Supertape HD: Performance
is generally above average, but low
MOLs cause some compression at the
lowest frequencies. The 0 -dB re -

sponse is quite good, and the modulation noise low. Overall: 75%.
Realistic Supertape MII:
wouldn't
have thought of Radio Shack as the
source of the formulation with the highest Type II MOLs and SOLs, but it's
true! The 0 -dB response was the most
extended of all tapes, including Type
IVs. Modulation noise was not particularly low, but it was steady. Uniformity
was reduced by high bias, high sensitivity, and a response peak near 20
kHz at -20 dB. The overall rating is
84%, the best for all Type
and II
tapes.
SKC QX: Low MOLs are reflected in
the noticeable compression below 60
Hz. Most of the other results were below average. Overall: 66%.
SKC CD: Lower MOLs and SOLs in
comparison to OX were not expected,
but the pie charts emphasize the difference. Compression at the lowest frequencies, however, was actually less.
Modulation noise was steady and fairly
low, and dropouts were minimal. Over-

est for Type and II tapes. In fact, S/N
is higher than for many Type IV tapes.
The SOL and 0 -dB response results,
however, were not as good. This tape's
overall rating is 76%.
That's CD -II: The low MOLs caused
compression at low frequencies, and
the SOLs were just fair. Other parameters were average or slightly above.
Overall: 71%.
That's CD-MH: This Type II formulation
had significantly better MOLs, SOLs,
and 0 -dB response than CD -II. Its S/N
ratio, however, was slightly lower and
its modulation noise about 2 dB higher.
The uniformity rating was also noticeably lower because of higher bias requirements and sensitivity than the IEC
reference, and a response peak near
20 kHz at -20 dB. Even so, CD-MH's
overall rating is a high 81%, surpassed
by just three other Type II tapes.
Visa Chromdioxid CX II: Very poor
MOLs caused obvious compression
below 70 Hz. SOLs were also very low;
in fact, the 4 -kHz SOL was so low that
no shading appears on the pie chart.
all: 59%.
Sony UX: The lowest ranked sample of The 0 -dB response was the poorest for
Sony's Type II line showed compres- all 88 tapes, matched only by the other
sion effects at low frequencies from the Visa tape. Overall: 41%, lowest in the
low MOLs. The SOLs, while relatively survey.
better, were just average. Smoothness Visa Superchrom UCX II -S: This Visa
was not very good because of high formulation showed slightly improved
modulation noise and many small MOLs and a 1 -dB increase in S/N ratio.
Low -frequency compression was redropouts. Overall: 69%.
Sony UX-S: Improvements over UX in duced, but modulation noise was actuMOLs, SOLs, 0 -dB response, and S/N ally higher. Although flutter was on the
made this tape much more impressive. low side, smoothness was affected
Smoothness was better because of negatively by poor dropout perforlower modulation noise and very few mance. The overall rating was 48%,
dropouts. Overall, a good performance second lowest of all tapes.
rating of 77%.
TYPE IV TAPES
Sony UX-ES: This formulation gave still
The better metal -particle Type IV
better performance in MOLs, SOLs, 0 dB response, modulation noise, uni- tapes stand out as the best overall
formity, and overall smoothness. The performers, primarily because of their
S/N ratio was a bit poorer than for UX. very high MOLs and reduced high -freThe high overall rating was 81%, ex- quency saturation (which yields greater response extension at 0 dB). Signalceeded by only three Type II tapes.
Sony UX-Pro: Because this formulation to-noise ratios have been improved
and UX-ES are substantially the same, since Type IV tapes first appeared,
it is not surprising that their perfor- which has increased their advantage
mances matched. Small differences in even more. With the proliferation of
a couple of the figures dropped UX- CDs as sources, both at home and via
Pro's rating 1%, but it's still a high 80%. broadcast. performance at the high TDK SD: The MOLs were rather low at frequency end has become more critithe lowest frequencies, and compres- cal. Thus, metal-particle tapes are of
sion appears in the response plot. Oth- ever greater interest to the serious reer parameters were average or above. cordist. The average Type IV overall
Modulation noise was steady. Overall, rating is 88%; the highest is 92%. My
comments on relative performance
a 75% rating.
TDK SA: Moving up one position in the consider only these 16 tapes, unless
TDK Type II line secures some im- stated otherwise.
provement in MOLs and a worthwhile BASF Metal Maxima IV: The C-120
increase in S/N ratio. Uniformity was length of this cassette does offer some
had difficulty,
slightly less because of high sensitiv- possible advantages.
ity. The net result was a higher overall however, setting bias for a flat rerating of 77%, which is good.
sponse at -20 dB. Even with close -to TDK SA -X: This tape provided high maximum bias from the deck, the reMOLs and a high S/N ratio-the high- sponse was up 5.3 dB at 10 kHz and
I

I

up 9 dB at 20 kHz. Lower frequencies
were very much overbiased. The 0 -dB
response shows evidence of the high frequency peaking. Tests on other
decks confirmed the excessive output
at higher frequencies with any normal
amount of bias. Relatively low MOLs
and S/N, along with poor uniformity,
resulted in poor overall performance.
Uniformity was low because of very
high bias and very low sensitivity. Flut-

I

I
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ter was lower than for most other
tapes. Overall, a 76% rating, lowest for
Type IV tapes.
Denon HD -M: High MOLs and SOLs,
extended response, and good S/N
characterize this average Type IV
tape. Modulation noise was fairly low
and smooth in character. Overall: 86%.
Fuji FR Metal: Very high MOLs and
SOLs, the third -best S/N, and extended 0 -dB response make for one of the
best Type IV tapes. The smoothness
suffered a bit from the relatively high
modulation noise. Overall, a tied -for third rating of 90%.
Goldstar MT: High MOLs and SOLs
and a good S/N are among the desirable properties shown. The modulation
noise was low and steady, but smoothness suffered from somewhat high flutter and some dropouts. Overall: 86%.
JVC AFIV: High MOLs and SOLs, extended 0 -dB response, and low modulation noise are features of this Type IV
tape. Smoothness was helped by low
flutter but was hurt more by some
dropouts. Overall: 86%.
Maxell MX: The high MOLs and SOLs
were typical for Type IV tapes. Modulation noise was low and steady and
flutter was quite low, both contributing
to a good smoothness rating and the
overall rating of 87%.
Nakannichi ZX: Very high MOLs and
SOLs, good 0 -dB response, and a high
S/N ratio made a good combination.
The modulation noise was low and
steady, but minor dropouts appeared
occasionally. Overall, a tied -for-third
rating of 90%.
Realistic Supertape MIV: The nice,
high MOLs and SOLs and a well -extended response are above average
for Type IV tapes. The S/N ratio is quite

good and the modulation noise
59
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With one of the tested samples, flutter
was very low; it was average for the
others. Overall: 89%.
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RATING THE RESULTS
When selected the six parameters
and chose all of the various modifying
factors,
certainly believed Type IV
tapes would have the highest ratings.
thought Type II tapes might edge out
the Type tapes, primarily because of
their higher signal-to-noise ratios. In
fact, the average overall performance
figure was 72% for Type Is and 71 %Q for
Type Ils, substantially the same. This is
an unimportant difference, to be sure,
particularly compared to the 88% figure for the average Type IV. The Type
tapes were generally superior to the
Type Its in 400 -Hz MOL, 0 -dB response, and 4 -kHz SOL. The Type Its
were usually superior to Type Is in sigI
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I

smooth, albeit not very low. Overall, a
rating of 89%.
SKC ZX: MOLs and SOLs were fairly
high but below average for metal -particle tapes. The 0 -dB response was not
as extended as for many Type IVs. The
S/N ratio was good and the modulation
noise low and steady. High flutter and
poor dropout performance, however,
caused a low smoothness rating. Overall: 84%.
Sony Metal -SR: The high ratings for
MOLs and SOLs were a bit of a surprise for a tape introduced as a lowcost option. The S/N ratio and 0 -dB
response were also good, and modulation noise was low and steady. Overall, a rating of 89%.
Sony Metal -ES: Very high MOLs and
SOLs combine with the best S/N ratio
and a well -extended 0 -dB response to
make a very well -performing tape. Low
and steady modulation noise and below -average flutter are additional pluses. Overall, Metal -ES receives a next to -best rating of 91%.
Sony Metal Master:
expected the
same performance as with Metal -ES,
but got very slightly poorer MOLs and
SOLs-still very high. The S/N ratio
was within 0.1 dB. The 0 -dB response
I

I
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was not as extended (by
kHz), but
modulation noise was slightly lower.
Overall, the performance rating
dropped 1%, to 90%, tying this tape for
third best.
TDK MA: Quite high MOLs and very
high SOLs make a good combination,
but the 0 -dB response is not well extended for a Type IV tape. Relatively
high, if steady, modulation noise lowered the smoothness rating. Overall, its
rating is 87%.
TDK MA -X: Quite high MOLs and very
high SOLs are combined with good
response. The S/N ratio is improved
over MA; modulation noise is lower,
and also steady. Overall, tied for third
at 90%.
TDK MA-XG: Very high MOLs and the
best SOLs make a potent combination,
especially with the addition of a good
S/N ratio and the most extended response of all Type IV tapes. Modulation noise was also one of the lowest
measured, and it was steady in level.
Flutter was lower than for most tapes.
Overall, at 92%, the best of all 88
tapes.
That's CD -IV: MOLs and SOLs were
quite high, and the response extension
and S/N ratio were both rather good.
1
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nal-to-noise ratio and modulation

noise. The Type IVs were superior to
both other types in all of the above
areas most of the time. Keep in mind
that these comparisons are of the average results for each tape type. In deciding what tapes you should use,
comparisons must still be made between specific tapes.
Do the high -rated formulations
sound better on decks other than the
Nakamichi 582? compared the above
results (for quite a few tapes) with results obtained using the Nakamichi
CR -7A, Akai GX-R99, and Kenwood
KX-660HX decks. There were differences from deck to deck, such as noticeably lower MOLs and SOLs and
I
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less extended responses on the Akai
(and even more so on the Kenwood).
The response rises near 20 kHz were
nearly the same on the CR -7A as on
the Nakamichi 582 that used for the
main tests, but they were lower on the
Akai and lower still on the Kenwood.
Skew was less on the Akai (whose record and playback heads share a single housing) and was not a factor on
the two -head Kenwood. (Low -skew
cassettes should be of interest, however, to anyone who records on one
deck and plays back on another.)
Despite these differences, the relative rankings of the tapes remained the
I
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE: 92%

same, within a small margin of error, on
all decks. Based on some of the results, one tape should not be chosen
over another just because of a 1% or
2% performance difference. Also, the
ratings were based solely on measured performance, ignoring price and
the convenience or apparent quality of
the boxes, labels, and shells.
was
unable to measure some of the
claimed advantages of certain shells,
such as reduced vibration.
do recommend a careful review of
the data if a change in tape is considered. Give particular thought to the
type of music to be recorded. Tapes
I
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that showed compression at the lowest
fregLencies would be bad choices in
general but particularly so for organ
music and disco (to say nothing of
cannon shots). Recording with dbx NR
will be most successful if the tape has
no such compression. Music with obvious cymbal crashes, synthesizers, etc.
will not record well on Type II tapes
that have poor SOLs unless the recording level is kept low. This would be
possible with those formulations whose
low noise permits reducing the level
with little compromise (see "How Hot
Are CDs?" July 1989). Type IV tapes,
with their superior performance, do
61

yield recordings that are better and
easier to make.
My own approach to setting record
levels is to make them as high as can
without causing any distortion detectable by careful listening. know some
recordists prefer to approach the problem by setting levels to get the softest
passages above the noise level. My
own experience is that it's more difficult to find the softest section than the
loudest. It is also quite possible that
levels set for the softest passages will
be too high for the peaks. The majority
of critical listeners know comment on
sonic problems caused by high levels,
such as harshness, brittleness, and
muddiness. Little is said, in general,
when the S/N ratio is not quite what is
wanted in a quiet passage.
I

I

I

FURTHER CHECKS
To get a better sense of what would

happen when using lower priced
decks that do not have adjustable
bias, made record/playback responsI

es with the Kenwood KX-660HX, Teac
V -500X, and Technics RS-B48R decks.
left the Kenwood's bias trim pot in its
center detent; the other two decks do
not have front -panel bias adjustments.
All decks were operated with Dolby C
NR to intentionally exaggerate any discrepancies in bias and/or sensitivity
between the deck settings and the
needs of the selected tapes. picked
tapes of each type that fell into three
I

I

groups-those with just about the
same bias and sensitivity as the IEC
reference for their type, those with
close -to -reference sensitivity but a dB greater bias requirement, and
those with high bias requirements and
sensitivity as compared to the IEC reference. The selected tapes were TDK
D, Greencorp CR, and Denon HD -M
for the first group; That's CD, BASF
Chrome Extra II, and Maxell MX for the
second group; and TDK AR -X, Memorex CDX II, and Sony Metal -ES for the
third group.
The TDK D was an excellent match
for the Kenwood deck, but That's CD
was not, and the TDK AR -X had excessive boost at the highest frequencies
(even at high levels). Greencorp CR
and Maxell MX were the best matches
for the Kenwood among the Type II
and IV tapes, and the other tapes were
reasonably good with the Kenwood
deck. The Teac V -500X was quite
good with TDK AR -X but had terrible
droop with TDK D. All the Type II tapes
rolled off to some extent on the Teac,
but Sony Metal-ES was a good tape for
this deck. The Technics deck had
good response with TDK D, excessive
high -frequency boost with That's CD,
and enormous boost with TDK AR -X.
Greencorp CR's response was nice
1
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and flat on this deck, and Memorex
CDX II had excessive boost-which
was no surprise, considering its high
bias requirement. All Type IV tapes exhibited treble boost with this deck, and
noted fantastic boost with Sony Metal ES. So even on inexpensive decks,
these bias and sensitivity differences
may cause response deviations, which
Dolby C NR would usually exaggerate.
A play -trim control designed to Dolby
Labs' requirements can eliminate this
exaggeration.
The C-90 length was the de facto
standard for all the main evaluations,
but wondered what the results would
be if one of the new lengths was used.
To check this, tried tapes in the C-75
range (including some C-74 and C-76
cassettes), as well as C-100 and C-110
tapes, from Denon, Fuji, Goldstar,
Maxell, Memorex, Sony, TDK, and
That's. also checked BASF Chrome
Extra II in C-120, though this is not
really a new length.
ran my bias and sensitivity checks
for these tape lengths at the same time
tested the C -90s, to make sure of
consistent results when comparing
lengths. also checked to see if the
new -length samples had the same
skew. In the majority of cases there
was, fortunately, very little difference in
bias, sensitivity, or skew between different lengths of the same tape. Most
of the tapes were very close to each
other, including Denon HD6 and HD -M
(C -75s and C -100s) and HD8 (C-100);
Fuji FR-IIx PRO (C-74); Maxell XLII,
XLII -S, and MX (C -100s); Memorex
HBS II (C-76 and C-100); Sony Metal SR (C-100); TDK SA (C-76 and C-100)
and MA in the C-110 length (actually
an exact match to the C-90 version's
bias, sensitivity, and skew); and the C74 lengths of That's CD -II, CD-MH, and
CD -IV. Goldstar's CRX tapes were
rather puzzling, as the C -76s had higher bias and much lower sensitivity than
the C -90s, while the C -100s had much
lower bias. Denon's HD8 in C-75 had
somewhat higher bias and lower sensitivity than in C-90.
also compared the new lengths to
the C -90s for 125 -Hz MOL, 4 -kHz SOL,
and 0 -dB response. In general, little or
nothing was lost by using a new
length; in some cases, slight improvements accrued. Most of the C -100s did
show a small loss in 125 -Hz MOL.
Goldstar CRX in C-75 and C-100
lengths had noticeable losses in performance for all parameters, making
me wonder if the new -length cassettes
were really the same actual formulation
as the C -90s. The Maxell XLII, XLII -S,
and MX in C -100s, and That's CD -II in
C-74 and C-100, had greater 4 -kHz
SOLs and slightly better 0 -dB responses. The response of TDK MA in C-110
I
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improved by kHz. In C-74, That's CD IV had higher 125 -Hz MOL and slightly
better 0 -dB response.
wondered what the so-called realtime counters on my decks would
1
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show with the new lengths and therefore used some of these tapes on the
Nakamichi CR -7A, the Akai GX-R99,
and the Kenwood KX-660HX. The first
two decks display both elapsed and
remaining time, and the Kenwood displays just elapsed time; all three retain
basic time calibrations during fast winds. Many counters that show
elapsed or remaining time require the
user to select a setting for the particular length, so set the Nakamichi and
Akai decks for C-90 tapes. The Nakamichi showed 46 to 47 minutes remaining at the start of play after the initial
calibration for all new lengths, from C74 to C-110. At the end of each tape,
the deck displayed about 47 minutes
elapsed, with the exception of 39:13
for the C-75 tape. The Akai showed
remaining times of from 35:30 to 39:10
for the C-74 to C-76 tapes, 45:03 for C100, and 50:34 for C-110-not always
right, but much closer than the results
got with the Nakamichi. The elapsed
times were slightly high for the C-74 to
C-76 tapes and correct for the C-100
and C-110 tapes. The elapsed times
for the Kenwood were close to correct
for all tape lengths. For those who like
using real-time counters, as
do, a
warning: Be careful about what the
counter displays with a new length.
Some counters are apt to suddenly re I

I

I

calibrate themselves at unexpected
points along the new -length tapes.
FINAL THOUGHTS

Cassette tapes continue to improve,
and new distributors and manufacturers offer us more and more choices.
Under many circumstances, a high ranked tape used on a high -quality
deck with Dolby C or dbx NR can approach the sound of a Compact Disc.
We all observe DAT players and recorders starting to become more common. The recordable CD is about here,
maybe. Are cassettes here to stay?
Dolby Laboratories has recently announced the Dolby S-type recording
system, specifically designed to utilize
a high -quality cassette deck with today's best tape formulations. The combination should provide performance
which "subjectively equals that of digital consumer media under home listening conditions." The cassette's future
looks good to me.
The recordist has even more formulations to choose from than the 88 covered here, for whatever purpose and
whatever type of cassette recorder.
hope the material in this survey truly
helps you make good choices.
p
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RESHAPING CASSETTE SONICS
WITH THE WORLD'S FIRST
3-D DOMED SHELL.
metallic oxides delivers 2.8 times higher vibration control than
conventional polystyrene, with damning in 1/3 the time.
First with The Nano Dyramlc Tliwtold Metal Formulation.
Super -fine, densely packed, Jniform magnetic particles for
uniformly clear, dynamic, d"startion-'ree sound. And all in 46-,
60-, 71- and 90 -minute
lengths.
DAMPING EFFECT
Suono keeps on sounding
.xlp,111,1
good, too, with durability
REGIJ_ARSHELL
and heat resistance
beyond any conventional
cassette. Other fea:ures
include a double -crested
SUOMI) SHELL
IM friction sheet for reduced wow -and -flutter
.,
and a new binder
system for high MOL
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Cassette sonics redesigned. Redefined. Realizing a perfection
in tune with today's advanced digital recordings. And today's
advanced listener. That's Suono. Advanced cassette technology
that's ready to set the world on its ear. With a radical new design
that makes vibrations and modulation noise a thing
of the past. And Suono metal the cassette of the
future.
World -class performance like this could only come
from an international team like That's. Talye Yuden
Co., Ltd., innovator of the world's first recordable,
professional compact disc and the first licensed
Dolby' system. O. Olugiaro, acclaimed for such
industrial designs as the Maserati and Lotus
Esprit. Together they have created a series of
technological firsts that make Suono the last
word in sonic excellence.
First with 3-D Domed Shell Technology.
Reduces modulation noise, Inhibiting vibratory standing
waves for outstanding output.
First with New Composite Resin Technology.
The flexibility of rubber combined with the strength of
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Remote Control: Optional, via Re Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
vox B208 hand-held remote ($160),
kHz, ±0.1 dB.

THD: 0.004%, 20
S/N: Unweighted,

.

Hz to 20 kHz.
102 dB; A -weight-

ed, 108 dB.

Separation: Greater than

90 dB, 20

Hz to 20 kHz.

Output Level:

Fixed, 2.5 V; variable,
0 to 2.5 V; digital, 0.5 V peak to

REVOX
B226 -S
CD PLAYER

8

228-S

peak; headphones, 4.5 V peak to
peak.
Channel Balance: Greater than 0.2
dB.
Search Time: Less than 3 S for any
CD location.
Number of Program Steps: 19, set
by disc time, track number, or user set markers.

REVOX

COMPACT DISC PLAYER
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B210 table -top remote ($995), B207
infrared transmitter ($350), or B200 S controller ($1,295).
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
60 Hz, 25 watts.
Dimensions: 187/8 in. W x 4% in. H
x 13 in. D (48 cm x 11.8 cm x
33.2 cm).
Weight: 20.9 lbs. (9.5 kg).
Price: $1,895.
Company Address: 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, Tenn. 37210.
For literature, circle No. 90
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Have you ever wondered why some CD players cost well
under $200 while others sell for up to $2,000 and more? The
Revox B226-S provides some of the answers, both in terms
of its convenience features and its sonic and measured
performance. The B226-S CD player features 16 -bit, four times oversampling, proving that such late innovations as
eight -times oversampling, 16 -times oversampling, or even
64 -times oversampling and 1 -bit D/A conversion are not the
only ways in which proper D/A retrieval may be accomplished. This player is part of Revox's new 200-S series of
audio components. Happily, with these components, Revox
has finally abandoned the rather bulky look and the two-tone
gray color scheme of its earlier units. The 200-S series is
distinguished by elegant, low -profile styling, an attractive
black and gold color scheme, and glossy black -lacquered
side panels.
The B226 -S has a newly designed transport built on a
precision -tooled aluminum die-cast plate and a new D/A
converter used in the Studer professional CD players. As
you might expect from a player in this price category,
there's a direct digital output, should you choose to feed
digital audio data to a separate D/A converter. The player
can be programmed with up to 19 selections for playback in
any sequence. Additionally, you can program this unit to
play several tracks in the order in which they appear on the
disc, using up only one of the 19 program slots in doing so.
Sections of a specific selection can be "marked," and such
sections also can be intermixed in the programming. You
can even program in a pause at any step in the programming sequence, and if you wish, you can program the unit to
shut itself off (with the player in the standby mode) at the
end of your programming steps. Among the convenience
features are variable headphone output, variable outputs for
feeding a power amplifier or a powered speaker system
directly, and standard fixed-level outputs.
The die-cast, drive -mechanism chassis is mounted on a
damped suspension for resonance -free operation. According to Revox, this also lessens the dependence on error correction circuitry.
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mode alter the current selection), "Locate" (which puts the
player in pause mode at the start of the current track), and
"Stop." A stereo headphore jack ís at the panel's lower right
corner.
At the lower left of the panel are additional auxiliary keys
for the various types of programming that can be done with
the B226-S. These include a "Program" key, a "Cursor" key
to access any position on the display for editing, "Program
Step" keys for paging backwards or forwards through a
program, a "Mark" key for identifying segments during programming, a "Store" key, a "Loop" key for continuous replay of a disc or a program sequence,.and a "Track/Time"
key that switches between track and time indications during
programming.
The central display shows program step number; track
and index numbers; the various playing time indications;
"Pause," "Autostop," and "Loop" indications (when these
functions have been activated), and a graphic indication of
volume settings when the headphone or the variable line
output level is being adjusted.
The rear panel has pairs of fixed- and variable -level outControl Layout
put
jacks, two digital coaxial output jacks wired in parallel
keypads,
main
auxiliary
into
and
is
divided
The front panel
is no optical output), and a multi -pin socket for Re(there
with an electroluminescent display centered beneath the
-room Easyline infrared control system. Revox
multi
vox's
include
right
of
the
panel
side
at
the
Main
controls
disc tray.
hand-held remote, the B208, and a new
a
55
-function
offers
a "Power" switch, a "Load" button that opens and closes
the
B210, both of which can be used with
remote,
table
-top
button
"Index"
advance
an
button,
tray,
"Pause"
disc
a
the
and other Revox components. The
system
Easyline
a
the
for those discs that have index points within tracks, and
large button labelled "Play/Next" to initiate play and to B210 can learn the infrared signals of other manufacturers'
products, and it is a two-way unit. If used with the B207
advance to the next track during play.
Numeric keys at the upper left of the panel are used for infrared transmitter and a B200 -S controller, the B210 can
direct access to any track, from 1 to a theoretical maximum receive and display status information from Revox 200-S
-S CD player,
of 99. These numbered keys are also used during track series components. When used with the B226
includdisplay,
this
unit's
on
virtually
everything
it
show
can
programming and for programming time segments.
Auxiliary keys are found along the lower right and lower ing track number, time, and whether a disc is loaded or not.
left of the front panel. The controls at the lower right include
keys for scanning up and down (output level drops 12 dB Measurements
This is the first CD player tested after my Audio Precision
during scan) and for raising and lowering volume at the
variable line or headphone outputs. Other keys in this area System One test equipment was upgraded to the digital
you will see
are for "Display" (selecting elapsed or remaining disc or signal processing (DSP) mode. Accordingly,
am
track time), "Autostop" (which puts the player in pause some graphs have not been able to produce before.
I

I
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Rarely, if ever, have I
seen a player with such
response accuracy at the
upper limit; it was only

off by 0.02 dB at 20 kHz.
Amplitude (dB)

Frequency (Hal

.51111B-11,
I

;

-

Revea

,

1

.

0226-5 CD Player

W

8,8

.5800

i

i

I

-.5900'

5ee

10

1e8

16

1Bk

28k

Fig. 1-Frequency

response. Left channel is
solid curve, right channel
is dashed, here and
through Fig. 5.
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Distortion Y Noise vs. Frequency, .t Mau. Record Level:
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of the CD player is plotted. set the cursor on the graph to
about 20 kHz and was able to read directly that response
was absolutely flat for the left channel and was up 0.02 dB
for the right. Rarely, if ever, have seen a CD player exhibit
such response accuracy at the upper frequency limit.
Interchannel phase error was virtually nonexistent. Even
at 20 kHz, the difference between channels amounted to an
insignificant 0.3°. The graph of this was so close to a perfect
straight line that I saw no need to present it here.
Figure 2 shows how THD + N varied as a function of
frequency. At 1 kHz, THD + N measured only 0.006%. The
rise in apparent THD + N at 20 kHz was caused not so
much by actual harmonic distortion components as by small
amounts of "beats" that were visible on a 'scope when
higher frequency test signals were reproduced. In any case,
even at 20 kHz, THD + N was on the order of 0.176% for
either channel, as shown by the readouts in Fig. 2.
When I measured THD + N versus signal level (not
shown), got a reading of more than 84 dB below reference
for a 1 -kHz signal at maximum (0 -dB) recorded level. (This
corresponds to 0.006%, providing perfect correlation with
the test shown in Fig. 2.) The reading of about 84 dB was
actually the highest point on the curve: THD + N was at
least 97 dB below reference at recorded levels from -90 to
-60 biB, rising to 94 dB below reference at -30 dB and to
about 91 dB below reference at -10 dB. To make room for
a more revealing test which I can now make, will no longer
show a plot of this-except when there is something unusual about the curve. I also checked SMPTE-IM distortion,
which I found to be 0.00313% for the left channel and
0.00280% for the right.
When playing the "silent" track of my CBS CD -1 test disc,
measured an A -weighted S/N ratio of 114.07 dB for the left
channel and 110.88 dB for the right, as compared with
Revox's claim of 108 dB. A spectral analysis of the residual
noise over the audible frequency range (Fig. 3) revealed
that this is one of the rare CD players that has provided
virtually perfect isolation between its digital and analog
audio circuitry and its power -supply circuitry. There is absolutely no "peak" in the noise level at the power -line frequency of 60 Hz or its harmonics.
Separation in the worst -case direction (left to right) was 98
dB at 16 kHz. The slope of the curves (which am no longer
showing) indicated that separation at 20 kHz should still be
well in excess of what Revox claims. Separation was greater
than 110 dB at all frequencies from about 100 Hz to 4 kHz.
As I have indicated in several of my recent evaluations of
CD players, consider low-level linearity to be an important
criterion in distinguishing among the "good," "better," and
"best" players currently available. Frankly, I don't care what
methodology is used in D/A conversion, as long as good
linearity extends all the way down to very low levels. Figure
4 is a plot of deviation from perfect linearity versus
recorded
level. Linearity was júst about perfect down to -80 dB, but
at -90 dB, it was off by -2.57 dB for the left channel and
by -3.38 dB for the right. These are not the best linearity
numbers
have ever obtained, but they are well above
I
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vs.
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Fig. 3-Spectrum analysis
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see text.

I

now able to explore the capabilities of components far
beyond anything I've been able to do in the past, as will
explain when
describe some of the new graphs and
acquired data.
In addition to the DSP mode and the digital domain
upgrading my test system now incorporates, Audio Precision's new version of their software enables me to call out
actual data values on the graphs themselves. You can see
the first example of this in Fig. 1, where frequency response
I

I
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I

I

average.
Results were excellent when used dithered test signals
at low levels
70 to -100 dB). As plotted in Fig. 5,
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The Revox was among
the best I've ever measured
in the fade -to-noise test
and in low-level linearity
for dithered signals.
Deviation from perfect linearity, undithered
6.0988

--

4.9888'

Cl Piave

Ap
1-2.57

-3.3e

I

j

2.080e
8.8

signals: Revue B226-8

I

I

i-

-2.000

-4.888 i--

XÍ

-6.989
-188

-98.8

1

-88.8

-78.8

-68.8

-58.8

-48.8

-38.8

-28.8

8.8

-18.8

Fig. 4 -Deviation from

perfect linearity for
undithered signals.
Pro

Deviation
6.9900.

perfect

linearity, veiny dithered signal::

Revue 8226-S

-

-120

dB.

Dynamic range, in accordance with the EIAJ method,
yielded figures of 97.06 dB for the left channel and 96.83 dB
for the right. Frequency accuracy of the player's internal
master clock was 0.0098%.
Ever since
learned about the benefits of "dither" in
recording sounc digitally,
have wanted to be able to
demonstrate those advantages. have also suspected that
all CD players would exhibit improvements in low-level signal reproduction if those signals were originally recorded
with the proper amount and type of dither. Now, at last, with
my DSP-enhanced test gear, am able to show the effect of
dither in low-level signals as well as to compare its effect
from one player to the next. So, let the Revox B226-S serve
as a reference player for this new test.
Using the FFT spectrum analysis capability of the test
equipment, played two tracks of the CD -1 test disc. The
third index point of track 19 has a -kHz dithered test tone
recorded at 90 dB below maximum recorded level. A spectrum analysis of this test signal, over the audible spectrum,
is shown in the top curve of Fig. 7. (Refer to the left-hand
decibel scale to read this plot.) Notice that the only significant harmonic component is the one that occurred at 3 kHz,
the third harmonic of the -kHz test tone. (The test tone itself
shows as a peak at exactly -90 dB.) Contrast this with the
bottom curve, which was made using undithered signals at
the same level. (Refer to the right-hand scale to read the
bottom plot.) A large assortment of distortion components
especially at the higher odd -order harmonics -are now visible, along with many other undesired spurious components
throughout the audible range. The fifth harmonic's amplitude is down only 105.2 dB with the undithered signal; with
the dithered signal, it is down more than 118.73 dB. Close
examination reveals, however, that while adding dither decreases distortion components, it adds somewhat to the
residual random noise level. Thus, ignoring the peaks in the
bottom curve, average noise level seems to be hovering
between -130 and
140 dB; in the case of the dithered
signals, average noise ranges between -120 and -130
dB. Since the noise level will still be inaudible under normal
listening conditions, this is a small price to pay for "cleaning
up" the low-level signals and delivering them with greater
waveform accuracy than would otherwise be possible in a
16 -bit digital system.
In testing player monotonicity,
have had a hard time
trying to interpret this complex signal (let alone trying to
synchronize it) by viewing it on an oscilloscope. Now can
abandon the oscilloscope, thanks to the waveform -versus time plotting capability of the DSP FFT enhancement incorporated in my test setup. By capturing a portion of the test
signal using an FFT, am able to expand the waveform
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deviation from perfect linearity was off by only -1.82 dB for
the left channel and -2.29 dB for the right. These results
are among the best have ever seen, as are the results
obtained using the "fade-to -noise" test signals on the CD -1
test disc (Fig. 6). These signals are also dithered and
extend from -60 to -120 dB. The signal is masked by the
noise at a level of about -110 dB, which corresponds to the
EIA dynamic range of the player. Note, too, how linearity
remains accurate, within about 2 dB, all the way down to
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The Revox B226 -S may be
the perfect choice for those
who appreciate ergonomics,
convenience, and sound that
is above reproach.
HOHOTONICITY TEST
2.000.

1.580.

of CD players with digital filtering, which virtually all quality
players have nowadays. Considering the present state of
CD player development, these waveforms no longer show
significant differences between most units, and am omitting them from here on.
Figure 9 is a spectrum analysis of a 1 -kHz signal recorded at maximum level and reproduced by the B226 -S CD
player. While Fig. 2, measured using analog analysis, shows
THD plus noise, doing the same analysis by means of DSP
and FFT facilities yielded the results shown. Note that the
most significant harmonic distortion components (third, seventh, and 13th harmonics) are between -90 and -95 dB.
Taking the square root of the sum of the squares of these
minute distortion components yields a net THD of about
0.0031%, as against the figure of 0.006% for THD plus noise
obtained using analog measurement techniques.
Revox's claims for excellent tracking were substantiated
when played the defects tracks of my test discs, which
have calibrated lengths of missing data. This player was
able to track segments with full 1.5 -mm data gaps. That's as
high an error -correction capability as I have seen. Furthermore, tapping briskly on the top and side surfaces of this
player did not cause mistracking.

RevOz 9226-S CD Player

t

I

1.0501.

569.80

e.e

see

-1.0%
5.890

14.22

23.3.

32.5m

41.7.

58.8.

68.82

Fig. 8-Monotonicity test;
see text.
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Use and Listening Tests
particularly liked the way programming is accomplished
with the B226 -S. The user is given a great many options,
and each is thoroughly explained in the multi-lingual owner's manual, with some 33 pages each for English, French,
and German. The "power off" feature at the end of a program will be appreciated by all of us who tend to nap while
listening to music late at night (or during the day).
Some of my recently acquired discs served as good
audition material for this elegant player. Among them were a
couple of new Delos releases engineered by my good friend
John Eargle; these included a disc of Mozart and Beethoven
Piano and Wind Quintets (D/CD-3024) and another featuring
Brahms' String Quintet No. 2 and Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings in B Minor (DE -3066). Both discs have several quiet
passages that are very useful in assessing the clarity of lowlevel reproduction-something the Revox B226 -S seems
particularly able to deliver.
Start-up from pause was especially fast-well under 1 S.
Track access was also extremely fast. No matter what track
you are playing, merely push the number keys for another
track, push the "Play/Next" button, and off goes the laser
pickup to find and play the track of your choice. Although
index selection can be done only in the forward direction,
the fast scan modes accelerate as you hold down the
appropriate buttons, so it doesn't take too long to backtrack
one or more index points.
For me, the timing of this evaluation couldn't have been
better. wanted to put my newly enhanced Audio Precision
test gear through its paces on a top-quality CD player rather
than an average one. The Revox 8226-S was a perfect
choice for this purpose, and if you can afford the rather
steep price, it may well be the perfect choice for music
lovers who appreciate good ergonomics, carefully thoughtout convenience features, and most importantly, sound
quality beyond reproach.
Leonard Feldman
I
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16.81
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Fig. 9-Spectrum analysis
of signal recorded
at 0 dB; see text.

display so that a single cycle of the waveform sequence
may be examined in detail. That's what I've done for the
display shown in Fig. 8, and if you've read my previous
reports on CD players, think you'll have to admit this new
display is a lot clearer and more detailed than a 'scope
photo. I'll have to reserve judgment about this player's
monotonicity because, with so much detail now available,
have nothing to compare it with! My first impression would
be that the monotonicity looks quite good, despite the slight
displacement (about 750 µV) of the entire series of steps
from the zero axis. A perfect monotonicity pattern would
have successive steps increasing uniformly in both positive
and negative directions.
A unit -pulse waveform showed that the B226-S does not
invert signal polarity. Its square -wave response was typical
I

I
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Starting with the first digital recording of
music in 1972, Denon has produced an unbroken
string of digital audio breakthroughs.

Denon's LAMBDA processor
bilaterally offsets the digital
waveform to eliminate the
distortion that occurs when

low-level waveforms
cross the zero line.

The LAMBDA Super Linear Converter: Another significant
digital audio first from the first company to record music digitally.
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Denons often sound better
than current competitors' models.
,411
And why a leading hi-fi journal
found that a moderately -priced Denon
equalled or outperformed all others tested,
including machines costing over $1800.
What makes Denon CD players better? Perhaps it's that Denon performs every step in the
music chain from recording artists through pressing CDs. And that Denon has concentrated on
one thing and only one thing for 80 years.
Music.

shown with the optional side panels available for most Denon models.
Prices quoted are manufacturer's suggested retail prices and may vary.
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Denon's CD
player innovations include the Super Linear Converter, the 20 -bit digital filter, the
real 20-bit converter and noise-shaping filter circuitry.
Denon's latest digital advancement is the
LAMBDA Real 20 -Bit Super Linear Converter in
the DCD-1560. The LAMBDA system's digital
offset processor and dual 20 -bit converters eliminate the most common source of distortion in CD
players: the zero crossings of low-level signals.
Denon's consistent leadership in digital audio
technology may explain why earlier generation
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity, Mono: 10.8
dBf.

50-dB Quieting Sensitivity, Ste-

reo: 37.0 dBf.

S/N: Mono, 82 dB; stereo, 74 dB.

THD,

1

kHz, at 65 dBf: Mono,

0.1%; stereo, 0.12%.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
50 dB.

AdjacentChannel Selectivity:
dB.

HEATH

TUNER

The Heath Company has always been considered to be
one of the finest suppliers of do-it-yourself electronic kits.
Throughout the company's history, Heathkits have been
noted for their ease of assembly and the accuracy and
clarity of their instruction booklets. Many of Heath's products are available in assembled and kit versions; the
AJ-2520 tuner is one of these.

Heath nJ-2520 now
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din.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
50 dB.

I.f. Rejection: 60 dB.
Image Rejection: 45 dB.

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 120
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Dimensions:

177/16 in. W

Oa.

x 21,/16 in.

x 143/16 in. D (44.3 cm x 6.8 cm
x 46 cm).
Weight: 7.3 lbs. (3.3 kg).
Price: Wired, $249; kit, $229.
Company Address: Benton Harbor,
Mich. 49022.
For literature, circle No. 91

Audio Editor Gene Pitts undertook to build the AJ-2520
from a kit. He supplied the finished tuner to me, along with
the identical model factory -wired by Heath. This allowed me
to compare performance of the completed kit version with
that of the factory -wired model. Before I tell you about the
results of this comparison test, let's take a look at the
features and controls of this latest tuner from Heath.
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l.f. Rejection: 80 dB.
AM Suppression: 55 dB.
Image Rejection: 50 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 75 dB.
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Singe 1974

alternative
has provided
suds creative
circuit design,
superior
craftsmanship
and finish,
greater dynamic
resarves, or more
sat sfying music
involvement
no

To deceive detailed

information, write:
Thr3shold Corporation,
12919 Earhart Ave., Auburn,
California 95603; or call
1(®0) 888 8055

Threshold
components are
exclusively
dstributed by

more
than
audio
excellence

division of

Threshold
Csrporation

Threshold

I

model SA /12a
STASIS

pure class A
power amplifier

1

If you follow the excellent
step-by-step instructions
Heath provides, it's almost
impossible not to assemble
a neat -looking tuner.

!si.i';

The AJ-2520 is a quartz -locked frequency -synthesized
stereo tuner. Sixteen AM or FM station frequencies can be
stored in memory for instant recall. In the event of a power
01
failure, these frequencies will be retained in memory for one
;s!
week. removed the cover from both the kit and factory ,
wired versions and found that just about all of the tuner
circuitry was contained on a single large circuit board. It
had many unfilled holes, suggesting that Heath may use the
1'°da
same p.c. board for other models-perhaps for a tuner!
preamplifier or even as part of a complete AM/FM receiver.
The only physical differences between the two units that
could detect were a loose tuning knob and one end of a 2.2megohm resistor that was dangling inside the chassis of the
kit version. The tuning knob was easily tightened with a 3/8 inch socket wrench (it probably loosened in shipment),
while the dangling end of the 2.2-megohm resistor was
rejoined to one side of the line cord by means of a wire nut
which had evidently worked loose. The resistor plays no part
in the actual operation of the tuner but merely serves as a Gr
/
high -resistance path to chassis ground. The wiring done by
Mr. Pitts was neat, as neat as that in the factory -wired set.
Control Layout
(I'm not just saying this because he is my editor!) But with all
A large square power switch is at the left end of the front
due respect to his skill as a kit builder, hasten to add that panel. To its right are eight station preset
buttons, each with
it's almost impossible not to come up with a neat -looking two numbers above it. The nearby
"Shift" button determines
assembled tuner if you follow the excellent step-by-step which of the two numbered preset frequencies
(1 or 9, 2 or
instructions Heath provides.
10, etc.) should be called up. This arrangement keeps the
front panel less cluttered than would be the case if 16
separate preset buttons were provided. The "Memory" button, just below "Shift," is used for storing the individual
'-(t M?1ú
station frequencies.
Further to the right is the AM/FM selector button, and to its
111.,.'-',íR-1.
right is the display area that shows tuned -to frequency,
e
selected band (AM or FM), presence of a stereo signal,
three levels of incoming signal strength (using three LEDs),
C
II.and an indicator that lights up when stations are properly
y.
center tuned. The "Mode" switch to the right of the display
" S.
selects stereo or mono operation, and the next switch
chooses manual or seek tuning. The large rotary tuning
knob at the right end of the panel cannot be turned comNpattltUd
pletely; it can be adjusted only about 30° in either direction
from its neutral position. It will raise tuned frequency when
turned to the right and will lower the frequency when turned
-.00111111.~ .4
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to the left.
The rear panel of the AJ-2520 is equipped with 75 -ohm
coaxial and 300 -ohm screw terminals. A separately supplied AM loopstick can be affixed to a clip on the rear panel
or placed at some distance from the tuner for somewhat
better reception. (The tuner's metal chassis may interfere

r

~am

.

_J

1

`.

with reception by attenuating incoming signal strength.) A
simple accessory FM T -antenna is included with both the kit
and wired versions. As usual, the owner's manual recommends the use of a better outdoor FM antenna if noise or
poor reception is encountered when using the minimal antenna supplied. A pair of stereo output jacks completes the
rear -panel layout

Measurements
Identical tests were made for the factory -wired tuner and
the tuner assembled from the kit. For all Figures shown, the
"A" graph represents the results obtained with the factory 78
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We're making a big deal out

no

ofpmctic

reproduce the low amplitude signals coming
from the disc.
To achieve this superior sound definition,
Yamaha uses four 18 -bit D/A converters, each
with an exclusive 4 -bit Floating
System to boost linearity to 22-bits.
Delivering four times greater
resolution of low amplitude signals
than even fixed 20 -bit D/A converter
.1:. zsystems.
What's more, Yamaha's exclusive - Super Hi -Bit DAC Direct Output
provides phase accuracy so close to
the original recording, it's unpreA full -function
cedented in the industry.
remote lets you
control e, en
The CDX 1120 also features
thing. With 2 (Digital DeEmphasis and Digital
track random
access proVolume Control to give the best
gramming,
$-way repeat
possible signal output - - uncomplay and more.
promised by analog components.
To fully appreciate the phenomenal CDX1120, pay a visit to your local Yamaha dealer.
Once you hear it for yourself, the
advantages will come
across loud- and soft
and clear.

The most difficult job for a compact disc
player is to reproduce low amplitude signals.
Fortunately, Yamaha has created a remarkable
CD player that rises to the occasion.

The CDX-1120 reproduces those low
amplitude
signals that until
now, have been
:`- `
mil distorted or lost
-11*
in the noise generated by the digital -to -analog
conversion process in most CD players.
Allowing you to distinguish the subtle
variations between, say, both an oboe and
clarinet softly playing middle C.
As well as enjoy improved ambiance,
revealing the acoustic characteristics where
the performance took place.
And superior imaging. clarifying the placement of each instrument in an orchestra.
All worthy reasons to take a good, soft
listen to our remarkable new CDX-1120. Only
then, can you truly appreciate Yamaha's Super

:
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-

Hi -Bit Technology.

Yamaha's exclusive Super Hi -Bit System
utilizes the additional information generated
by our 20 -bit digital filter to more accurately
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There was virtually no
difference in response
between the kit -built
and factory -wired units.

8.Plttu.le

(a8)

versus Frequency (81); FM Tuner Section, Beath
AJ-25Z0 Tuner
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Fig. 2-FM quieting
characteristics of

factory -wired version (A)
and kit version (B).
wired tuner, and the "B" graph represents the performance
of the kit -built tuner.
Figure 1 shows FM frequency response. Response was
virtually identical for both tuners except for a slight difference in output level between channels at the treble end of
the spectrum for the kit version (Fig. 1B). In Fig. 1A, the solid
curve (left channel) and dashed curve (right channel) were
deliberately offset for clarity. Had this not been done, the
curves would have been identical in amplitude and shape.
For the factory -wired tuner, response was off by 2.6 dB at 15
kHz. For the kit version, response at 15 kHz was down 3.3
dB on the left channel and 2.4 dB on the right. Response at
the bass end of the spectrum was substantially the same
(within 0.1 dB) for both units.
Figure 2 shows mono and stereo quieting characteristics.
Talk about two peas in a pod! Best signal-to-noise ratio in
mono for both units was 78 dB, short of the 82 dB claimed
by Heath but certainly excellent for a tuner in this price
category. In stereo, at a signal input level of 65 dBf, the kit built version actually exhibited a tiny bit better S/N ratio than
80

the factory -wired unit (71.3 dB against 70 dB). When a really
strong signal was applied (80 dBf), the tuners settled in with
signal-to-noise ratios of 72.3 dB for the factory -wired unit
and 73.0 dB for the kit unit. Notice that a transition from
mono to stereo takes place between 30 and 40 dBf for both
units. The exact threshold cannot easily be determined from
these curves, because the automatic plotting system of my
Audio Precision test gear takes readings at discrete signal
levels. In any case, the point of transition seems to be well
chosen, since by the time the signal dropped to 40 dBf,
signal-to-noise ratio for the factory -wired tuner was 50 dB in
stereo (slightly better for the kit), and listening to stereo with
greater background noise than this is not particularly pleasant, to say the least.
Figure 3 shows an interesting phenomenon that I've noticed on many tuners before. If you carefully tune an FM
circuit for lowest distortion in mono, you may not always get
the lowest possible distortion in stereo (and vice versa).
Take a look at Figs. 3A and 3B. For the factory -wired tuner,
lowest THD + N at strong signal levels, using a 1 -kHz test
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Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system. It is :he speaker that burns amplifier signal into sound
and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your
stereo system will simply not sound like music.
The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to
some very expensive products. And if you have already bought those
high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms. But if
you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the time they
were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability utterly
amazed listeners._ but what caused even more amazement was the
unprecedented low price.

Now you can settle for more.... without more expense. Visit your
authorized Paradigm dealer.... and listen.

The critics agree:
is no more colored than speakers costing up to two or
three times its price, End gave a consistently musical performance...
Conclusion: the Paradigm offers excellent pe-forntance...'°

"... the Paradigm

-

Stereophite Magazine

"... natural, open and clear...excellent depth.. lot, of hall

sound... big,
expansive soundstage... well defined... a rare achievement for any
loudspeaker, but when the price is taken into account the Paradigm's
performance must be considered as nothing short of remarkable "
- Sound & Vision Magazine
.

Sound&Vision

ffV

~IL

C RIT IC'!A7 a OIC F.A W A R D

music ... above all.

In the U.S.: Aúdiostream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falk, New York 14302
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4e7 Fenmar Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 211.6
Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

The transition from mono
to stereo is well chosen;
it occurs just at the point
where stereo noise would
start to be unpleasant.
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signal, was about 0.15% for mono and 0.28% for stereo. For factory -assembled tuner and were 0.12% in mono and
0.2%
the kit -built tuner, THD + N at 65 dBf was 0.075% in mono in stereo for the kit.
and 0.28% in stereo. In this instance, stereo THD + N did
Plots of FM stereo separation are presented in Fig. 5. One
not follow the same pattern as did mono THD + N. Still, for aspect of both tuners that
did not like at all was the
mono, the kit -built tuner actually did better than the pub- presence of a great deal of 19- and
38 -kHz subcarrier
lished spec, though the factory -wired tuner didn't meet the products at the outputs of each unit. These
signals could
mono THD spec by only a small amount.
have an adverse effect on Dolby noise reduction when
Mono usable sensitivity is also defined by this data; it's taping FM programs. The
subcarrier products were so
the point where THD + N is -30 dB, or 3.162%. In this great, in fact, that when made the
usual separation meacase (which don't regard as particularly important), the surements using a simple two -channel sequential sweep on
factory -wired tuner did slightly better than the kit, with a my test instrument, it appeared that
separation was no more
reading of 12 dBf versus 12.9 dBf.
than about 23 dB or so. To arrive at meaningful separation
At the 100 -Hz test frequency, the kit version posted slight- curves, had to alter the test
parameters so as to treat the
ly better results for distortion than the factory -wired version; second sweep as a measurement
of crosstalk, adding a
at 6 kHz, the reverse was true. As shown in Fig. 4, THD + N bandpass filter that
swept along with the plots. Under these
at 100 Hz was 0.078% in mono and 0.37% in stereo for the conditions, the true
separation at kHz (or crosstalk, if you
factory -wired unit and was 0.028% in mono and 0.12% in prefer) was 52 dB for the factory -wired
tuner and just over
stereo for the kit version. At the test frequency of 6 kHz, the 60 dB for the kit unit! At 100 Hz, separation was 46
dB for
results were 0.1% in mono and 0.14% in stereo for the the factory -wired version and 47.5 dB for
the kit. At 10 kHz,
I

I

I

I

1
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THE MONOLITH

III

The Monolith Ill stands alone. Powerful. Imposing. Thrusting you into a world of harmony and purity that
both caresses and assaults you in its beauty, truth and timelessness.
The challenge was to maintain the famous Martin -Logan electrostatic purity and still deliver uncompromised
levels of power and frequency response. This was achieved by incorporating a massless transducer in a
perfectly linear field with no crossovers in the critical music range, yet dispersing energy in a controlled
wavepath.
By seamlessly integrating this advanced ESL technology to a tailored superfast subwoofer, a new standard
has been achieved.
The challenge now is for you to determine our success. Go, hear, experience the Monolith Ill for yourself.

~T n.LOGAf.

LTD.

The electrostatic loudspeaker techno ogy company

913-749-0133 lawrence, kansas 66044

For More

Information

...

41
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Call 1-800-553-4355

Sometimes the kit -built
version performed slightly
better than the factory
unit, but at other times,
the reverse was true.
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analysis, showing
crosstalk products,
for FM section of
factory -wired version (A)
and kit version (B).

separation measured a very impressive 53 dB for the factory -wired unit and 47.7 dB for the kit.
Figure 6 clearly illustrates the 19- and 38 -kHz leakage. A
5 -kHz signal was used to modulate one channel, and the
output from that channel is represented by the solid curve in
each of the two graphs; the dashed curve represents the
output for the unmodulated channel. In both versions of the
AJ-2520, output of the 19 -kHz pilot carrier was down only a
bit below -20 dB compared with the fully modulated, 5 -kHz
signal. Such amounts of subcarrier signal may be tolerable
in car stereo FM tuners but should not be present in a tuner
intended for use in a home system that will include a tape
deck. Interestingly, the amount of 38 -kHz subcarrier present
at the outputs of the factory -wired version was the same for
both channels, whereas in the kit, the modulated channel's
output of spurious 38 -kHz subcarrier and sidebands was
greater than the unmodulated channel's. have no explanaI

84

1-90.0

A
B

B

0.0

CHANNEL
-70.00

tion for this difference but maintain that, here again, there
was far too much of these high -frequency signals in both
tuners.
Secondary perormance characteristics were remarkably
close between the tuners, with the kit version generally
edging out the factory -wired version slightly. Capture ratio
was 1.5 dB for both units. Alternate -channel selectivity measured 52 dB for the factory -wired unit and 54 dB for the
completed kit. AM rejection was 55 dB for both units, exactly as claimed by Heath. I.f. rejection was 80 dB for the
factory -wired unit, 82 dB for the kit. Image rejection measured 55 dB for both units, while spurious response was 78
dB for the factory -wired unit and 80 dB for the kit. Image
rejection measured 53 dB for both units.
As usual, about the only thing thought worth testing in
the AM tuner section was frequency response. Results are
shown in Fig. 7. The
dB treble roll -off point for the
I
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high quality
and high quantity at the same time."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile,. Vol. 12. No.

10.

Oct. 1989

Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why? Because
whether you're upgrading a current system
or building a new one, there is no other single component that can boost a system's
overall performance like a Velodyne
subwoofer.

"... the integration was seamless and changed
the overall character of the system in a synergistic, beneficial direction?'
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's patented High Gain Servo (HGS) technology,
which represents a major breakthrough in
loudspeaker design.
determined that a high performance accelerometer based feedback system would be the
only way to truly correct the problems that
plague low frequency reproduction. Such a
system had never been successfully built before. But through a systems approach of
"1

redesigning the driver and electronics from
the ground up, 1 have developed a system that
delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion?'
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
All Velodyne subwoofers are complete sys-

tems. Just plug one in to experience the full
audio spectrum: Cleaner míds and highs
with low frequency response that you never
thought possible. It's a dynamic overhaul for
your system.

"Other subwoofers had not moved much air
and certainly hadn't coupled with the room....
Not so with the Velodyne-I was there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No.

10

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800NELODYN E

For More Information

Call 1-800-553-4355

Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card

Don't be afraid to buy the
AJ-2520 as a kit. You'll
have fun, save some money,
and get the performance
of a factory -wired unit.
Amplitude (d0) versus Frequency (Ho); AM Tuner seetton, Heath AJ-2520

10.099,

;.

1

instances in which
intercepted strong signals over a
"spread" of 400 kHz (200 kHz to either side of the actual
transmitter frequency). This, therefore, is not a tuner for use
in crowded metropolitan areas, where signals are often only
200 kHz apart, unless you intend to use a highly directional,
rotatable outdoor antenna that can home in on the closely
spaced signals you want to pick up. Of course, if you live in
a relatively remote area where FM stations are spread
across the dial, the poor selectivity of this tuner will not give
you any grief.
One thing does remain clear. If you do elect to buy the
AJ-2520, don't be afraid to buy it as a kit. You'll have fun
putting it together, and its performance will be as good as
that of Heath's factory -wired unit if you follow instructions
and don't try to outsmart the assembly manual's author by
anticipating steps. Finally, you'll save enough money to buy
a couple of CDs (or some tape) in choosing the kit, and
that's something to consider as well.
Leonard Feldman
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Heath AJ-2520

'.

.

,

Kit Builder's Report
¿'

1

spent about five hours on this kit, which would rate as
"moderate" or "easy" in difficulty; am including in this
about an hour searching out and setting up my construction
I

I

I

........

-10.99,

-29.011...

gear. Heath says you'll need a pair of long -nosed pliers, a
pair of regular pliers, wire strippers, diagonal cutters, a
Phillips screwdriver, a 22- to 25 -watt soldering iron, and a
VOM, VTVM, or DMM. I've always felt that building a kit
freed up enough money to indulge myself in a truly first-rate
piece of electronics hardware. In this case, bought myself
a pair of Mathias Klein telephone installer's pliers from
Specialized, which publishes a catalog that is the handtool
freak's version of our Best of Audio. Next kit gets a production -line soldering iron with automatic temperature control.
There's a bunch of parts in this kit, but virtually all the
assembly is of hardware parts into the chassis; that is, there
is no stuffing of p.c. boards. You do need, however, to
watch what you're doing, to keep your concentration and
avoid interruptions. It's helpful, too, to separate all the different parts out so that you don't keep hunting for something
that you know was just there. There are eight sizes of screws
which sorted into an egg carton; should have put labels
into each of the eight holes. As it was, had to double-check
against the life-sized drawings in Heath's invaluable illustration booklet almost every time used one. All the other parts
were easy to find, however, after they were spread out.
Full credit to Heath on this booklet as well as on the
manual. found no errors, though a very few may have been
there, and did make a couple which I had to go back and
fix up. (No, won't tell you what they were.) Such things can
be avoided by doing one step at a time and checking off
each step as it is completed.
It doesn't seem to me that you save very much money in
doing up a kit, so you're going to have to get some psychic
pay from the actual labor. Me,
like to do such things.
Whether you will or not, can't tell. It's hard to go wrong on
this level of project, even if it's your very first one, but if you
should, Heath does have a good customer service organization. All in all, this is worth doing if only to gain a greater
appreciation of what happens at the manufacturing level
when the pros make a piece of gear.
E.P.
I

-30.001

.1

-90.000

Fig.

100

10k

7-AM frequency

response of factory -wired
version (A) and kit (B).

factory-wired unit occurred at 4.0 kHz, which is not bad for a
tuner in this price range. Owing to a slight peak centered at
around 2 kHz in the kit version's response, the -6 dB treble
roll -off point occurred at 4.3 kHz, making it the "winner" in
the AM sweepstakes, if anyone really cares.
Use and Listening Tests
Mr. Pitts will have something to say about how easy (or
how hard) it was to build the AJ-2520 kit. would simply like
to comment about how the moderately priced AM/FM tuner
performed.
hooked up each of the units to an AudioPrism 7500
indoor antenna that I recently tested for Audio (December
1989). As
logged station after station on the FM dial of
each tuner, for a total of 45 usable signals, I was unable to
detect any difference in sound quality between the two
units. However, should stress that because of the rather
low figures for alternate -channel selectivity achieved by this
tuner (and the very low figure for adjacent -channel selectivity claimed but not measured by me), there were many
I

I

I

I
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California Audio Labs
Announces The New
Tercet mkIII CD Player

From the company that
builds the worldwide
reference standard in
CD Players.
all new Tercet mkIII is
he definitive statement in
solid state CD players from
California Audio Labs. At a
suggested retail price of
only $1,295, the Tercet mkIII
is an affordable player with
an exciting pedigree. The
Tercet mkIII comes from the
people who have the most
successful high end CD players
in= the world. Made in America
to exacting standards, the
Tercet mkIII features separate
eighteen bit D/A converters
for left and right channel
with eight time oversainpling.
Of course, the Tercet mkIII
also features the new CAL
linear drive transport.
Tthe
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California Audio albs
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Tercet

_
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212

ózer,»:

7231 Garden Grove Blvd. #E-F
Garden Grove, CA 92641
(714) 894-9747 FAX (714) 894-6706
For More Information
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At California Audio Labs
exceptional sound quality
is a tradition. Now, with
more than eighty dealers
throughout America,
California Audio Labs can
be found in high quality
audio dealers everywhere.
Just phone or write for
more information, or better
yet, call your local audio
dealer and ask them to let
you audition the exciting
new Tercet mkIII.

Call 1-800-553-4355

AURICLE

REFERENCE
RECORDINGS
TEST
VIDEODISC:

A VIDEO STANDARD
Company Address:

A"VIDEO STANDARD

P.O. Box
77225X, San Francisco, Cal. 94107.
For literature, circle No. 92

Although video demonstration and
test discs for sales and repair have
been available within the industry for
years, Reference Recordings' 12 -inch
laser videodisc, A Video Standard
(21610), is the first such disc intended
for consumers. With its wealth of calibrated video and audio test signals, it
can be used to check not only laser
videodisc and CDV players, but entire
audio/video systems.
Laser videodiscs, like CDs, store audio in precise digital form as well as
delivering audio and picture information as well as, or better than, any other
consumer system. The resulting audio
and video test signals come as close
to the quality of good generators as the
consumer is likely to get without investing thousands of dollars, and can be
used as source material for system
alignment and adjustment.
This Reference Recordings videodisc is in the constant angular velocity
(CAV) mode, in which the disc maintains a constant rate of one revolution
per video frame, yielding a maximum
playing time of 30 minutes per side. A
Video Standard is recorded on one
side of the disc; the other side is blank.
Using the CAV mode lets you use still frame on any player for static video
signals, and in effect extends the
quantity of video material squeezed
onto that single side. (Some recent
players use digital technology to get
special effects from extended-play
constant linear velocity [CLV] discs,
which hold up to one hour per side.
These players route all special effects,
including still -frame, through the digital
circuitry, which often seems to cause a
small loss of picture quality.)
The program material on A Video
Standard is divided into eight chap88

Optimize Your Audio/ Video System

ters: "Video Control," "Studio Video
Production," "Electronic Field Production," "Transferring Film to Video and
Audio Demo," "Audio Demonstration
with Video Test Signals," "Audio Test
Signals," "Monitor Calibration Test Signals," and "Who's Who." Chapters 1
and 8 have useful information but no
test signals. Many (but by no means
all) of the signals can be used and
understood simply by reading the legends that appear on the screen. The
quality of the video signals drops when
these labels appear onscreen. In every
case, however, there are some frames
without these labels, from which clean
measurements can be taken.
Chapters 2, 5, and 7 have test patterns. Since laser videodiscs play from
the center outwards, and CAV discs
turn at constant speed, performance is
best at the outer, longer tracks. The
frames in Chapter 7 theoretically deliver the best quality, while those in
Chapters 2 and 5 are more useful as

tests of the player's uniformity of per-

formance through a recording. Among
the more useful patterns found in all
three chapters are 75% color bars with
pluge (a signal used for setting black
levels, multi -burst, gray scale, red raster, cross -hatch, gray raster at various
levels, and luminance sweep.
To use the information to its fullest in
all these tracks (and in the more elaborate tracks found in Chapter 7) requires a battery of test instruments few
amateurs are likely to have-waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, color analyzers, etc. And using these test frames
and the test equipment requires an intimate knowledge of television signals,
which most users are also unlikely to
have. Packed with the disc are a blue
filter for eyeballing monitor setup and
an instruction manual with solid, but
not complete, information on how to
calibrate a monitor without all the test
gear. What's there is very informative,
but don't expect an entire course in
AUDIO/MARCH 1990
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Phono Preamplifier_
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r

Front Panel Adjustments:
Input Selection for Two Cartridges with Mute Position
Input Impedance: iron 10 ohms to 47.5K ohms in Nine Steps
Moving Coil or Movinc Magnet -Gain
RIAA Trim Adjustmen-s at 20Hz end 20KHz
Re -programmable to Mcnaural Operation
Entirely Passive RIAA Eu3lization; Tracking s within .1 dB
All High -Bias, Class A arciitry
D.C. Coupled Circuitry from Input to Output ,

_For more information contact yournearest Krell'Dealer.

ñ
20 Higgins Drive Milford, CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139 Fax: 203-876-8373
See the Krell Digital advertisement in this issue

-: ° KRELL INDUSTRIES
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';p`8)053-4355,
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-5

WI

'

Outputs;t

Total of 6Inputs, 2 Record Ou-puts, 2 Main Outputs
Front Panel Adjustments fcr Gain'and Absolute Phase .
Re -programmable to Monaural Operation
'
All High -Bias, Class A C rcuitry
D.C. Coupled Circuitry front Input to Output
Output Section Capable of Swinging 50 Volts Peak -to -Peak
Sophisticated External Power Supply System with Three
` ' .
Independant Stages cf Regulation

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card
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For anyone with a really
good laser videodisc player,
this disc is an acceptable
substitute for thousands of
dollars' worth of test gear.
television theory and practice. You
may wish there were references to a
good textbook where you could get
complete explanations, but know of
no single textbook which would do the
job.
The quality of the test signals is very
good for the laser videodisc medium-

as good as service -grade equipment
but not as good as the broadcast or

and 46.2 dB for PM (phase modulation,
which controls hue). These are typical
laboratory -grade generators (Shiba- results for very good videodiscs. The
I
Soku TG -7) with which I compared it.
system is capable of 10 dB more on
Video S/N was 47.3 dB, unweighted,
luminance and even more on chromiand 50.1 dB, weighted; chroma S/N
nance, but discs capable of such perwas 46.7 dB for AM (amplitude modu- formance are not generally
available.
lation, which controls color intensity)
These measurements were made with
a ShibaSoku 925R video noise meter
from playback on a Pioneer CLD-91
CD/videodisc player.
Other useful information in Chapter 2
is about studio setup, camera registration and placement, the production
switcher, and studio audio checking.
HELICAL PLANAR COPPER
Chapter 3, which leads you into the
world of electronic field production
with Betacams, includes a wonderful
demonstration of wide-screen video,
COPLANAR COPPER
with black borders at the top and bottom. I hope it encourages more people
to clamor for "letterboxing" movies instead of the common practice of cutting off the sides of a wide-screen image to fill the height of the video screen
("pan and scan"). Chapter 4 tells you
maybe more than you want to know
about how film is transferred to video,
but the analysis of the strengths and
weaknesses of using negative or positive film for the transfer will help you
appreciate good transfers. The still frame sequences in Chapter 4 are
mainly informational, but the clip of an
SMPTE resolution chart will confirm
resolution of your system up to about
400 horizontal and 340 vertical lines.
(Remember that you read horizontal
resolution off the calibrated vertical
wedges and vertical resolution off the
horizontal wedges.) Although most of
Chapter 5 is occupied with test sig""
nals, there is enough theory by illustration, plus details of the laser videodisc
manufacturing process, to make fascinating viewing. Most important, however, is a set of recommendations for
the setup of a viewing room, with specific measurements provided on moniOver two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
tor height, room illumination, and
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
speaker placement.
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
Audio is presented on all of the segmusical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
ments except the still -frame seuse of ribbons of specially processed, high -purity copper with
quences. Both analog and digital
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
tracks are used frequently, with differresulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
ent information on each. Audio follows
the video, or is background for it, in the
Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.
early chapters. Chapter 5 has specific
HPC and CPC cables are designed by: and manufactured exclusively for
audio demonstrations. On the analog
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158
tracks are Walton's "Facade Suite,"
90
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Kinergetics KCD-4C

-

You Can Hear The Beauty Of The Music Free From Hysteresis Distortion.
In all- audio equipment, .each transistor,
wire and connector adds its own minute

bit of distortion. The sum total of
this is hysteresis distortion. It dulls
the clarity and obscures the
realism of the music.

Our reputation...
"Kinergetics' KCD-20... "the first CD player to
crack the Class I Sound barrier"
J. Peter

Montcriei

"International Audio Review'; Hotline #43-45
CES Winter '87

"Their KCD-20A puts other CD players in the
shade musically... it is a clear first -choice
recommendation among CD players?'
Nell Levenson
"Fanfare': Vol.10, No.4

Only Kinergetics'-patented hysteresis canceling
circuitry gives you the true quality of the
music free.from this distortion. We
have invented a creative merger
of art and technology in
Irra
music reproduction.

-

Summer '87
"Pure musicality is the only way I can adequately
describe what I heard: no sensation of
electronics or speakers, with believable sound
staging and tonal accuracy... think it would
be safe to say that this represented the most
'music for dollar" at the show."
Lewis Lipnick
"Stereophile" Vol.10, No.5 Aug. 1987
CES

I

CES

-

Winter '88

"The Death of

f

d -FI: The Big

Chill in Vegas"
Michael Framer

"The Absolute Sound" 01.13, Issue 52, page

"...I

30

Summer '88
We weren't there.
Winter '89
CES
am pleased to note that the sound in the
Kinergetics room was stunningly true to the sound
of the original Steinway. Nice one, Ken and Tonyl"
John Atkinson
"Stereophile" Vol.12, No.3, Mar. 1989
CES

Our reputation

is built on our

obsession-

to reproduce musk with perfect realism.
Kinerg.lics Rene .rw111º89

Kinergetics Research

- "constantly reaching for the final plateau - perfection."

KBA-75 Class A Power Amplifier KBA-202 Mono Power Amplifier KBT1 FM Tuner KPC-1 Passive
,<CD -20 Compact Disc Player KCD-40 Compact Disc Player
SW -100 Sub -Woofer SW-100.5 Sub-Woofer. Music Mate Speaker/Sub-Woofer Stands
Control Center ESC Ccmpusound Systems: -SW-200 Sub -Woofer Amplifier

III'
6029 Reseda Boulevard

R

SE RCH

Tarzana, California 91356

S

Phone (818) 345-5339

Fax (818) 609-8576

..

If your laser system meets
the performance level set
by this disc, it's very good;
better performance may not
even be noticeable.
Pachelbel's "Kanon," and Respighi's
"Church Windows." On the digital
tracks are "Honeysuckle Rose" and
"Misturada."

be ready for the exhaustive audio tests
in Chapter 6. There really is a 93 -dB
dynamic range in Chapter 6, so heed
the warnings on adjusting, or you may
find yourself doing damage to your
equipment (or, if that holds up, your
ears). After "chapter stop" (a signal
which tells the player to stop and then

you take the time to set up your

If

viewing room as illustrated in this
chapter, or use some other well thought -out speaker placement, you'll
STEREO RECEIVERS/TAPE DECKS EAU

AL COMPU

UZERS/HEADPHONES AMPLIFIERS/COMPACT

R

MUSIC
WORLD S ..

CACOMCMÓRDERS
PUTER SOFTY

SCOMPY/EM

/TES PF40NE
ITEAI

OORR

DPHONE- /AMPUF
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SS-525X

Computerized Graphic Equalizer

Custom tailor your Sound Automatic
analyzer equalizes room for precise
flat response 12 bands/channel *Mk
Pink noise Wireless remote

$29995

Icu

Teac

Our
Low
Price

AM70A0)

(SNE

X -2000M

1

$99995

1BX-DS

Ambience control allows you to
create o more spacious sound

$19995

IDEO

Auto reverse cassette deck
features Dolby B & C CD will record
direct to cassette
of one

5905

Belt Drive Turntable, with

Ortolon cartridge

Nikko A-400
Power Amplifier, 120 watts/

channel, rack -mount

539905

DT -990
.

.

.

518905

unb

51990$

Teac AD5
Do Dy B%Cr/Cossette

I'

$29905

dbx 3BXDS

Dynarnics Expander and
Compressor

II.

f

77.it

$29905

pink noise, microphone

.

.

349

dbx 120XDS
Sub Harmonic Synthesizer
Increases Boss

Tandberg TPR-3080A

Audiophile Programmable Receiver

outperforms many separate components 80 watts/channel Ultra
sensitive FM tuner with 16 -presets

Acouslimos speaker system.
bass module with 2cubes
Gemini XL -113000
Pro Disco Turntable, manual,
direct drive, pitch

Terk 9500
Amplllled FM Antenna,
adjustable gain
Teac V-670
Cassette Deck. }head.
Dolby B/C, HO -Pro

19905

54905
$299°5

53905

AM to

B

PM,

SS -Two
Surround Sound Processor,
Dolby, wireless remote
.

$19995

199

.

.

.

Marantz PMD-430
'Portable Stereo Cassette
Recorder, Dolby

B.

DBX

.

.

.

.

.

$42905

,

Audio/Video Selector,
S-vldeo terminals, remote

$64905

Super VHS Video Recorder.
hi -h, d heads. remote

$2240$

13 Stereo Monitor/TV,

$

high 440 line resolution

399 05

JCK/300

Introred

Wireless Headphones
with transmitter

$188118

Azden DM -90
Digital Monitoring Headphone,

$

wide response

Discwasher 1160/System
Compact Disc Toble.Top
Storage System, holds 20

Outside U.S.A. 1.718.417.3737
By FAX:

Saturday

CALL

JVC HR -S1000
Pro Super VMS Video Recorder.
d heads, MTS. editing
CALL
HAD MR13

Koss

149

1-800-221.8180
B

Audio Source

Toshiba SV-970

Compact 2.woy Speakers,
ookdam, viaduct port .
.Pair 514905
Parsec ARC
AM/FM Electronic Antenna.
$14995
up to 43 db gain

(IAN 3030A)

$79995

JVC JX-S900
$

Bose AM5

ORDER
TOLL -FREE

(See v16,MelE)

Audio Specials

Audioquest Feet
Shock absorbing sorbothane
$
feet, set ofd
3405
Audio Source EQ10
Graphic Equalizer/Analyzer. $169695

Mall Order Hours: Monday To Friday

guage

**Fit

Pce

(PEA ADS)

Pinnacle PN54/Oak
Deck.

8995

stylus

&

Ergonomically designed receiver

Audio Specials

16 presets
539905
Sherwood AM7040
Power Amplifier
200 watts per channel . . . . 539905
Celestion DLIO-II
3 Way high accuracy system,
block or walnut
"snob 56rJC
Dual CS5000/x3Mc

$11

Our

$29995

laxos)

tuning.

dbx SNR1
Open Reduction

Includes wood cose
a,,,

c*i

CD Player/Cassette Recorder
lake up only the space

Audio Specials

Heeadphones, lightweight

stabilizer 'Side -guard stylus protection

Vr,t;a

Our

Tandberg 3031A
Digital FM Tuner, auto/manual

Beyer

x7000.1)

Two units that

Our

roe.

(,EA

Limited Edition Audiophile Cartridge

Hand-picked Tighter specifications
Micso.ridgqe stylus tip Dynamic

Teac AD -5

Dynamic Range Controller with Compression

Dynamic range expansion circuit
adds Illelike impact to your music

Shure V15 Type V-MRLE

10" Open Reel Mastering Deck

2drock record/play d track play
15/7 Ips lope speeds dbx noise
reduction/expansion Closed loop
dual capstan Black

:-r
dbx

TELEVIS,

OIÍAI TERS.ISINE:

1-718.497-1791Slain

9 AM to 6 PM,

..

59 05
$905

.

.

LI
V

Sunday 10 AM to 4 PM

TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK. MASTERCARD, VISA.
AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER
CARD (Please include Interbank No, expiration dote and signature.) TO: JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT.
AM0390, 59.50 QUEENS.

MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPE IH, QUEENS, NY T1378.Personal and business checks must clear our
Authorization Center
before processing. Stripping. Handling A Insurance Charge Is 5% of Total Order with a $4.95 minimum.
(Canadian Orders
Add 15% Shipping, with o $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air, please double these
charges $25 MINIMUM ORDER.
DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.0.0:1. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX. ML
MERCHANDISE BRAND NEW, FACTORY
FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1990 JAR Music World
.1&R

lur

Music World, Dept. AM0390, 59.50 Queens-Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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go into pause or still -frame mode)
cóme a warning about volume levels
and a
20 dB pink-noise reference.
These are followed by a comprehensive set of tones for both listening tests
and instrument measurements, with
chapter stops before the tests most
likely to cause system failure or ear
damage. Tones for setting Dolby and
Dolby Pro -Logic surround decoders
are provided, and each channel-including the surround ones-is separately exercised. Tones are provided in
20 -dB steps down to -93 dB, all measuring within
dB of their ratings.
There are also sweeps from 15 to 100
Hz and from 100 Hz to 21 kHz. More
complex tones are provided for inter modulation, D/A converter monotonicity, and square -wave reproduction.
The initial listening tests for correct
speaker connection, Dolby level, log
sweeps, and narrow -band noise
sweeps do not require test instruments, but the other tests do. The dynamic range of the disc's digital track
was 93 dB, which is also the rated S/N
ratio. Stereo separation and interchannel crosstalk on the digital tracks were
also 93 dB; that's important in videodiscs, which sometimes carry multiple
mono soundtracks in different languages. Distortion of the digital signal
was better than 0.01%, but the best
could measure on the analog tracks
was 0.1%. Comparing these figures
with those from the NAB test CD
showed that the distortion on digital
material was about double that of the
CD, and the dynamic range about 10
dB better. All in all, if your system can
meet the performance level set by the
disc, it is quite good. Better performance may not be noticeable, except
by the 24 -karat golden-eared.
Reference Recordings' A Video
Standard is not a test generator, but for
anyone with a really good laser videodisc player and $59.95, it can be an
acceptable substitute for thousands of
dollars' worth of test gear. While many
high -quality test CDs are available, this
is the only laser videodisc available to
consumers that tests the video portion
of the AN system. It is informative on
basic video testing and various production and manufacturing techniques. For that much entertainment,
education, and utility, it is well
worth the price. Lancelot Braithwaite
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lilt Intosh.

PURE POWER

for

PURE MUSIC
fir:
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WATTS
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Pure Music requires Pure Power and lots of it. The
\I. McIntosh MC7200 Power Amplifier, from gold
plated inputs to gold plated 50 amp outputs,
provides the Pure Power for your choice of
\o,
'
loudspeakers.
`°
The output signal is so distortion free as
to be beyonc the measurement capabilities of conventional distortion analysis equipment. You'll get almost
50 amps of Pure Power with less
than 0.005% of distortion.
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With the texts in hand, though, the
words are easily followed and, thus,
the real sense of the music.
Blachly rightly uses a small solo
group with a bit more personal quality
for the works sung in Italian. They still
blend, as indeed they should. A wisely
produced album for maximum communication in recorded form, and Christopher Greenleaf, of this magazine, did
the recording and editing.
Edward Tatnall Canby

'
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Schubert: Complete Songs, Vol.

1111y9,
The Flemish Masters. Pomerium Musices, Alexander Blachly.
Classic Masters CMCD-1007, CD;
AAD; 69:07.
An interesting album of pure choral
music, this CD, and indeed right up my
own alley. The director, Alexander
Blachly, was briefly, in his younger
days, a member of my own chorus, the
Canby Singers-at that point, he was a
somewhat callow and inexperienced
student. Has he learnt plenty! must
wistfully admit that this sort of group,
singing this music this way, is as close
to my unachieved ideals as anybody in
New York City is likely to come. Somehow, Blachly has managed to get together a really in -tune, blending group
of singers in a big city where loud,
soloistic opera voices are the professional norm. Yet Blachly's singers are
of professional grade-the amount of
touring, recording, and local concert giving this ensemble does is certainly
that demanding.
Strange, the way culture often takes
on a sort of flooding aspect, the artists
of one area or country pouring outward
to invade and inundate other musical
centers. Thus, waves of Italian musicians came north to France, Germany,
England, and as far as Russia during
the Italian ascendancy of the 18th century. In the 16th and earlier, it went the
I

94

baroque beat to tap a foot to. This
means good phrasing, shaping of the
melodic lines, unless the music is to
degenerate into meaninglessness. It
often does, but not here.
To be sure, the words are not always
clear for the ear that doesn't know
them by heart (as most listeners of that
day did). And musical complexity demands some sacrifice of intelligibility.

other way. The "Flems," as like to call
them, the musicians of the lowlands
which are now Belgium, Holland, and
Luxembourg (where German gives
way to French, Dutch, and Flemish),
travelled south. They conquered Italy
by the dozens and hundreds-even
though much of their music had Italian
roots and their Catholic church and its
language had come up from Italy. It is
a group of these composers-by no
means all the biggest names-which
we hear on this record, mostly in
church music to Latin texts but also in
a number of "secular" works sung in,
you guessed it, Italian.
Pomerium Musices avoids all sorts
of musical pitfalls common in this area
of performance. Good blend is first,
and the singing is minus opera, minus
big solo voices competing for loudness! Second, the music moves, thank
the Lord. To this day (and notably in
England), 16th -century church music
is still often sung with much mystery
and at a snail's pace (quite arbitrarily,
since there is no such indication in
history) for a moving but false impact,
supposedly a "cathedral" sound. A
Victorian figment if there ever was one.
Finally and best of all, Mr. Blachly
understands that the words are the
things that propel this music-their
meaning, and their shape in particular.
There were no bar lines; there was no
I

4.

Philip Langridge, tenor; Graham Johnson, piano.
Hyperion CDJ33004, CD; DDD; 69:02.
This fourth volume of the Hyperion
Schubert Edition is a wonderful recording. Most of the songs are relatively
obscure unless you're something of a
Schubert fanatic, but most certainly
are worth knowing and some are
gems. Moreover, they are delivered
with such style and conviction that you
almost feel Schubert is speaking directly to you.
As pianist for the entire Schubert series, planned for completion by 1997,
Graham Johnson is the thread on
which all of the Schubert Edition pearls
are strung (to change the metaphor
slightly). Given the option, he goes for
the forthright, but his focus is unwaveringly on Schubert's requirements and
those of his singer. Fussy self-indulgence is notable by its absence.
The singer in this volume is Philip
Langridge, of whom had never heard
before; certainly expect to hear of him
again. He is as deeply into these
songs as Johnson, and he brings to
them a true lieder quality, if not all
aspects of the German vocal method
one tends to associate with the genre.
He is capable of a clarion ring at the
top, a warm steadiness at the bottom
(where many a tenor with such a top
would be struggling), and a gorgeous I

I
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From Basie to Brubeck, from Miles to Mingus to Monk, the most influential music by

the legends of jazz has been digitally-remastered for CD, Cassette and LP
Over BO original releases and new collections are now available in this landmark series
dedicated to preserving the major works in jazz history.

000
DIGITALLY REMASTERED.

ON COLUMBIA COMPACT DISCS, CASSETTES AND RECORDS.
"Columbia;"

art trademark of

CBS Inc.

©1989 CBS

Recario Inc.

Fortepianist Evelyn Garvey
is an extraordinary artist,
offering impressive drama
and a fabulous technique.
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represents the curious "in-between"
period that came after the late baroque
and before the so-called classic music, now returned to wide popularity
with Mozart. You can hear both in this
music-Mozart and baroque (to oversimplify!)-all in the one man.
The Fantasia, appearing on both of
these recordings, was already a traditional form from earlier times. The familiar (J. S.) Bach Toccata and Fugue
in D Minor for Organ is essentially a
showy Fantasia, and there is the big
Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor for Organ. The C. P. E. Bach Fantasias are
on a smaller scale but are equally remarkable for their improvisatory manner, full of violent changes, fancy runs,
weird harmonies, and much profundity
of expression. C.P.E.'s faster music is
brilliant and often quite Mozart-like, but
at the drop of a slow movement (so to
speak), he was off into deeply felt personal expressions of the Fantasia type.
Mozart and even Haydn also wrote
them on occasion, but the C.P.E. Fantasias extend over more than 35 years,
for the clavichord or the harpsichord,
and then for the early piano, which we
now call the fortepiano.

Huguette Dreyfus is basically
sustained pianissimo in the middle.
The voice does turn dryer at higher Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach: Sonatas
amplitude levels, but it retains its flexi- in B Minor and C Minor for Clavier
bility and, above all, the expressive- and Violin Obbligato. Huguette Dreyness that Langridge brings to all these fus, harpsichord and fortepiano;
Eduard Melkus, violin.
songs.
The songs themselves will be the Dencn CO -72434, CD; DDD; 49:36.
yawner for those who look for familiar Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach: The
names. To my taste, the first setting of Complete Keyboard Fantasias. Eve"Singers Morgenlied," "Am Strome," lyn Garvey, fortepiano.
and "Nachtstück" all are worth the Elan 2214, CD; ADD; 62:36. (Available
price of admission here, but it would from Allegro Imports, 3434 Southeast
be idle to suppose that listeners will Milwaukie Ave., Portland, Ore. 97202.)
flock to them the way they do to "Der
The 200th anniversary of C. P. E.
Erlkánig" or "Standchen." That's a pity, Bach's death, in 1988, was only an
particularly considering the excellent impetus for the continuing exploration
background material-plus some ex- of this middle son of J. S. Bach, born in
cessively fanciful metaphors-in John- 1714. He was one of the most influenson's notes for the booklet, which con- tial minds of the 18th century, "the"
tains full texts and translations.
Bach when his father's music was virHyperion lists no venue for the re- tually unknown to a changed musical
cording, which was made in Septem- world. He was also one of Mozart's
ber 1988. The acoustic is just lively great mentors (42 years older), along
enough to suggest a fairly spacious with the youngest Bach, J. C., and, in
room without veiling any of the apt de- later years, Joseph Haydn. For us totails that make these readings so very day, C.P.E. is suddenly interesting
special.
Robert Long because he, of all composers, best
96
ly

a

harpsichordist in the French tradition.
Of the three works with violin on her
Denon CD, the first (very late -1787) is
played with fortepiano, and the other
two (much earlier) are with harpsichord. Her fortepiano playing, as often
happens with harpsichordists, tends to
be jumpy and nervous; the fortepiano
keys, with their potential for both soft
and loud, feel very different from the
click action of harpsichord keys. The
violin part, though "required," is of only
nominal importance and is so played,
quite correctly, by Eduard Melkus. The
work with the fortepiano is a Fantasia,
C.P.E.'s very last, and both quite long
and remarkably soul-searching, with
premonitions of death.
In contrast, Evelyn Garvey is an extraordinary artist on her fortepiano,
which is an American -made replica of
a Viennese Walter piano in a Mozart
house in Salzburg. It seems to me an
extraordinarily fine instrumental "re-

creation"-strong, beautifully balanced, fleet, and yet with an immense
range of tone color, from the strident
metal of louder high notes and the
twang of the low bass to the gentlest
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Chick Corea

Patti Austin David Benoit Dave Brubeck
Kenny G Dave Grusin B.B. King Gerry Mulligan
Amani A.W.- Murray Lee Ritenour Joe Williams

DIGITAL MASTER
L.

World renowned jazz stars salute the Peanuts gang
on their 40th anniversary perforating Charlie Brown
musical themes in a celebration of ...
Available on
Compact Disc,
HQCessette

an. R:cords
019896AP Aeoris

thé kid in all ófús...

Includes the hit single"Linus do Lucy"
performed by David Benoit!
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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Guitar fans should relish
the exceptional control

El'

Angel Romero wields over
his instrument, capturing
every sound and nuance.
purr in lighter tones. Garvey is a master-or mistress-of these effects, offering both impressive drama and a
fabulous technique. If you thought the
fortepiano was primitive, listen to the
astonishing speed of this action, beautifully smooth and often lightning fast.
Talk of the "Flight of the Bumblebee"!

Only one moderate fault in this recording, and that is a matter of programming. The pauses between the 18
works-works written dozens of years
apart-are so short that you will completely miss most of them and, instead,
hear a synthetic and false mega -Fantasia, all in one piece. Much longer
pauses are needed, but, at 62:36 for
the music, assume it was impossible.
And after all, this is a complete set, so
you can't omit anything. So be it. Gorgeous analog recording. You can't do
better in digital. Edward Tatnall Canby
I
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A Touch of Romance. Angel Romero,

Speaker and Intercunnect
Interface Cables

from

.

J

Mir
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After nearly a decade of groundbreaking research aid development,
Music Interface Technologies now
has neutral, noise-free audio cable
that is within reach of any audio
budget. MIT's new Zapchord speaker
and interconnect interface cables
"ZAP the noise with 'Zapline"
networks and patEnted termination
techniques. Because Zapchord
interface cables remove the noise,
audio components sound more
powerful, dynanic, defined, 4nd
detailed than eve- before.

Music Interface Technologies (MT
Transparent Audio Marketing R1.202 Box 117

Hollis ME

134042

Tel (2071929-4553

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

FAX (207) 929-4271

guitar.

Telarc CD -80213, CD; DDD; 61:00.
Florid embellishment of familiar melodies, sprinkled here and there with

adventuresome liberties, one eye
cocked toward the popular heart-this
is what the title, A Touch of Romance,
conjures. If such is your expectation,
Angel Romero's latest album will not
disappoint. But in anticipating a chestnut toast, look forward, as well, to
some very impressive guitar playing.
Romero, like so many guitarists nowadays, has chosen an unpromisingly
conservative program with selections
by Sanz, Barrios, Albéniz, a suite by
his father Celedonio, and the ubiquitous anonymous "Romance" (or "Romanza"). What saves it is the execution-crystal-clear articulation full of
expressive rubato, sweet dolce, and
rapid-fire ornamentation which concentrates on the Romantic effect. For
example, his arrangement of tunes for
Sanz's familiar "Suite Espagnole" contains many of his own variations. Also
of note is the "Romance," with its digitally overdubbed second part composed by Romero and actually transcribed from a version Romero wrote
for Doc Severinsen's trumpet and orchestra! If a restrained side is shown at
all, it's in the readings of Barrios'
"Choro da Saudade," "Un Sueño en la
Floresta," and "Aire de Zamba," which
beg to be pushed farther in a Romantic
direction than Romero chooses. His interpretation of his father's "Suite Andaluza" also favors the classical rather
than flamenco elements. (His playing
of the "Leyenda" is impeccable, but
heaven help us, no more of this tune
for a decade or so, please!)
98
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AUDIO ON -SALE AT THESE FINE STORES
AUDIO DEALER LISTING
ALABAMA

FLORIDA

Huntsville

Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 Dale Mabry Hwy

Audio Video Lab.
Village on Whitesburg

ARIZONA
Douglas
DM Electronics
929 G. Ave.

Vero Beach
Audio Shack

ARKANSAS
Paragould
Sound Choice
1605 W. Kings Hwy

CALIFORNIA
El

Centro

Mando's Electronics
244 W. Main

Salinas
Bay Video & Stereo
1168 S. Main

Eureka
Second Wind
3332 T St.

Lakeport
Bruck's Car Stereo
310 Main Street

Pomona
Dr of Audio
575 7th Ave
Auto Sound
546 W. Holt Ave.

N.

Fort Pierce
Tape Deck
Sabal Palm Plaza

High Fidelity SSS
322 E. Paces Ferry Rd. N.E.

Columbia
National Audio/Video Svc.
1301 Vandiver Square

Coy's Sight & Sound
Fit 2 Box 174A

Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr.

NEBRASKA
Kearney
Center Stage Audio/Video
3817 2nd Ave.

Bloomington
Lasers Edge
512 IAA Dr.

INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
413 E. Kirkwood Ave.

DFM Car Stereo
1080 N. State St.

Wichita

Orchard Park

Sound Lab
1042 North Business 77th

Fort Worth
Highland Mobil
7356 Dogwood Pk

Stereo Chamber Inc.
Union & Orchard Pk. Rds

San Antonio
Auto Sec & Sound Systems
6893-2 Bandera Rd.

Mobile Connections Inc.
227 NW 63rd

Audio Video Designs
4904 S. Staples

Laredo

Todd's Stereo Center
105 Trade

OHIO

Audio Systems Inc.
4500 San Bernardo

Westerville
Audio Horizons
20 Westerview Dr.

VIRGINIA

Fayetteville

NEW JERSEY
Vincetown
Sound Waves
RD 10 RT 206

Jersey City
Kay's TV Sales & Service
734 Bergen Ave.

New Orleans
Tulane Stereo Hi -Fi Co.
1909 Tulane Ave.

Bloomfield

Jim Russel Rare Records
1837 Magazine

Chester

Sound Reproduction
237 Bloomfield Ave.

Plymouth

GP Communications
3330 Erie Blvd. E

Harlingen

Audiotech

Audio of New England
31A S. Main

MASSACHUSETTS

De Witt

Soundscape
2304 Portsmouth
Home Entertainment
2617 Bissonnet

Corpus Christi

Concord

LOUISIANA

Main Street

Houston

OKLAHOMA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Music, Inc.
3203 E. Douglas

Montauk
Montauk TV Service

Salmar Audio
5904 Eastex Frwy

Oklahoma City

Tri-M Sounds
831 Bragg Blvd.

Advance Audio
5507 E. Kellogg

New York
Electro Brands Inc.
43 Warren

Beaumont

NORTH CAROLINA

1219 Old Farmer Rd.

Huntingburg

Depew
Phillips Communications
5335 Transit Rd

110 South Y Square

Asheboro

Greenville

Portage

Ukiah

Waterbury

Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs

Hartville

ILLINOIS

7329 W. 97th

CONNECTICUT

Dallas

Stereo Depot
155 S. Central Ave.

Rowdy's TV & Electronics
Mark Twain Plaza

Video Unlimited
Route 3 Box 1170

Shawnee Mission
Audioport

The Sound Shop
528 South Tejon
636-1684

Hartsdale

Monroe City

Douglas

Tom Tronics Inc.
25904 S. Western Ave.

Stereo Warehouse
729 North Ave.

Kelly's Video
P.O. Box 52

Hammond Electronics
110164 Watson Rd.

Stereo & Video Designs INC.
6300 Powers Ferry

KANSAS

Grand Junction

Chireno

Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Drive

Atlanta

Harbor City

Drive in Radio Inc.
165 West Arvada

TEXAS

Liverpool

St. Louis

Audiosource Electronics
322 W. 4th

Colorado Springs

NEW YORK

GEORGIA

Torrance

COLORADO

Sound Choice
235 S. Main Street

Air and Sound
2010 Virginia Ave.

P.O. Box 22

CD Exchange
435 McHenry

Rochester

1976 14th Ave.

Who's Your Entertainment

Modesto

Selmer
Electronic Services Ltd.

Joplin

Seiki Stereo
700 Imperial Ave.

Santa Cruz
Auto Sound
546 W. Holt Ave.

TENNESSEE

Sound Ideas
Princeton Meadows
Shopping Center

MISSOURI

Calexico

Dimensions In Stereo
19800 Hawthorne Blvd.

Plainsboro

Grand Rapids
Electronic Sound Equip Co.
2249 Division S

Landes Audio
Chester Mall, At 24

Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.

Marietta
Photo Center/Sound Room
132 Putnam

Danville
Aeolian Svcs.
215 Main Street

Newport news

Toledo

Go -Ho Auto Audio
10817 Warwick Blvd.

Siegel Auto Radio
1110 W. Sylvania Ave.

VERMONT

PENNSYLVANIA

Scientific Stereo
128 Main Street

Brattleboro
Fairless Hills
Audiolab Stereo Center
500 Lincoln Hwy.

WASHINGTON

Bethlehem

Sound Plus
12407 NE 124th Street

Palmer Audio
3650 Nazareth Pike

Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State

Waynesboro
Russell's Car Stereo Custom
1077 Buchanan Trl E

Kirkland

WISCONSIN
Greenbay
HI -Fl Heaven
1917 S. Webster Ave.

La

Crosse

Fiers Electronics
2755 George

SOUTH CAROLINA

Platteville

North Plainfield

Columbia

MICHIGAN

Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd.

1190 W. Hwy 151

Stereo City
950 US Hwy 22

Holland

Livingston

Vanden Berg Stereo Svc.
227 James

Metro Media Design Inc.
15 Tarlton Dr.

Seneca
Crusin Sounds
916 AA Hwy 123 By Pass

PM Systems
20 Court St.

Tri-Com/Radio Shack

WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington
Cartunes
436 4th Ave.

Zinno Music Inc.
195 Meriden Rd.

Hartford
New York Sounds
624 Wethersfield Ave.

Dealers interested in Audio should call 1-800-221-3148

Simple Gifts enables you
to make direct comparisons
between studio -recorded and
live versions of folk songs,
an intriguing proposition.
Guitar fans should relish the exceptional control Angel Romero wields
over his instrument, with every sound
and nuance captured perfectly. No
transformers or signal processors
(compressors, limiters, or equalizers)
were used throughout the entire recording chain, and full technical infor-

t

mation is provided. Truly jaded fanatics, however, might wonder whether
the excellent performance justifies sitting through yet another "Canarios"
when so much worthwhile old and new
guitar music with A Touch of Romance
is waiting to be recorded.
Michael Wright

ea:so!utesoun:®
PLAYING ON
THEIR TURNTABLES?

Crofut and Luxon-American folk
singer and British opera singer, respectively-obviously take great pleasure in the folk music they toss back
and forth in a sort of short course in
comparative ethnomusicology. They
do it very well, and audiences love
whether at their concerts or on disc.
This CD offers a direct comparison
between the two. The first half, approximately, is from a digital tape recorded
live at Tanglewood during the summer
of 1986. The second is from an analog
studio tape and duplicates the previous Simple Gifts LP. Much as like the
music, find the live/canned comparison even more engrossing.
"Canned" because the second half
has difficulty sounding convincing after you've heard the first half, whose
verve and pulse make the occasional
audience noise or minor tongue -twist
unimportant. An ad-lib correction in
"Devil's Wife" actually adds to the enjoyment. If you have wide -range
speakers, the very low -frequency
stage noise may convince you that
someone's trundling an office safe
through the next room, but even that
adds to the sense of liveness.
I'm sure many listeners will prefer the
polish and the absence of extraneous
noise in the studio job. which was begun at the BBC and added to by overdubbing in this country-perhaps over
years, though Crofut's engaging notes
aren't specific on this point. He particularly comments on the "simplicity" of
the studio version, though overall that's
one of my reasons for preferring the
live one. Luxon's excellent, unaccompanied "She Moved Through the Fair"
on the analog half is offset, in this respect, by the overdone jangliness of
the "Old Paint/The Carter" track.
The bottom line, however, is that
stage and studio are essentially two
different media and require that the
material be rethought for each. Technically, the Tanglewood tape is the better-if you ignore the extraneous noise.
The studio job is a shade gritty in some
of the voice tracks, and the stereo imaging leaves me unconvinced, but it's
still entirely satisfactory. Robert Long
I
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records, of course. Issue 65 (May/June) of
The Absolute Sound tells you which ones and much more. It's a
special recordings issue featuring in-depth coverage of analogue's
spectacular sunset days. Our reviewers reveal their favorite high resolution vinyl LPs from the "Golden Age" to the present. Analogue
recording that the current digital mastering technology can't adequately capture on the silver disc. (For why that is so, please read
the ear -opening interview with engineer Keith C. Johnson in our
"DDD" Digital issue 63.) Also in issue 65, tips on finding and restoring those new and used sonic gems, and how to keep them sounding
perfect forever:
.

When you want to hear more than you are being told by the hi-fi
magazines you read you're ready for The Absolute Sound, the High,
End Journal.
When you look past the video magazines you read you're going
further and ready for The Perfect Vision, the High End Journal.
The new quarterly video magazine from the publisher of
The Absolute Sound covers HDTV, video monitors and projectors,
satellite gear, laserdisc players, the really good VCR's and surround
sound systems to name just a few of our favorite things.

Also we cover the world of movie software from cult to horror to
foreign films on the pre-recorded Super VHS and widescreen laser
discs that drive them. And we do it in depth and with the same truthfulness you've come to expect from The Absolute Sound.

TAS costs just $22.95 and TPV is $19.95.

bill you. If you're not completely satisfied,
We'll
just write "cancel" on your invoice and return it.
You keep your first Issue and owe nothing.

Co 10am-6pm ET, Mon.-Frl., at 800-222-3201 or 516-671-6342. Or mail this ad with
your name, shipping and billing address to P.O. Box L. Dept. ES3, Sea Cliff, NY 11579
Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

Crofut, and various artists.
Omega OCD-3003, CD; DDD and
ADD; 72:28.
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WHAT ARE AUDIOPHILES

Subscribe
now for
4 issues.

Simple Gifts. Benjamin Luxon, Bill

.
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SPEAKER
OF THE HOUSE.
When they call the roll for the finest in bass the majority in
specialized speaker systems
your "house" will vote for kni LoudSpeakers, inc.
Smooth, deep bass ... unparalleled dynamic
range and minimum distortion.

-

Quite simply

...

The System Works.

Call today for a free brochure.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

kni LoudSpeakers, inc.

H
1

588 McKnight P.O. Box 553
West Fork, Arkansas 72774
Phone: 1-501-839-3320

-800 -USA --DIAL EXT 999

ROCK/POP RECORDINGS

DUDE'S BACK
choirs-listen

to Block's "The Places
You Find Love."
There's no way around it: Back on
the Block is a cornucopia of talent and
great music. It took Quincy Jones a
long time to deliver, but the wait was
worth it.
Hector G. La Torre

You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore, Vol. 3: Frank Zappa
Rykodisc 10085 and 10086, two CDs;
ADD or DDD; 1:06:33 and 1:08:36.
Sound: B
Performance: C

-

You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore, Vol. 3 continues to chronicle the

odd appeal of Frank Zappa, who
seems perennially caught between the
roles of social satirist and composer/
improviser. Culling from live recordings, in this case from 1971 through
1984, Zappa freely mixes 'n' matches,
combining three or four different performances in any given piece, and a
couple of different bands as well.

Back on the Block: Quincy Jones
Qwest/Warner Bros. 26020, CD;
DDD; 57:54.
Sound: A

Performance: A
Arriving amidst a publicity paper
trail guaranteed to offend conservationists everywhere, Quincy Jones'
Back on the Block is on the streets and
in the stores. Try not to get distracted
by the hoopla surrounding Jones' first
album since The Dude in 1981. Brush
aside the hype, and get good and serious with Back on the Block-you'll be
rewarded.
This is much more than just a new
collection of songs. You'll find a trip
through time here. A voyage into the
evolution of American music. Not that
Jones has recorded a National Geo-

graphic Society -style spoken -word

record capable of boring you into a
coma. No way! What we've got is a
gathering of wildly diverse talents,
many of them masters of their musical
niches.
Yo, check it out! Rappers Kool Moe
Dee and Big Daddy Kane introducing
Miles Davis, Ella Fitzgerald, James
Moody, Sarah Vaughan, and others in
a boiling update of Joe Zawinul's
"Birdland." Chaka Khan and a supremely relaxed Ray Charles melding
102

styles to create a dance hit, "I'll Be
Good to You." R&B meets African tribal
chants; a cappella song meets the
computer.
Quincy Jones, of course, is the man
in the control tower for this flight. Back
on the Block exemplifies why "Q" has
become our most respected producer.
He is a man who can set the stage with
his arrangements and then get out of
the way, letting the musicians take
over. The ultimate musical conduit.
Only someone open to, and expert in.
all musical styles would have been capable of writing the arrangements necessary for such a dizzying variety of
music (yes, Gillespie's on board, too).
The arrangements are a big reason
why Block is also so sonically sharp. It
would have been impossible to record,
edit, and mix this mélange into a cohesive package without precise, clean
arrangements. Still, few engineers
could have handled the job as well as
Bruce Swedien, who has worked with
Jones for years on sessions for artists
from Count Basie to Michael Jackson.

Swedien records using what he's
dubbed Acusonics-essentially, his
own left/right
intended to
field heard in
be moving,

stereo miking technique,
capture the true sound
the studio. The effect can
especially with vocal

Since Zappa's scathing 1960s
barbs, We're Only in It for the Money,
Absolutely Free, and Freak Out, his
humor has continually reveled in locker -room humor for a mostly male audience. It's all sung in a pseudo doowop style that's tiresome in its monotonous harmonies.
But as a longtime, devoted Zappaphile friend of mine insists: Sure the
humor is juvenile, but listen to the music, the odd meters and the solos. And
that's all true. Zappa takes a haunting,
slow-motion, note -bending solo on
"Zoot Allures" that makes you realize
he's got other emotions besides rage
and juvenile sarcasm. These moods
are very much in evidence on "King
Kong." Here Zappa combines two different bands, from 1971 and 1982, at
four different locations. It's a tour de
force of sudden tempo shifts that
moves through reggae, free jazz, and
dirty blues. Zappa's solos are vicious
excursions with uncanny structure and
form, the kind of solos that make people
say, "Shut up and play yer guitar." "King
Kong," however, also points to the slick
professionalism of Zappa's 1980s
groups, compared to the more open,
anarchic spirit of his earlier ensembles.
But, of course, there remain lines like
"My car is fast, my teeth are shiny, tell
all the girls they can kiss my hiney,"
AUDIO/MARCH 1990
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Sidestepping the Sideman
Syndrome, Sly and Robbie
do what they do best-play
drums and bass-instead of
pushing their other talents.

`-:',7-

..

.1j

from "Bobby Brown Goes Down." So,
is this the guy we want testifying before
Congress against censorship in rock?
Definitely! Zappa will be the first and
last to defend our right to not listen.
Given the various formats of this record and the rampant intersplicing of
performances, Zappa maintains an audio integrity throughout, with good dynamic range, stereo separation, and
effects. He also allows quite a few amplifier buzzes and hums, ín the interest
of history.

People probably think the title
means you can't bring this kind of outrage and off-color farce to the stage
anymore. But in these days of computer -programmed pop and freeze-dried
performances tied more to lighting effects and smoke bombs than to music,
Zappa is really recalling when performances were spontaneous and live.
John Diliberto

I

r
Robbie Shakespeare; KRS-One,
and Sly Dunbar

ents. By doing so, they give rap music
a vital boost.
Rap needs a strong backbone, a
solid, unassuming rhythmic framework
against which the staccato vocals can
play. On most rap records it's little
more than an electronically generated
pulse, functional but colorless. Sly and
Robbie, heavyweight rhythmatists, use
real bass, real drums, and keyboards,
horns, and guitars to bring the rappers'
rhythmic backdrop alive, turning it into
a dynamic and supple presence with
which the voices spar and dance.
They've enlisted five top rappers and a
super-producer, KRS-One. A rapper
himself (and sometime Harvard lecturer), KRS-One (a.k.a. Kris Parker) is
also a founder of the Stop the Violence
Movement, a coalition of artists that
fights crime and illiteracy.
The lyrics on Silent Assassin, composed by the performers, tackle these
issues with candor, optimism, and, often, wry sophistication. The songs all
show the fruitlessness of violence; going deeper, they suggest how the system itself must be changed in order to
work things out.
Susan Borey

Transverse City: Warren Zevon
Virgin 91068, LP.
Sound: B+
Performance: CA few years ago, in a review of Warren Zevon's concert videocassette,
facetiously said he was better when he
was a drunk. I've always sort of hated
myself for that-being tongue-in-cheek
about a horrible disease-and while
I'm happy, of course, that the enormously talented Zevon has cleaned up
his habits, I'm rather sorry he's cleaned
up his demons. Because Transverse
City is even more mediocre than
1987's supposed comeback album,
Sentimental Hygiene. Somebody get
this man to a Fassbinder movie, quick!
From someone who's found rage,
pity, and humor in the hearts of mercenaries, zoo gorillas, Mexican lovers,
and London werewolves, Zevon's latest concerns and insights are trite. Under the supposed thematic umbrella of
I

Silent Assassin: Sly & Robbie
Island 91277, CD; DDD; 60:28.
Sound: B
Performance: B
Rap music has gone from sensation
to international institution, but Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare, rhythm
section extraordinaire, aren't just jumping onto the bandwagon with this album-they're rushing to the rescue.
They sidestep the pitfalls of the Sideman Syndrome by doing what they do
best-play drums and bass-rather
than trying to promote their other tal 104

yet one more cyberpunk future (cf.
Blade Runner and TV's Max Headroom), he tells us we're a consumerist
society that gets into traffic jams every
day at 5 p.m. And that computers are
in the home and workplace. So what?
Now what?
Structurally, the 10 songs don't have
the tortured grace of Zevon's best writing. Virtually all the songs rely on endlessly repeated choruses. That beloved jaunty insouciance is gone. And
despite the rare case where Zevon's
lyrics and music are as biting as in the
old days ("Splendid Isolation"), both
here are too often thin and hackneyed.
My C
rating would have been even
lower, except that the playing itself (by
the likes of Neil Young, David Gilmour,
and Jerry Garcia) is so slick and lush.
Happily, Zevon's voice still rumbles
like a grumpy god's, and his vocal
range, while noticeably smaller than in
such masterpieces as Warren Zevon,
Excitable Boy, Bad Luck Streak in
Dancing School, and Stand in the Fire,
still is adequate for the job. But then,
Zevon doesn't ask it for much; on some
songs, particularly "Networking," he

-

sounds bored, enervated.
Given the two years since his previous album-time enough to polish, rewrite, throw out-Transverse City is
disappointing. Zevon long ago proved
himself one of our most talented poet musicians, but think he's in danger of
becoming the Orson Welles of rock.
Frank Lovece
I
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Acadie is one of those
uncommon, mood -establishing
albums; playing it, I kept
going to the window to see
if rain was falling.
make an album of (mostly) self -penned
music, leaving himself open to criticism for not "sticking to his job," and
second, for making the most of the

Acadie: Daniel Lanois
Opal/Warner Bros. 25969, CD; AAD;
41:21.

-

Sound: B

-

Performance: B
You've got to give engineer/producer Daniel Lanois credit on at least two
fronts: First, for having the guts to

opportunity and actually coming
across with the goods. This is a highly
entertaining, unusually atmospheric
set of 12 songs.
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Acadie is Daniel Lanois' maiden voyage as an artist. (He's gained his fame
as the producer/engineer for the Nevilles, U2, and Bob Dylan, among others.) It's an album steeped in the culture of North America's Acadian region, a tradition-dig out your history
books-long established in Louisiana,
where it was gumbofied and gave birth
to Cajun music.
Sung in French and English, and often using prose-style lyrics placed into
musical beds (as opposed to lyrics
written specifically as pop songs),
Acadie falls very much outside the normal standards for a popular release.
It's one of those uncommon albums
which seem to change the atmosphere
in your listening room-every time
listened to it, found myself going to
the window to check if it was raining.
The lyrics build a sad, blue, almost
dreary mood by combining religious
images with tough workaday settings.
Even the uptempo tunes come off as
dark and introspective.
The music strongly supports the lyrics. Brian Eno (Opal is his label) proI

I

grammed the keyboard patches
(sounds), an integral part of the music's blue mood. Also lending support
are U2's Adam Clayton and Larry Mullen, some Nevilles (including Aaron,
singing lead on "Amazing Grace"),
and engineer/multi-instrumentalist Malcolm Burn, among others. Listeners
will notice the U2 influence on "Where
the Hawkwind Kills" and "St. Ann's
Gold," with their sparse, open sound
(and slightly histrionic vocals).
Despite what you might expect, Lanois and co -engineers Burn and Mark
Howard didn't strive for an ultra -impressive sonic statement. This probably would have been impossible anyway; Acadie was recorded in snippets
over several years at studios (and on
portat5le recorders) in England, Ireland, Canada, and the U.S. Nonetheless, the album manages to convey a
unified image, and Lanois deserves
credit for keeping it from becoming
disorientingly diverse. While certainly
self-indulgent (as, perhaps, any highly
personal musical effort of this nature
needs to be), Acadie is well -crafted
and original. It may reach only a small
audience, but it will provide that audience with a lot of interesting listening.
Hector G. La Torre
106
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The Chess Box: Muddy Waters
Chess/MCA CH6-80002, six LPs.
Sound: B
Performance: A
He could have been a character in
one of his songs. McKinley Morgan field's rise from sweating west -Mississippi tractor driver to Muddy Waters,
King of the Chicago Blues, was a feat
no less heroic than the tall -tale exploits
of the mojo men and hoochie-coochie
boys he sang about for 40 years.
This six -record package starts in the
'40s, with Muddy just another deep South emigrant to the Windy City. His
music, steeped in the rich Delta tradition of Son House and Robert Johnson,
was readily appreciated by other
homesick Southerners, who bought out
the first pressing of 1948's rural -sounding "I Can't Be Satisfied" in 24 hours.
When Chess Records refused to record Muddy's new amplified group for
fear of jeopardizing his downhome
sound, he surreptitiously recorded for
a rival label; the success of "Rollin' and
Tumblin' " on Parkway helped bring
Muddy's band into the studio.
The band seemed to feature nothing
but legends -in -the -making: Little Walter (breaking new ground with a revolu108

tionary amplified harp style), Big Walter, or James Cotton on blues harps
Otis Spann on piano; Muddy, Jimmy
Rogers, Pat Hare, or Luther Tucker on
guitar; Francey Clay on drums, and
usually Willie Dixon on bass. So began
Muddy's golden string: "She Moves
Me," "Long Distance Call," "Baby
Please Don't Go," "Hoochie Coochie
Man," and other songs that now form
the bedrock of the blues. Muddy's
boastful, virile singing was the zenith of
the declamatory Delta style. When he
sings "Someday baby you ain't gonna
trouble ... poor me ... anymore," you
can't miss the menace in his growls
that suggests the offending female
would be lucky to be banished from
merely his life. As his band's work progressively became more explosive, so
did Muddy's vocals. No matter that his
ferocious attack obliterates portions of
"Don't Go No Further"-he could be
shouting almost anything with equal effect. When the band responded with
back -of -the -barroom yells, as on
"Mannish Boy," Chicago blues was in
its glory.
When Chuck Berry begged Maybellene to be true in 1955, the classic

bluesmen's days were numbered.

ence; Muddy, Brass & The Blues, represented here by a single, hornless
track, and Fathers and Sons, which
successfully paired Muddy with his enthusiastic students Paul Butterfield and
Mike Bloomfield. Justly relegated to liner -note footnotes are such embarrassing capitulations to pop trends as Electric Mud and After the Rain, as well as
Muddy's matchups with other fading
(and equally uncomfortable) giants on
Super Blues and The Super Blues
Band.
The Chess Box represents the sort of
well -designed, well -packaged compilation that too often eluded the prior
owners of the Chess catalog. The combination of classics and 23 rare and
unreleased performances ensures that
this will be the Muddy Waters album
that will find its way into collections
around the world.
Roy Greenberg

The Best Of, Vol. 2: Little Walter
Chess/MCA 9292, LP.
Sound: B
Performance: A
If you've ever heard anyone blow
blues harmonica, you've heard the legacy of Little Walter Jacobs. His breathtaking creativity has made his influence inescapable; not just his songs,
but his riffs, even his attitude, are
quoted by a generation of harp men.
Walter's refusal to accept the harmonica's secondary role in blues bands led
him to redefine the instrument's role,
and the blues was reshaped in the
process.
Little Walter amplified his harp not
merely to be heard over the din of
other electric instruments, but to develop an aggressive technique and fat,
buzz -saw tone that elevated the harp
to lead instrument. His bands, anchored by former jazz drummer Fred
Below, favored a lilting, skipping
rhythm more typical of, say, jump blues star Louis Jordan than of Walter's own Chicago contemporaries.
Walter's sidemen included the cream
of Chess Records: Pianist Otis Spann
(his mate in Muddy Waters' band) and
such first-rate guitarists as Robert Jr.
Lockwood, Luther Tucker, Freddie
Robinson, and Louis and David Myers.
AUDIO/MARCH 1990
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The Evans album sings, the
Petrucciani doesn't-sort
of. Michel Petrucciani is
a very strong pianist, but
on this date he wanders.
The album's title is a bit of a misnomer; almost everything Walter cut
ranks with his best work. All the tracks
are standouts, but the previously unreleased 1952 "Boogie" demands the
most attention. Inexplicably unreleased during Walter's lifetime, the instrumental is an uninterrupted flow of
brilliance. Walter once said he sang in
order to catch his breath, but don't let
his modesty fool you: As "Key to the
Highway" shows, he was a sensitive
singer.
Bargain -priced for a minimal sum
that will make older collectors weep
into their wallets, this set is indispensable.
Roy Greenberg

The Solo Sessions, Vol. 1: Bill Evans
Milestone 9170, LP.
Sound: A
Performance: A
Music: Michel Petrucciani
Blue Note 92563, CD; AAD; 42:22.
Sound: APerformance: B
The teacher and (at least to an extent) the disciple arrive with albums
made a quarter -century apart. Producer Orrin Keepnews has reissued a solo
piano date from January 1963 by the
late Bill Evans (issued originally as part
of Riverside's Bill Evans boxed set);
pianist -turned multi-keyboardist Michel
Petrucciani, meanwhile, offers us a
concoction of small -group, acoustic
material and larger band, more commercial -sounding extravaganzas. Music attempts to fuse Petrucciani with
electric basses, synthesizers, and
Hammond B-3 organ.

-

his trio effort with Wayne Shorter. Petrucciani dabbles in South Americanisms on "Brazilian Suite No. 2"; on
"Looking Up," he reminds one of early
Steps Ahead. "Memories of Paris" is
an austere, romantic ballad with a

I

Plainly and simply: The Evans sings,
the Petrucciani doesn't-sort of. To
compare is almost unfair; this is some
of the most moving, gut-wrenching Evans you'll ever hear. Bill Evans' elegance may be unparalleled in jazz history. His single -note playing on Miles
Davis' "Nardis" is everything Keith Ja'rett has tried to be and everything
George Winston wishes to be, but certainly never will be. The entire album,
which includes Evans' readings of
"What Kind of Fool Am I?" "When Fall
in Love," the "Love Theme" from Spartacus, and "Everything Happens to
Me," is exquisite, if not extraordinary.
While Evans moves with purpose
I

and resolve, Petrucciani doesn't.
There's no doubt that Petrucciani is
one of the strongest pianists around,
but this date seems to wander in comparison with his previous albums-say,

Bill Evans
110

strong bridge; "Play Me," a funky
blues, borders on the sophomoric (especially for Petrucciani). The two added CD cuts, "Happy Birthday Mr. K"
and "Thinking of Wayne," come last.
That's no accident, fear; they're the
album's most adventurous offerings,
the former a straight -ahead acoustic
trio plus percussion, the latter a mostly
electric sextet arrangement with Petrucciani doubling on Steinway and
synthesizer and Joe Lovano shining on
soprano sax.
Bill Evans' playing and ideas seem
effortless, flowing freely from song to
song. With Petrucciani's Music, while
many of the pieces have bright moments, they don't add up.
Jon W. Poses

Stardust and Much More: Hoagy Carmichael
RCA Bluebird 8333, CD; AAD; 67:14.
Sound: B
Performance: A
As a student and fan of 20th -century
American popular song, I've always
had an especially warm place in my
heart for Hoagy Carmichael. And not
just for that ultimate chestnut "Stardust." Through all his songs run
threads of romance and a laconic humor that's as purely American as his
Indiana boyhood.
This new Bluebird collection contains 19 recordings from 1927 to 1934,
plus two unissued 1960 takes of "Stardust," one sung and one recited, each
to Hoagy's solo piano. Six of the old
cuts are also solo performances, including a 1934 "Stardust." The rest are
hot orchestra takes, including "Washboard Blues" and "Rocking Chair"
(two takes each), "Georgia on My
Mind," "Lazy Bones," and "Judy." This
collection is a primer of a great American songman's work.
It's been processed with the No Noise system. Since six of the selections also appeared on RCA's 1979
"Legendary Performer" Carmichael
set, sonic comparisons are easy to
make. The new set clearly has a more
vibrant, detailed, punchy sound, but it
AUDIO/MARCH 1990
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mmi

SOINEX

le 95

ICNM)1/95

... .. ..

Only

14.95

INTERCONNECT CABLES

Anuprone Sloes Jazz

Dour

ipcd)1598

ill War and Peace

Ru,O-Mce

Gauge

ASC

4

Aura

Canuieuomroo

lard)

Force

549.95

row Gang Nome

111cd) 15 98

Stylus

29 95

Gauge

Call

Pr

1104)1598

Sonatas

Monster
-Terminator

Canndge Alignment

Box of (4)

Boxes

Sne0Nla Track Record

911

1110411596

Shure
Gauge

DB

Protrac

Tube Trapa

Audio

Niles

1995

SALE

Batteries
Included!

Speaker
Switching

CDs

5 Wonderful Jazz
WOOS

e11

19.95

Be,noverstnesw Sonatas

Bohm

0/ Pe9 Deane/

Paley
mermen, leunal Recordings
nUC379 G Panagw
N14C1050 la lobe 5pana
cMC 7010 cannel Water Muso
50.11uia. Bodo Drums
Moscow Seism's set

td) 1498

Grace Camearal Cho.

Debussy &

1995
1995
1495
1295
2195

n

Plank Jones Raney

cd) 14 96

20,5000,

1033 Dav4 Cresky Clue de 5d
2034 Papule D Rivera Tool Too.
Reference Record ee4 Lb or COs

Mao

et Po+er Clinic
Preservanre

Pavane Pour Erne

99

c0) 14 98

Cardin. RM Attar Dart

1029 Bonu Nonstop to Braze

Wilson

Verne

LA

Cps

Jot

CD32 Earl WIM

%

Audiophile LPs/CDs

JDl Johnny Fop

Ate

13500

MCI stylus

Reg
I

-

.

led
[near,

SILVER
SOLDER
1500 999
HO
3495

LAST Record Care

22 95

.

Only
$79.95

Calllbwstylus

69 95

........

Ado

Wonder Solder

1995
ASonalure Bmz MCI Tl1
Z10.1

Beyer Dynamic
BDT 990 Pro

Stylus Cleaner

st

Improves Sound.

AUDIOPHILE
HEADPHONES

AD Electronic

Demagnetize

Reduces Vibration,

iiidii

IC7ball:11:2

Stylus Cleaner

Aud lot uest
Moving Coil
Phono Cartridge

IMPROVE
CD SOUND!

Energy -absorbing sorbothane

"149.95

CD8605 Player no remote
CDB610 Player w/remote

Monster Sound Rings

Audialuest

Magnavox
Players

CD

audio

advisor, inc.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids. MI 49503 FAX 616-451-0709 Service 616-451-3868

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

,

Vanguard's mighty reissue,
with harpist James Cotton
and others, plops you smack
dab at Theresa's Lounge in
Chicago, circa 1966. Heady.

is also harsher and harder

edged. I'm
not entirely sure if that's better. Despite
the electronically reprocessed stereo
of the earlier release and its cooler
mastered sound, it still souncs warmer.
In its defense, Stardust and Much
More has as much clarity and detail as
you could hope for. At a relatively soft
and comfortable listening level, No Noise's harshness is, essentially, neMichael Tearson
gated.

Chicago/The Blues/Today! Vols.

1, 2

& 3: Various artists

Vanguard VMD-79216, VMD-79217,
VMD-79218, three CDS; AAD; 45:27;
45:17; 40:21.

Performance: A
Crack open the champagne, blues
lovers-Vanguard has just released
the Chicago blues collectior, digitally
remastered for CD: The three -volume
Chicago/The Blues/Today! Originally
released in 1966, these records, produced by Sam Charters, capture some
of Chi -town's best electric blues artists
in their prime, preserving an invaluable
slice of American music history.
Volume One leads off with The Junior Wells Chicago Blues Band (with a
hot young Buddy Guy on guitar). J. B.
Hutto and His Hawks are funkier, driven by Hutto's slide guitar and more
countrified singing. Otis Spar n, one of
the Windy City's best ivory tinklers,
Sound: A

'

e

r'1'ik tti4ó

lo

r

boogie-woogies with only drum accompaniment through instrumental
and vocal numbers.
Volume Two brings The James Cotton Blues Quartet center stage, as the
now -ubiquitous vocalist/harpist propels his quartet over a strong shuffle
beat. The Otis Rush Blues Band plays
in a much jazzier mode, with Rush's
mellow guitar tone and style sounding
much like B. B. King's. HomesicK
James and His Dusters careen with
James Williamson's nasty slide guitar
through rave-ups of "Set a Date" (with
Willie Dixon on bass) and Robert Johnson's "Dust My Broom."
Volume Three highlights work by
three more obscure bands, all featuring the harp work of legend Walter
Horton: Johnny Young's South Side
Blues Band (including some rare blues
mandolin on "Stealin' Back"), The
Johnny Shines Blues Band, and Big
Walter Horton's Blues Harp Band with
Memphis Charlie (this last notable for a
harmonica duet between Horton and
Charlie Musselwhite).
The transfer to CD of these classic
performances is very clean, with very
little noise. The original recordings
were not great in terms of spatial depth
and remain a little compressed sonically. Still, Chicago/The Blues/Today!
puts you in the front row down at Theresa's Lounge (without the smoke and
the crowd), in the days when blues
ruled, and that's a heady experience.
Michael Wright
Essential listening.

Shadows on a Wall: John Carter
Gramavision 79422, CD; AAD; 53:29.

;John Carter

Performance: A
Sound: A
Wall
Shadows on a
is the fifth and
last section of composer/clarinetist
John Carter's suite Roots and Folklore:
Episodes in the Development of American Folk Music. With a title like that,
most anyone could be forgiven for as-

suming the work would be sober and
academic, maybe even didactic. Well,
forget about that, because Shadows is,
in common parlance, all -the -way live.
In fact, the finale is arguably the best
work this Fort Worth native has ever
done.
Shadows' subtext is the northward
migration of black Americans during
the half -century following the Emancipation Proclamation. From the start,
with Don Preston's jaunty, jangly piano
on "Sippi Strut," Carter's octet captures the sense of expectation and momentum. There are moments on Shadows when the music hurtles through a
chaotic jumble of emotions, styles, and
sounds, like a train rushing headlong
to some unknown destiny.
Just as Carter's lyrics sparkle with
the glitter and allure of big -city streets
and fortune, the octet bristles with virtuoso performances. At times, Carter's
riffing, twisting clarinet lines and Bobby Bradford's dry, crackling trumpet
bring to mind the darting duets of Ornette Coleman and Don Cherry. Soloists such as trombonist Benny Powell,
whose muted snorts and guffaws
evoke the territory bands of the Southwest, and bass clarinetist/flutist Marty
Ehrlich, whose swooping, tumbling
lines seem an abstraction of a street corner crooner, echo the moaned,
song -sermon -like vocals of Terry Jenoure. On "52nd Street Stomp," Carter
augments the octet with three gospel
singers and an organist for some bracing harmonies.
Shadows is the type of rich orchestral work whose brilliant mosaic reveals
more and more detail on repeated
hearings. This doesn't mean it is cluttered. On the contrary, Shadows is
propulsive. It chortles through "Spats"
on the energy of Andrew Cyrille's percussive brushwork, wobbles majestically through the blues of "City Streets"
atop Fred Hopkins' hammering bass,
and soars through the boppish anthem
"Hymn to Freedom." Carter has so perfectly balanced the solo statement with
the ensemble's contrapuntal lines, cacophony with sweet harmony, and jaggedness with elegant swing, that
Shadows on a Wall has to be considered not only his tour de force, but one
of the most startling jazz albums released in the past 12 months.
Don Palmer
AUDIO/MARCH 1990
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DEALER

.

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA'S
most knowledgeable
-Fl Dealer.
atlantic stereo,

Spectral

CWD

Tice Audio

Bryston

Well -Tempered

Magnum Dynalab

Van den Hul

Component Guard
Martin Logan

Entec

MIT

Klipsch

McIntosh

Rega

Vandersteen

Adcom

Grado Signature

Celestion

NAD

California Audio Labs
Mitsubishi Video

Wilson Audio

Lueman

SL

Spica

205-539-9806
Monday -Saturday 10am to 6pm CST
All products priced at manufacturers suggested retail
Ma¡or credit cards accepted

2212 Whitesburg Dr., Suite

Huntsville,

AL

E

35801

SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.
Acoustat

Advent

AKG

Audible Illusions
Beyer Dynamic

Audio I'm Audioquest
Blaupunkt hose Celestlon Counterpoint dhx 0CM Dual Fosgate
Crest Dahlquist
Grado Signature flatter Harman Kardon JBL
Lexicon Magnum Dynalab Mod Squad
JSE
NEC

Niles Audio

Nitty Gritty

Ohm Acoustics

Philips Precise Proton
Ortofon
Audio Revox SAE SME Sonance Sony
Sumiko Stax Straightwire Superphon Talisman Tannoy MK Teac Thorens
Ungo Box Velodyne DTI Wharfedale
Onkyo
PS

IllReIerence`r
Cal/ Us

...

(213) 517-1700

18214 Dalton Me., Dept. A3, Gardena, CA 902.08

AUDIO/MARCH 1990

29 years at the same

stereo listening enjoyment.
Ask for Amesyour STEREO ANSWER MAN.
Full -line stocking Dealer on
Yamaha, Bose, Sony ES,
Boston Acoustics, Niles,
Soundcraftsmen, etc.

714-646-8896

me

the

=

only jlgltal Audio -ape
STORE
OVTZ 25 DIFFERENT MAKES AND MODELS -

location.

Call us for the best advice
on how Separate Audio Components can increase your

the

one,

HI

Steve Campbell, owner

SHOWCASE

PROFI3SICNA4 HOME, AND 'ORTABIE DAT RECORDERS

~ICU!

:OPY CODE OR RECORDING RES-RICTIONS. AU.
MACHINEO, ACCESSORIES,&T/P$ INSTOCJLNOW. WEHAVE
WE POST EXPERIENCED DAT PILES STAFF ANYWHERE IN
THE llS.-'N ADDITION TO TAE LOWEST PRICES, FASTEST
SERVICE D.PARTMENr AND LJGEST SELECTION.
FULL WRITTEN WARRAN Y PLUS FREE LOANERS
IMNEDWTE DELIVERY hC DEPOSITS REQUIRED*
HOMY & PORTABLE DA

t

995 AdC XD -Da ......-.1600.
AIWA 20)499
AIWA XD-201 __...._.-..1600. J/Cx -11100-_.._2000.
SONY DTC-M100 .._.-..1400.. NC XD-290r .-.:.._.3260.
MAI D-9000.._...._...1900.
SONY DtC-300ES..--_lSoo.
SONY OTC -50DES.._..-1900. AXAI D930.
SONY OTC. I WOO ._ . 2000. ROWER 0410..-_..1900.
SONY SU -010.._...._..3300. ALPINE 5700 ._...._...1200.

-

L

445 E. 17th St., Costa Mesa, CA

VALUEable

(213)828-6487

2624 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica. CA 90402

1

fax:(213)828-8757

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SFORROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702

Products., Service and Consultation

desigred to give you the ma>imum
performance for your dollar.
Adcom

B8'N

Polk

NAD

Kyocera

PS Audic

Celestioi Carver

M&K

Denon

Terk

Probn

Pioneer Video ADS Tera
Stax Magnum Linr Hafler
Ambria Thorens Mod Squad Lexicon
Grado Signet Klipsch Rotel Ni.ty Gritty

Canon Video

Tara Labs

In
Systems

Livewire

Design

Stoic
Suumlcraftsmen
Pelrasound

Belles
Fesgate
Audi.) Dynamics
Audi -)quest

(213) 370-8575
1310 Kingsdale Ave.

Redondo Bead, CA. 90278

Group

Author zed Dealer.
BF/KSonata
Thorens

Mon -Fri

11

am-7pm

Sat 11am-6pm

800-283-4644
call tor iterature

IEGACY
SIGNATURE II

Reel to Real Designs
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DEALER SHOWCASE
Audio Research

Infinity

Meitner

Oracle

Hailer

Vandersteen

KEF

Threshold

Rega Planar

Tandberg

Revox

Nifty Gritty

Snell

CWD

Sony ES

Nakamichi

MIT

Sme V

Denon

Koetsu

Velodyne

Carver

Monster Cable

Adcom

Rogers

Linn HiFl

Janis

NAD

Perreaux

^

Aragon ... Apogee ... Audible Illusions
Audioquest ... Audio Research ...
Bryston
Canon
Compact Discs
... Counterpoint ... Creek ... CWD ..
Denon ... Dynavector ... Grado ...
Jamo
Lexicon
Livewire ..
Magneplaner ... Magnum Dynalab ..
Mariah ... Mark Levinson ... Mission
NAD ... Nova ... Pinnacle ...
Revolver ... SME ... Sota
Sumiko
... Sumo ... Stax Symdex .. .
Vandersteen , , VPI ..
And Much More!

...

SERVING CENTRAL NEW ENGLAND WITH
VALUED PRODUCTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

...

ACOISTAT, AKG, APATURE, AR/STON, ASC,

Al/DIO CONTROL, AUDIOQUEST,

...

401

.

...

...

0RTOFO.N, PARAGON PARASOUND, I'OLA
Al DIO, REVOX. SONY, TECHNICS
AND
MANY MORE AT PRICES THAT SOUND RIGHT.

Stax

...

.

.

BE)ERDYNAtIIC, BOULDER, CAMBER, CARVER,
DUAL, ESOTERIC, l'ORTE, MILER, HARMAN/
AARDON, KEF, LLVICO.1; MISSION NAD, ,VITTY
GRITTY, ONA)0, O.VKYO GRAND INTEGRA,

B&W

...

.

.

Worcester
Telephone

Road

The

508

Framingham

ultimate

879

Massachusetts

audio

3556

01701

M -F

store.

...

(207) 781-2326

FINANCING AVAILABLE

CI11¿I It t

THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

Attlio

& nitro
The Most In Musical Enjoyment
For The Novice & Connoisseur
Apogee Arcici Audio Prism
AudioQuest Basis Benz Cardas
Chesky Chicago Speaker Stand C/assé
Clearaudio Cogan Hall Creek Delos
Distech Dorian Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Garrott Garth
Harmonia Mundi Lantana Last Magnan
Merrill Mod Squad Mogarni Morch
Nestorovic Neutrik Opus 3 Pro Ac
QED Rega Reference Recordings
Sequerra Sheffield Lab Sims Souther
Superphon Tara Labs Target
Tice Audio Vendetta Research VMPS
VPI Wadia Water Lily & More
287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
I

ADS

ADVENT
AIWA
AKG
ALTEC LANSING
AUDIO CONTROL
AUDIO SOURCE

CERWIN-VEGA
CITIZEN
CWD
dbx
DCM
DENON

Sepnd

MONSTER CABLE
MISSION
ONKYO
ORION CAR AMPS
PHILIPS
PINNACLE AUDIO
POLK AUDIO (car)
PROTON

Io

C

Arcam ASC Tube Traps Audio
Audio Research
Audioquest
Boston Acoustics
Dual
Entec
Grace
Grado
Krell
Krell Digital
Kiseki
L.A.S.T. Products
Laser Video
Discs Lazarus Magnum-Dynalab Martin
Logan Mirage MIT Monster Products
Mobile Fidelity Recordings Premier Stands
Niles
NAD
Ortofon
Reference
Recordings RPG Diffusors SansuiNintage
Shure HTS Signet Simply Physics SME
Sonrise Sony ES Sony AV Laser Sound stream
Stax Sumiko Talisman
TDL
Terk
That's Tape Theta Digital Van Den
Hul VPI
WBT
Well -Tempered
Wilson
Audio. etc.
B&W

-

1980 Central Ave.
Albany, NY 12205

or-

:
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-`_--

....!R
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-

NAD

I

ago raw.

W

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

SAE
SANSUI
SONANCE
SONY

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, Dual,
Mission, Celestion, Paradigm,
Soundstream, Audioquest,
Coustic, Monster Cable, Ortofon
Polk Audio, Alpine, AKG

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN

HAFLER
INFINITY (car)
KENWOOD
KICKER
MITSUBISHI

MoRncton,

Apature
Control

ALPHA STEREO

Quality Components. Professional Installation & Service

STAX
TOSHIBA
TRIAD
YAMAHA

Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

345 Cornelia St., Plattsburgh, NY 12901
. I

,--- :Ili

-

t

.lI

I

IMeedtown Shopping Center
South

Mear it all!
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FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

I0-9pm, Sat 9-6pm

DISCOVER, MASTERCARD, VISA

Natural Sound.

518-452-3525

HI FI ExchANqt

O'COIN'S
239 Mill Street Worcester, MA 01602
508-791-3411 x 315

Eoaudbo. : t
Integrity and Service!
SPECIAL EVENT
Join us on Wed., March 14th from
6-9pm as we conduct an open seminar
on architectural audio, including the
following topics: multi -room remote
control, multi -source remote control,
outdoor speakers & in -wall speakers.
Learn how you can have music in every
room of your house, including the patio
or deck ... all custom installed to fit
your style & decor. Our installation
experts will answer any questions you
may have. Refreshments will be served.

875 Mamaroneck Ave
Mamaroneck, NY 10543

Fax: 518-561-2961

t

(201)838-3444,

(914) 698-4444

518-561-2822

ñ

pnr

Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard. Visa. Discover, Amex

WE KNOW ELECTRONICS
FROM THE INSIDE OUT

harman/kardon
Hafler vector research
EPICURE LUOL
Panasonic. cONCORO
)CAR AUDIO)

maxell.
APATURE

®Tac.
srarrron

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME

1-800-542-7443
15

Clinton Street

SALES

Plattsburgh, NY 12901

OT(

SERVICE

ELECTIRCISICS
AUDIO/MARCH 1990

DEALER
HOME THEATRE

OHIO & PENNSYLVANIA

AUDIOPHILES
Ohio's most exclusive and fastest growing
audio store is MG Audio. Seven private
listening rooms for your comfort and
pleasure. We are very proud to represent

Come in and experience
the magic of Home Theatre.
Call for appt. 212-964-4570

PARK PLACE AUDIO
di
In

the following manufacturers: Arcici,
Ariston, ASC, Audloquest, B & K. Classe
Audio, Cl:ments, Convergent Audio
Technology, Counterpoint, Dahlquist,
Discrete Technology, Ducote, Eminent
Technology, Grant, Kindel, Kinergetics,
Lexicon, Magnum Dynalab, Marquis
Electronics, Merrill, Mod Squad, Morch,
Musical Concepts, PSB, Quicksilver, Rotel,
Soloist Audio, Sonance, Sonata, Sound
Lab, Superphon, Velodyne, and VPI.
Contact Michael Green for sound advice
on your sound investment.

f113 Audio

55 Park Place,

al

New York, NY 10(1(17
(2 Blocks North of the World Trade Center)

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES
We proudly represent:
Acoustic Energy
Adcom
Apogee

Kinergetics

Rogers

Klyne

Rotel

Koetsu

Royd Audio

Arcam
Ariston

Lazarus
Maplenoll

Snell

Audible Illusions
Audloquest

Micro Seiki

Sound Lab

Mission Cyrus

Sfax

55K Components

AUK Sound

Stralghtwire

Cambridge
Celestion
Counterpoint
Dynavector
Eminent Tech.

Mod Squad
Monitor Audio

Sumiko SME

NAD
Oracle

Systemdek
Target

Parasound

Triad Design

Goldring

PS Audio

Van Den Hul

Infinite Slope

Quicksilver

VPI

Kimber Kable

Rega Planar

Well Tempered

(216) 339-4918

202

SeCOn Skeet,

S

-

New PKNdelptru- ON 44663

AUDIO
Sony ES NAD
Carver *Allison ArClci Velodyne
Lexcon Canton Shure Sfax
Sound Cmnections Van den Hul M&K
Dual Ortofon Fineline Pinnacle
Proton Bose Sonrise/Xylophile Target
Monster Cable Sonance Terk
B&K

B&W

Soundcraftsmen

1
2006 Chestnut

Minolta

.WC

D

U

I

ELECTRONICS
INC.

., Phila, PA 19103

S

Complete Audio Video Store for
All Levels of HiFi Enthusiasts
Featuring:

AIWA

GRADO

ADVENT

HAFLER

ARISTON

JBL

AUDID DYNAMICS

MONSTER CABLE

BOGEN

PASO

CAMBRIDGE

SONY HIFI/VIDEO

CELBTION

TECHNICS

..: AND MORE!!

DISC NASHER

No charge for shipping

OMNI SOUND
Analogic Design Group
ASC Tube Traps
Athena
Audible Illusions
Audloquest
Avalon Acoustics
Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio
Duntech
Eminent Technology
Forte' Audio
Grado
Jell Rowland Design Group
Kimber Kable
MIT
Monster Cable

For the
sound
mind

Pioneer

We are not a mall order discoLnter
A

i

(215) 563-4660

VIDEO
Proton

Sony

Superphon

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

W.

The Houston Authority

Nifty Gritty
Onkyo
Precise Acoustics
Proton
y hx'
PS Audio
Sony ES 'r
SOTA

O

Souther
Spectrum
Spica

VIDEO
2324 Westheimer at Kirby
713-523-2900

Houstor, Texas 77098

SENSIBL=, PERSONAL HI FI ADV/CE,

TOLL

(212) 767-6292.

-FREE

DALLAS, TEXAS

...

214/964-6664

19020 Preston Road (75248)

L V

LP

e

LISTEN UP!
We have developed a modification

PEOPLE DEMIN( VALUE.
HERE IN VERMONT
WE ZON} WASTE cusroeeCs' MONEY,

to

AVD NE,TNER

HAFLER

1100 SQUAD
ORACLE

INCLun.Ne
NO

MONSTE1

FOLK

5 -YEAR

CD R.v1Aa,
EOR

ON

MGAOKA

WHAZFEDALE

ALL NEW

T A..r1ALra,

that dramatically improves the sound
of AI compact disc players at a price
only
that is a true bargain

...

$115.00 u.s.

tlAGNAYOx CD

CABLE

ROTEL
BsW

J/ARRANT7E5

CNAR.E

TNESE FOLKS:

CELESTIoti DUAL

ARISTON

ADCOM

GRADO LA3S

For complete
information on
placing your
ad, call
Carol Berman at

/C

Thiel

The Groove Audio Video

o

Dealers ... Just
as you're reading
this ad, so are
thousands of
buyers.

C-

Threshold

SOUND SERVICE CO.
8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215) 725-1177-78

SHOWCASE

A.n

EaU/PMENf

For information and review about this
procedure, please write to the address
1 below or feel free to call us.

T, DrLt,J

S IRPING.
1213

SCIErrrTIFIC STEREO

Money Back Guarantee

M4u+ Sr.

ÓjATTLLaoRO
VrRMONT053o1

I-800-456-HIFI

Executive Stereo
896 Queen Street West
Toronto. Ontario M6J 106 Canada

. . ,

14161 538-4000
e

a

. ., .
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
LINE ADVERTISING

/

NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

SERIOUS

$24.sá

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.

Great Gift!
Wear

BfS7
FA RS

AUDIO MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346-01, Stamford, CT 06925

Serious
Listeners:

MONFy
CAN BUy

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING PAYMENT FOR FULL AMOUNT.
Agency discounts do not apply to line advertising.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be Sent
to:

Carol A. Berman, AUDIO MAGAZINE
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019
FOR RATES 8 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

DISPLAY ADS: Carol Berman (212) 767-6292
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS: 800-445-6066

AT HOME

qualify
leather

CONCERTS

THEATER
LECTURES
ORIGINAL LISTENING ENHANCEMENT TOOL
We guarantee you wit hear the difterencel
Send check or money order for 524.95 to:
Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565 Burlingame, CA 94011

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Aaaannouncingggg!! Aaaannouncingggg!!

Audio Abode, Dallas' sensible alternative, features prod

MOSCODE
HYBRID HAFLER

POWER AMPS-Enjoy the benefits of Moscode'" Tube
Technology with a Moscode" Conversion for Haflers. Call/
Write: CLASSIC AUDIO, 238 Liberty Ave.. New Rochelle, NY
10805. (914) 633-3039.

AUDIO RESOURCE HAS MOVED to its new 4400 sq ft.
store at 3133 EDENBORN AVENUE, METAIRIE,
LOUISIANA 70002. We now have five private listening rooms
where you can audition one of the LARGEST SELECTIONS
of HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT in the country. AUDIO
RESOURCE continues to offer precision -matched tubes,
plus sales, service, and restoration of vintage components.
Call or write for information on our products and services
AUDIO RESOURCE, 3133 EDENBORN AVE, METAIFIE,
LA 70002. (504) 885-6988.

.,

nln4r,OM
1

Revelation II Preamp-$749.95

"With the Superphon equipment, the sound is smooth and detailed, and seemingly
effortless. Music has a sense of clarity and openness that is utterly believable,
never sounding strident or harsh ... the Superphon dazzles ... with an unrelenting
music nglrtness... -Hi Fi Heretic, Issue #10, "The Best Buys In Audio."
Call or write: Superphon Products Inc.
_
SUPE11_
_ 1035 Conger #3, Eugene, OR 97402
503-345-4226

FAX 503-345-0704

Dealer Inquiries Invited

ucts by Audioquest, Aural Symphonics, 138K, BEL, Chesky,
Clearaudio, Eminent Technology, Focus, Maplenoll, Melos,
Morrison, Quicksilver, Reference, Sheffield. Superphon,
Tice, VPI and others. Auditions by appointment, evenings
and weekends. (214) 369-2092.
THE BEST WAY TO BUY AND SELL used audio equipment
is thru telephone classified. No charge to buyer. Call (609)
927-2152 anytime.

"THE CONNECTION"

Professional high definition connector pin for 12 guage to
8 gauge speaker cable. Precision machined and 23K gold
plated. Fits compression connection size 16 guage or larger.
TREMENDOUSLY SUPERIOR TO STANDARD ROUND
PIN. Tapered rectangular shape with twenty times more
surface contact and five times more massive. Crimpable or
solderable design. An inexpensive upgrade that can be
heard. Specify size of cable when ordering. $17.50 per four
pack and 531.50 per eight, include 53 ship hand plus state
sales tax where applicable. Send orders to: JBA ENTERPRISES, 10646 West Sundance Mountain, Littleton, Co.
80127 or phone (303) 973-0292.

DUNTECH/MERLIN
"We will not be undersold."

Authorized Dealer
OEM Audio 8 Video, 9330 Georgia Avenue. Silver Spring,
MD 20910. (301) 589-1191

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. New and used. Foreign and domestic.
Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

.

I
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DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1104,11

WO.OMnOF

593 PHELPS AVENUE
VICTORIA, B.C.,CANADA V9B 3J2

1(604)474-5667 (604) 479-8828

Phone Orders: 800-326.1201 Dealer inquiries welcome

ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BUYS IN ADIO.
:a

LEKTRAFILE SYSTEMS INC.

THE

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY CAMERA READY ART.
PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON
ANY AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

99.9999% PURE SILVER
INTERCONNECTS &
SPEAKER CABLES.

rHF

(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher In his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems Inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company Name, Full
street address (P.O. Box numbers are Insufficient) and
telephone number. Classified ads do not carry Reader
Service Card Numbers. Frequency Discounts not fulfilled will be short rated accordingly.

PURE SILVER
PURE SOUND

'

_

1 ¡DKr

LONG ISLAND NEW 8 DEMO: BBK, Audible Illusions,
Merlin, Audioquest, Taddeo, British Fidelity, Musical Concepts 8 More. AUDIO GALLERY, Bayport, NY (516)

472-4258.
MINNESOTA: Sumo, Bedini, Rega, Well Tempered, van
den Hul, MIT. Sumiko, Target, Audio Prism, Precision Audio,
Kinergetics 8 more above -average components. By appointment. (612) 331-3861 AUDITION AUDIO.
1,000,000 Videomovies/Soundtracks-Broadway LPs.

Video catalogue -51.00 Soundtracks -51.00. Rare
Soundtrack-Broadway Valueguide-57.95. RTSA3, Box
750579. Petaluma, California 94975.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SUPERB SOUND

AUDIO CLASSICS

AT HOME AND ABROAD

Precision Stereo Components Bought -Sold-Traded Repaired -Modified -Updated-Appraised. AMPLIFIERS:
Audionics CC2 $349; Conrad -Johnson MV75 $1000, Premier 1B ($5950) $3900; Denon P0A6600 ($1500) $900;
Electrocompaniet Amp II ($1495) $750; Haller 5E120 Demo
($325) $299, XL280 Demo ($675) $575, XL600 Demo
($1195) $995; Krell KMA100 II ($6000) 53500; McIntosh
MC225 56-800, MC250 $400, MC752 ($895) $675, MC754
($995) $750, MC2155 ($2295) $1560, MC2002 ($1895)
$1400, MC2205 ($1895) $1400, MC2250 ($2495) $1560,
MC2255 ($2995) $1800, MC2500 ($3495) 52600, MC2505
$500, MC7200 ($2495) $2075, MC7270 ($2295) $1750;
Nakamichi PA5 (51195) $700. CD PLAYERS: Analogic
CDB560 ($1200) $600; Denon DCD3300 ($1700) $1000;
Haller Iris ($599) $549; McIntosh MCD7000 $7.800,
MCD7007 ($1995) 51600; Mod Squad CDB650 (51200)
$600. Soongraph SDI ($695) $350. CROSSOVERS: Krell
KRX1 $930; Levinson LNC2 $1975. EQUALIZERS: Audio
Control C101 ($429) $399, Richter Scale $349, Ten Plus
($329) $295; McIntosh MQ101 $175, MC/104 ($500)
$99-285, MQ107 ($650) $400. HEAD AMPS: Step-up
Transformers, Call; Counterpoint SA2 ($995) $595; McIntosh MCP1 ($649) $450. INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS:
McIntosh MA230 $399; MA5100 $400, MA6100 $500.600,
MA6200 ($1795) $1200. PREAMPLIFIERS: Denon
DAP5500 ($1400) 5840; Haller Iris Demo ($800) $679; Krell
KRS1A ($8200) $4900; McIntosh C20 $600, C22 $1800,

C24$250,C285550,C30$1100,C31V(51895)$1500,C32
$850, C33 (52450) $1500, C34V ($2195) $1700; Win Jewel
$600. PROCESSORS: Quad & Surround Sound Processors, Call. Audio Control Phase Coupled Activator ($279)
$239; dbx 124 (5339) $150, 224 ($275) $175; Lexicon CP1
($1295) $1050, CP2 ($895) $799; SCI 100 ($395) $150,
Shure HTS5200 $449; Sony SDP505ES ($500) $350. RE-

CEIVERS: McIntosh MAC1700 $450, MAC1900 ($949)
$500. MAC4100 ($1995) $1100, MAC4275 ($1798) $1200,
MAC4280 ($1995) $1500, MAC4300V ($2995) $2200.
SPEAKERS: Acoustat Spectra 33 ($2250) $1999; B&W
Active ($3394) $2500, 808 ($8000) $4000, DM100 ($300)
$180, Matrix
$600, Matrix 3 ($2198) $1000; Duntech
Marquis ($5500) $3300; JSE Infinite Slope Used 2 ($2295)
$1400; McIntosh ML1C $500, ML4M ($2400) $1200, XL1 W
($549) 5375, XR5 $750, XR6 $800, XR1051 ($2398) 1300;
Velodyne 1200 ($895) $815, ULD12 ($1195) $1095,
ULD1511 ($1795) $1669. TAPE DECKS: Crown SS824
($1460) $750, JVC KDA8J $200, Nakamichi BX150 ($495)
$225. TEST EQUIPMENT: Audio Control SA3050A ($965)
$877; Sound Technology 1000A $1500, 1701A ($4950)
$3250.TONE ARMS: Denneson ABLT1 ($2000) $1000; Eminent Technology ($600) $300; Monks $90; many more, call.
TUBES: Many major brands. TUNERS: Haller Iris $450;
Magnum Dynalab FT11 Demo ($449) $399, 205 Demo
($229) $199, Etude Demo ($1195) 5995; McIntosh MR65B
5200-500, MR71 $600, MR500 5900, MR510 $1000,

The

world's best resource books on excellent loudspeaker
sound whether your listening room is stationary or mobile, and
whether you're filthy rich or dirt poor -you can buy smarter ,
or build frugally. Only $19.95 each (Add $1.75 P&H).

__
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MCNisa welcome.

OLD COLONY BOOKSHELF
PO Box 243, Dept. A92, Peterborough, NH 03458

(603) 924-6371

FAX: (603)

'11

924-9467

ANNOUNCEMENTS
TRANSDUCER FOR THE PERFECTIONIST AUDIOPHILE ONLY. This state of the art speaker (Pat Pend.);
Utilizes no Woofers, Midranges, Tweeters, Ribbons, Electrostatics or conventional Planar Drives. About the only thing
ours has in common with other High-End Transducers, is that
it recreates a near perfect sound stage. For free information
on our product line. write to: A.W.H., P.O. Box 591, Bellport
A

N.Y. 11713.

WADIA DIGITAL

BARCLAY CABERNET
CD TURNTABLE
Authorized Dealer
OEM Audio & Video, 9330 Georgia Avenue, Silver Springs,
MD 20910. (301) 589-1191.

1

AUDIO GALLERY
AMERICA'S BEST PLACE TO BUY
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS

Don't be deceived by imitators. We are
the original DAT stereo store in the USA!
We're the 1st and we're still the best.

AUDIO GALLERY

1

rrtiieíi-Sent store"

FOR SALE
AAA-AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, HAFLER, PS AUDIO, YAMAHA, B&K, JSE, NAKAMICHI, PROTON, CARVER, ONKYO, ADS, VPI, DCM,
SPECTRUM, SONOGRAPH, AR, FRIED, NI-TY GRITTY,
SUMIKO, THORENS, KEF, ADCOM, SUPERPHON,
SNELL, M&K, LUXMAN, BOSE. PHILLIPS, DCM, VELODYNE and any others you desire. (414) 7254431.
CALL US WE CARE!!!

213

829 3429

1315'

pia

2716 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica,
t,',5551
CA 90403. FAX: 213 829 0304
o'o°Jo`JvOA¢
Hours: Mon -Fri 10am-6pm
tieoo
p7 61'
Saturday 12pm-Spm

o

MR7082 (51499) $1100.1200; Tandburg TPT3001A
($2000) $900. TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MX110
$250-500. TURNTABLES: Dual CS5000 (5569) $359; Luxman PD555 ($2900) 51500; Technics SP1011 ($1250) $625:
VPI HW19 III ($1140) $700. Audio Repairs-UpdatesModif'cations Clil Ramsey. former Senior Service Technician
at McIntosh with over 25 years experience. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Major Credit Cards accepted.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., AUDIO CLASSICS, POB
176AAA Walton, NY. 13856

G

607-865-7200

(or over a Decade
-Audio Ad ti&-ér
6

HOUSTON HIGH END
THE ESOTERIC EAR is your only outlet for the finest in
home audio! Expert consultation, "home-style" sound
rooms, no pressure atmosphere. Free newsletter. Fea-

turing: SimplyPhysics-VPI-SOTA-PREMIER-

EMINENT

TECHNOLOGY-TALISMAN-

AUDIOQUEST-PHILIPS MAGNUM-ROTELMELOS-DISTECH-MOD SQUAD-PRODIGYVANDERSTEEN-COUNTERPOINT-KRELLAPOGEE-MARTIN LOGAN-Audiophile LP's &
CDC-Audiophile Magazines.

13194 VETERANS
MEMORIAL PARKWAY
713-537-8108

THERE'S MORE 70
NEAR AT LYRIC.
At Lyric, you'll find more great components to choose from. And along with all the brands
and models on display, more knowledge and experience. More service, too. Which explains
why more people around the world make Lyric their choice for high -quality audio.

Let us help improve your system with state-of--the-art models from more than 50 manufacturers. We supply 220 volt equipment, and most speaker models are available for export.
Celestion Classe
Carnegie
Carver
Cal. labs
Bryston
B & 55'
Audio Research
Aristas
Infinity (includig IRS) JVC JSE Infinite Slope Koetsu
I)ynavector
Entec Goldmund
corvad-johnson
Magneplanar M & K Manley Mark Levinson Mirage MIT Mod Squad Mondial Monster Cable Motif
Sonancc
SME
Rogers
Shure
Rega
Revox
Quad
Pioneer
Proton
Oracle
NAD
Nakamichi
Well Tempered and other fine brands
Sonographe Sony ES Sota Spectral Stan Vandersteen Velodyne %PI
Accuphase

VII

MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS, AUDIO RESEARCH SP3,6
8 8'S MODIFIED & SERVICED BY GEORGE KAYE,
Moscode Designer -Tremendous improvement. Protect
your investment. CLASSIC AUDIO, 238 Liberty Avenue,
New Rochelle, NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

AUDIO/MARCH 1990

Lyric
)

li ri&Vi,liv

1221

2005 Broadway

146 East Post Road

212-439-1900

New York, NY 10023
212-769-4600

White Plains, NY
914-949-7500

Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10028

10601

800-848-4981
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Authorized Dealer for:
AMERICAN AUDIO ARAGON ARISTON
AUDIOPRISM AUDIOQUEST AUDIOSOURCE BEYER
B&W CAMBRIDGE CELESTION CHICAGO
COUNTERPOINT CRAMOLIN DAHLQUIST GRADO
KOSS MAGNUM DYNALAB MAY AUDIO MEITNER
MOD SQUAD NILES RATA ROTEL SENNHEISER
SHURE
SONRISE
SUMIKO SUMO SUMO ARIA
SYSTEMDEK TERK TWEEK VAN DEN HUL
VAMPIRE VPI WBT ZETA AND MORE. ALL MAJOR
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AND COMPACT DISCS. ASK
ABOUT OUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DIVISION.
AKG

800-438-6040
FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28203

704-376-0350

+.

DAT-We have legal

-

1/i audio-technica

F=>

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN, CARVER, ADS, NAKAMICHI, DENON, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, ADCOM, PS

011

AUDIO, HAFLER. AR, B 8 K, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON,

r

SNELL, DCM, YAMAHA, INFINITY, JSE, SPICA, SUPERPHON, M 8 K, BOSE MAGNAVOX. VPI, SONOGRAPH,
SUMIKO, THORENS, VELODYNE. WHY CALL US LAST?
414-727-0071. WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli onlyl!
We

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, PS AUDIO, HAFLER, YAMAHA, MK, CARVER,
AR, NAKAMICHI, SUPERPHON, LUXMAN, THORENS,

(800) 221=0906

1

MBK, SNELL, SPECTRUM, INFINITY, ONKYO, PROTON,
KEF, SONOGRAPH, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO,
BOSE, PHILLIPS, DCM, VELODYNE and any others you

CALL TOLL.FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAMC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE Isla 5091112

desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 725-4431, Menasha,

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

Wisconsin.

'

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

JI

LYLE CARTRIDGES

A
AAA-NAKAMICHI, LUXMAN, CARVER, BOSTON

Dept. A, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat

orroron

full warranty.

FOR SALE

ftc

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
W'

DAT with

9

am -8 pm

sNlliíjE

sTanTcln

ACOUSTICS, DENON, AR, ADCOM, PS AUDIO, HAFLER,
ADS, 8 8 K, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON, SNELL, DCM,
YAMAHA, INFINITY, VELODYNE, JSE, SPICA, SUPERPHON, M 8 K, PHILIPS, VPI, BOSE, SONOGRAPH, SUMIKO, FRIED, THORENS, PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF
OTHERS 414-727-0071.

AAAAH! FREE UPS SHIPPING! 138K, PS AUDIO, CELESTION, SUPERPHON. ARISTON, ORTOFON, ONKYO,

We Deliver!

1-800-866-5575

THRESHOLD AUDIO, 605 HEBRON, NEWARK-HEATH,
OHIO 43056. (614) 522-4501.

AA/SOUND ADVICE

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Faster Delivery. 2nd Day Air.

LOW PRICES/FAST DELIVERY! CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, PS AUDIO, HAFLER, ADS, MBK, ONKYO, MK, PROTON,
DCM, SNELL, BOSE, VELODYNE, PHILIPS, AND
MUCH MORE! 414-727-0071.

Speaker & Interconnect Cables
Aural Symphonics, Cardas, MIT, Monster,
Audioquest,Straight Wire, TARA and Kimber.

CALL US!!
ADCOM TRANSFORMED

Navcom / Etc
The latest and best in vibration technology.

Navcom Silencers: $59.00/4

--

WAVETRACE TECH.

4215 EAST BAY DR 81205C CLEARWATER, FL. 34624

--3800

A MI~Mk1-800-580-5575

Texas

North Lamar
Austin, TX 78756
FAX: 512-323-5574
Service: 512-323-5575

813-536-2904
APOGEE DIVAS, ANTHRACITE, MINT CONDITION. STEREOPHILE CLASS A. WHY SETTLE FOR DUETTAS?
55,000. (708) 357-0535 MICHAEL.
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brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the
price.
2.

Understand the seller's return

and refund -policy, including the allowable return period and who pays
the postage for returned merchandise.

Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Does the seller
itself offer a warranty? In either case,
what is covered by warranty, how
long is the warranty period, where will
the product be serviced, what do you
3.

have to do, and will the product be
repaired or replaced? You may want
to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order
date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.

If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
5.

'

or if no time was promised, 30 days of
receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.

7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a

2375 WEST 21ST AVE. EUGENE, OR. 97405
503-344-3696

1-800-866-5575

for your protection.
1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including

6.

SUPERMODS

Signet AT/0C9 can. 5379.00 Shure Stylus Gauge 512.95
Sonex irs. 549.95/4 (shipped ground) SumikoTweek512.95
Grado Cartridges: Call

of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the
following information is provided

TOMERS AND OUR MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
PROVE IT! OUR MODIFICATION UTILIZES HAND MATCHED MOSFET DIFFERENTIAL INPUT DEVICES CURRENT SOURCED THROUGH J-FET REGULATORS. THE DIFFERENTIAL INPUT IS CURRENT
MIRROR LOADED FOR WIDE BANDWIDTH AND LINEARITY. THE SECOND STAGE IS ALSO CHANGED
TO MOSFET SO THAT All SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION
IS ACHIEVED WITH FET DEVICES. THIS INNOVATIVE CIRCUIT IS VERY LINEAR AND DOES NOT
ACHIEVE LOW DISTORTION. IN SHORT WE OFFER
THE IDEAL SPLIT BETWEEN TUBE -LIKE SWEETNESS AND SOLID STATE AUTHORITY. GFA-535.
GFA-545, AND GFA-555-269.00

<!GIli11l"

It is impossible for us to verify all

WE OFFER THE BEST ADCOM AMPLIFIER MODIFICATIONS IN THE INDUSTRY. PREVIOUS CUS-

REQUIRE HEAVY NEGATIVE FEEDBACK TO
471111illllll'

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not allowed.

letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-

faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local U.S. Postal
Service.
If, after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us know. Write to Scott Constantine, Advertising Director, at
AUDIO Magazine. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.

FOR SALE

I

ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
64W. KEF, HARMON KARDON, N.A.D., LUXMAN, HAFLER, TANDBERG, ADCOM, DENON, KLIPSCH, YAMAHA,
D.B.X.; INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS-AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.

AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.

-

.
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AS -ONE T.

Muss

so real you want to touch it!

INTERCONNECT

SYMPHONIC CONDUCTORT.
SPEAKER CABLES

AFFORDABLE HI -END AUDIO. ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS. AUDIOQUEST, ASC TUBE TRAPS, FMK

SONATA, CELESTION, CLASSE AUDIO, CARDAS,DYNAVECTOR, ENTEC. EPOS, KEF, KIMBER KABLE,
LEXICON, MAGNUM DYNALAB, MISSION CYRUS, MERUN, MOD SQUAD, NILES, PHIUPS AUDIO VIDEO REGA/
PLANAR, SONUS FABER, STAX, SONRISE CABINETS,
SOUND ANCHOR. SONANCE, TERA VIDEO. TARA LABS,
TARGET, TIFFANY, VELODYNE, WBT, FOR FREE BROCHURE AND LITERATURE CALL -301-890-3232 J S AUDIO
ONE CHILDRESS COURT, BURTONSVILLE, MARYLAND
20866 AUDITION BY APPOINTMENT, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 10AM TO 7PM, SATURDAY 11 TO 5. VISA, MASTER CARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS. FAX 301-890-3819

AFFORDABLE HIGH -END. NEW AND DEMO UNITS: BBK,
Musical Concepts, Angstrom, Merlin, Kinergetics, Straight Wire,
Echo Muffs, Pro Ac & more. ARIEL, Carmel, IN. 46032. VISA
MC. (317) 846-9766 or (317) 254-9817, 5-10 pm.

"ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH FOR YOUR CABLE TELEVISION? Then call us. We have all types of cable conveners and
descramblers for you. -800 -695 -CARL"
1

ARE YOU PLEASED WITH THE SOUND OF YOUR CD PLAYER? Modify your player and reward your ears with a musical,
involving performance. Call us for modifications and accessories
that will transform your player into a liquid, tonally accurate source.
Products include Select D A converters, Digital Fillers, Damping
Materials, Power Supply modifications and more. Call
1-800-648-6637 for details and catalog. Soloist Audio 348 Tuttle,
S.A., TX 78209. FAX: (512) 821-5265.

ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!!

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR...ADS. ALPHASONIK. BOSTON
ACOUSTICS, CARVER. DENON DUAL, HAFLER, INFINITY,

MISSING LINK"'
AUDIOPHILE A.C. POWER CABLE

If

DIFFERENTIAL BALANCED INTERCONNECT

-_-;-,-quZal

=SymplonEcs

2016 Flrntbuy Court
San Jose. Caiaornia 95148

408.270- 6033

FAX 408-270-6039

IN CANADA INTERLINEAR 105 RIVIERA DR. UNIT

MARKAM ONTARIO L3R 5J7 416.479.1893

3.

FOR SALE
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO,
CAUFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: CELESTION SL-700,
COUNTERPOINT, TARALAB, PS4.6; MIT: AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS; MODSOUAD PRISM CD; ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 33 +;
SPICA ANGELA: WELL -TEMPERED; VELODYNE, MAGNUM;
FOSGATE; BBK, SUPERPHON, MUSIC REFERENCE. SPECTRUM, RAUNA, SOtJNDLAB, WI, MAPLENOLL. SYSTEMDEK, GRADO. GARROTT, VDHUL, MONSTER. STRAIGHT WIRE, MUSIC CONCEPTS. (714) 861-5413, APPOINTMENT.

AUDIO DEN Authorized Sales and Service. ADCOM,
ARAGON. ARCAM, BBK, CAL, CELESTION, CONRADJOHNSON, HAFLER, KLIPSCH, MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE,
MIT, MONSTER CABLE, NAD, NAKAMICHI, PARADIGM,
ROGERS, SHURE ULTRA. SONOGRAPHE, SOTA,
STAX, THETA DIGITAL, VELODYNE, VTL & YAMAHA.
Audio Den. 2021 Smith Haven Plaza. Lake Grove, N.Y.
11755 (516) 3611990.

"We hu'lt the G2 kit and i' took less
than *we hours to uncrate, assemble
and lcfrok up the pair ... As.vembly was
easy and the sound fills terrific."
Home Mcchanix December 1989.
For exceptional sound at affordable
prices call I-100-346-9183 today to mceive your firiee catalog of the finest
spcaler tits. Audition ín your hone at no
risk. We look forward to scr./ing you!

AUDIO CONCEPTS. INC.
WI 54601

901 S. 4th S:., La Crosse,

(608)784-4570

Ariston Audioquest Ceksti,m
ET Euphonic Techoulopy Forte
Mirage Nuty Gritty. Onkyo

Gifted

Magnum
Phantom Acoustics
Sunrise IOTA Sumiko S.ME
Talisman Threshold Fried

Listener
Audio

Wdia Natal Lis<vim
Burks Recoorings Accessories

5866 011 Centreville Road

Centreville, Virginia 22020

Q

Q

p

703.818.8000

KENWOOD, KICKER, MONSTER CABLE, ORTOFON 6
YAMAHA! THE SOUND APPROACH, 6067, JERICHO TPKE,
COMMACK, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680.

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, MAGNAVOX OWNERS!
Audio by Van Alstine builds complete new higher performance
circuits for you. Not -modifications,' but original new engineering
designs that eliminate transient distortion, have no on or off
thumps. are durable and rugged, and sound closer to live than
anything else at a rational price. Our complete do-it-yourself
rebuild kits start at 5200, including all new PC cards. Complete
wonderfully -musical factory wired amplifiers, preamplifiers, tuners. CD players. and a great $99 phono cartridge. Write or call for
our new illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills
Drive, Burnsville. MN 5S337. (612) 890-3517.
AUDIO ARCHIVES IN SAN DIEGO. We sell MERLIN SIGNATURE speakers (Cardas -wired) CARDAS cables, WINGATE
Class -A amps, CONVERGENT SL-1 REFERENCE TUBE PRE AMPS, SOUND ANCHOR stands. Other High-End Items. (619)
455-6326.

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY
Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers
COUNTERPOINT electronics.
Apogee Ariston Audioquest Bel

&

B4K British Fidelity

Counterpoint Eminent Technology Forte Fried Jamo
JSE Kimber Kable Klyne Magnum Dynalab Melos MIT
Monster Cable Musical CooLepts Nifty Gritty Premier
PS Audio Precise Retel Rowland Research SME
:onuyraphe Sony ES Sota Stan Systemdek Talisman
Alchemist Vandersteen Vendetta SUMMIT, NJ. (201)
277-0333.

B&K AMPLIFIERS & PREAMPS REPRESENT THE FINEST
VALUE IN AMERICAN MADE ELECTRONICS! WE HAVE ON
DISPLAY THE ENTIRE LINE OF PAK ELECTRONICS IN-

CLUDING THE SONATA SERIES. FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR AUDITIONING CALL GOLDEN EARIHCM AUDIO
1-800-222-3465. 1-916-345-1341.
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Does your system sometimes sound
different for no apparent- reason?
The reason could be your power. A refrigerator
or air conditioner, even in another part of the
house, may cause voltage to vary whenever they
kick on or oft Or you may be getting line noiseelectrical interference that your preamplifier and
amplifier amplify and send on to your speakers.
Solution? Tripplite LC-1800. It regulates voltage so it's constant-not too low, not too high.
Full votage-even in brownouts. LEDs slow you
what Tripplite is doingl

LOS

bulk

8l

oil

H

J

Tnpplité s patented ISOBAR circuits provide
three 'banks" of isolation, two receptacles per
bank. You can eliminate interference between critical components. It's like putting your CD player,
preamp, and power amp all on separate lines.
Sonic benefits may be subtle... but real.

Protection, too
prevents spikes and power from
damaging your equipment. This protection is absolutely essential if you leave any of your gear on
And Tripp

Re

all of the time.

Take a Power Trippe-No Risk!
Try the Tripplite LC-1800 for 30 days. If not
satisfied with the performance (and protection),
return it for a full refund of your purchase price.
Made in USA by Trippe Manufacturing Co., Est.
1922. Only $299.00 plus $9.95 shipping in the
US. If you want a clean musical signal, start with
clean, consistent power. Order now.

Charge It! Amex / Discover / MC/ Visa

1-800-942-0220

Que io
advisor, inc.
225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451.3868 FAX 616-451-0709

^
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TRADE IN AND

FOR SALE
AUDIOQUEST PRODUCTS! WE CARRY THE ENTIRE LINE

DEUP

OF AUDIOOUEST CABLES, CARTRIDGES, TONEARMS, &
ACCESSORIES. CALL FOR PRICES 8 ORDERING INFOR-

MATION. GOLDEN EAR/HCM AUDIO, 1-800-222-3465,
1-916-345-1341.

Convert your old AudioQuest cartridge to one of our
current state-of-the-art models. Our very liberal trade
in policy allows you from 35% to 125% of the value
of your cartridge towards a new AO cartridge. Any
AudioCluest MC cartridge ever made qualifies!

Audio test equipment by Bruel 8 Kjaer, GenRad, Hewlett
Packard, Rockland, Sound Technology, Spectral Dynamics, Tektronix, Wavetek, and others. Used, guaranteed, low prices. Call
for complete list. (401) 421-7430.

a

P O. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714.498.2770 Fax: 714.498.5112

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy sell, trade, consign most
high-end products. Audio Doctor. 1518 W. Commercial, Buffalo,
MO 65622. 417 345-7245. COD -VISA-MC. Newsletter.

ouchoquest

BOUND FOR SOUND
FOR SALE

tad mini -monitor
and Laug bass
system in one
sleek package.
You deserve Mink!

AUDIO NOUVEAU

THE NEW WAVE IN VALUE FOR THE DOLLAR EQUIPMENT.
FEATURING: MIRAGE, BBK. COUNTERPOINT, SONY ES,
DAHLOUIST, NAD, TADDEO, MONSTER, THORENS, REGA.
MICHELL. TARGET, SOUNDSTREAM, CONCORD, AUDIOPHILE AND MORE. 71 SOUTH MAIN ST., CANANDAIGUA. NY
14424 (716) 394-6180 AMEX VISA MC.

Lantana

P.O. Box 1958 Garden Grove, CA 92642
(800) 234 - TADS (8237)
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INFORMATION. GOLDEN EAR HCM AUDIO 1-800-222-3465.
1-916-345-1341.

WEBER

--- =- _-"

THE BEST IN AFFORDABLE HIGH -END! AUDIOQUEST
B&K ' BOSE CELESTION' GRADO SIGNATURE' HARMAN
KARDON 'JBL ' MONSTER ' NITTY GRITTY ' PREMIER
SONY ' SOTA ' STAX ' STRAIGHTWIRE ' SUMIKO ' PLUS
MANY ACCESSORIES. CALL FOR PRICES & ORDERING
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100 kHz with typical High-current
loudspeaker loads
terminations
Gold plated conCapacitance
nection hardware
Grammys winning 0.2 nanoFarads/ft.
exceeds welding
record producer,
enable use without
requirements
as a completely neu- external "damping"
'Trademark of DuPont

WeberWire

.

1

a

MO.b

;t

s

a

s

master tapes

WeberWire is
superior in every
characteristic:
Resistance

0.00053 Ohm/ft.
for transmission and
return pathscornbined!

Balanced -lamina
Pure silver surfacing
on oxygen -free
copper balances skin
effect resistance to
maintain constant
resistance to the
highest frequencies

Current capacity
100 RMS amperes,
500 pk. amperes

Teflon* insulation
Maintains a 2.1 dielectric constant from

Inductance
0.024 pH/ft.
8 ft. lengths exhibit
less

than 0.2 dB loss at

120

dc to 100 megal Iz.

Fig. 1

Transmission characteristics for 15 ft.
of WeberWire-1'11
source, 8(1 resistive
load -communicating a 100 kHz square
wave. The upper
limit 01 WeberWire
is just beginning
to be observed as
the extremely high
harmonics of the
overshoot from the
signal generator
(upper trace) are
noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, the

bandwidth 01
WeberWire permits

(Other insulations
the wave itself to
may vary by as much be reproduced withas 100% over this
out tilt or other
range.)
anomaly.

BUY SELLTRADE IN THE AUDIO VIDEO TRADER Published
monthly. In our second year! FREE ADS! $15 yr. sample
51 + SASE. 330 S. Main St. Wake Forest, NC 27587.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS! ZENITH, TOCOM. JERROLD,
OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA. HAMUN. VISA -M C -COD, ORDER YOURS TODAY! (800) 327-8544.

CABLE TV WIRELESS REMOTE CONVERTERS/
DESCRAMBLERS. SALEIUSE REGULATED BY FEDERAL LAW. T.J. SERVICES. (313) 979-8356.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR: ACOUSTAT, Audio Control. Lexicon. JBL, Nitty Gritty, MBK, Oracle,
Proac, Proton, Stax, Thorens, Dahlquist, Hatter, Monster
Cable, Belles, CWD, dbx, Fried, Harman Kardon, Onkyo,
Grado. Celestion. DCM, Duntech, Niles, Citation, Kinergetics. Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143.
(715) 735-9002.

CASH

for

USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and

SELLING

by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST
(215) 886-1650. The Stereo Trading

QUOTE.

Outlet. 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046
CASH FOR USED PWR PREAMPS - ARC. Levinson, Krell.
PS Audio, Threshold 8 Conrad -Johnson. Simply Ship in
UPS/COD. Call CA (209) 298-7931 or FAX (209) 297-0359
Sennie.

ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
B&W. KEF, HARMON/KARDON, NA.D., LUXMAN, HAFLER, TANDBERG, ADCOM, DENON. KLIPSCH, YAMAHA,
D.B.X.; INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS-AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.

networks

WeberWeave
distributes impedance characteristics
to suppress resonance and reduce
phase noise

-

r=1

was created by
Jeff Weber,

tral transfer path
between amplifier
and loudspeaker to
facilitate evaluation of original

The monthly newsletter emphasizing affordable 'Blue Collar
Audio over high-end haughtiness. January highlighted the Muse
stereo amplifier and Counterpoint preamplifier. Coming agenda
includes Reel to Real Signature II, Dana Audio loudspeaker, 3a
M3 and Linn Basi with Atrito arm. Read where the paver is with
unbiased ealuatlons of the B&K EX-442, Muse now -blocks,
AVA Transcendence 500 and more. 'Hot Wires tells the truth
about speaker cable. This is the meat of Audio. Twelve months
512.00. 220 N. Main SL, Kewanee, IL. 61443.... Toni W. Lewitt
please write us.

COMPARE

Exclusively

distributed by
InConcert division
Threshold
Corporation

12919 Earhart Ave.,

Auburn,
CA 95603.
800-888-8055

.

Musical Concepts compact disc players to one thing,
LIVE MUSIC! Their transparency and "musical authority deliver natural, holographic sound. "The best need
not cost the most!' Three models available, ENIGMA,
ERA AND EPOCH. ENIGMA, "The inexpensive player
that forgot to sound like ttt", ERA, "Supercedes the
CD-3TPS-highly reviewed in TAS'!, EPOCH II, `Must
be heard to understand the possibilities of CD!"

MUSICAL CONCEPTS

ONE PATTERSON PLAZA

ST LOUIS, MO 63031

314-831-1822
DYNACO ST70 UPGRADES. Gold EL34 Sockets. 1215
Mtcrofarad on -board solid state B+, triode output. more.
Complete service. DoReTech Audio Services, Box 6054,
South Hackensack, NJ 07606-4354. (201) 233-2659.
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,FOR SALE

AUDIO

... MATICALLY,

Y

turn to Audio's Classified pages when it's
time to buy or sell audio equipment. To
reach qualified buyers, place your ad today.
Call (212) 767-6292 for display ads or (800)
445-6066 for word ads.

Sorbothane has an incredible ability to absorb
energy. This allows AudioQuest Sorbothane products

J

ELECTRON TUBES, SOCKETS, FILTER CAPS 8 SUR
PLUS PARTS. CATALOG $3.00, KURLUFF ENTERPRISES,
4331 MAXSON RD., EL MONTE, CA. 91732. (818)
444.7079, FAX (818) 444-6863.
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, SUBSONIC FILTERS for
mono/stereo subwoofers, bi-amp, tri-amp. Free flyer: ACE
AUDIO, #532 5th STREET, EAST NORTHPORT, NY
11731.2399.
FOR SALE McINTOSH, JBL (ALNICO). KRELL, M. LEVINSON AND OTHER HIGH END AUDIO COMPONENTS. LET
ME FIND YOUR HARD TO GET ITEMS. JOHN WOLFF,
313-229-5191 24HR MACH. 6-11 PM EST BEST.

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: From repairs to complete
rebuilding of all GAS equipment, we are the GAS specialists.
Since 1977. Call or write: GASWORKS 8675 Northview
Street, Boise, Idaho 83704 (208) 323 0861.

'

-

to effectively damn and isolate all vibration sensitive
CD/laser players and audio and
equipment
video electronics.
PO. Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 9202 USA
Tel: 714.498.2770

112

Fax: 714.498.5112
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FOR SALE

HAVE YOU NOTICED?
Reviewers compare our designs against the finest! Our
modifications are not merely better than the original,
they challenge the best! Ten years of expertise ensure
your satisfaction!

ADCOM

B&K

HAFLER

MLEVINSON 9-51850.; MAC C32-5900.; M2205-51000.;
MR77-$395. MISSION 70008-$395.; ACCUPHASE T101$175.; NAKAMICHI DRAGON -$950.; ZX-7-$495.; CARVER AMPS, PREA.MPS, ADS 2030 wanted. MUST A MAN BE
BORN AGAIN? John 3:1-18. (313) 949-4567.

Our famous Haller modifications are equaled by our
Adcom and B&K redesigns. Stunning bass impact, mid
range lucidity and delicate highs distinguish these remarkable designs. Soundstaging and focus replicate
the recording she. Dual -mono redesigns available.

Your search for
refinement will end here.
Brown Electronic labs
2530 Berryessa Rd., Suite 126, San Jose, CA 95132

Soundwave

TEFLON® PREAMPLIFIER
MC -271: TEFLON. RIAAMine preamplifier board retrofits Hafler, B&K, Adcom. Why are owners of 55000 tube
preamps making the switch? ACCESSORIES: Super Connect III, simply peerless interconnect, money-back
guarantee! Toroidal transformers, high density filter capacitors (new lower prices)

Baffleless Loudspeakers

MUSICAL CONCEPTS
ONE PATTERSON PLAZA

ST. LOUIS, MO 63031

REFLECTION FREE SOUND

314-831-1822
JBL Protect Everlst Speakers. Used only for a short time
as part of a demonstration system. Originally $10,000 a pair,
will sell for $5,500 call Danny B. at (501) 268-1222, in
Arkansas.
McINTOSH Bought-Sold-Traded -Repaired. FREE Catalogue. See our ad at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO
CLASSICS, POB 176MB, Walton, NY 13856.
607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

MCINTOSH: BUY/SELL
WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH,
DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL, ALTEC, JBL, TANNOY, CJ,
SEQUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE 8 SOLID

STATE, BUY -SELL -TRADE, MAURY CORB, (713)
728-4343, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX 77035.
MCINTOSH MC2500 $2350, MR71 $450, MR67 5350,
MR65 $250, MDC7000 $700, DYNA PAS $149 MR77 $525,
C27 5500, XR7 5950, XRT18 $2250. LEVINSON ML10A
$1800, C28 $500, DYNA 70 $165 NAK.1000ZXL $1650,
SHUREHTS5200 $475, SONY N77ES 5700, E77ESD
$450, DYNA 150 $150, MAC1900 $550. MAC1700 $375.
M0107 $250. (713) 728-4343.
MIT cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced,
hi-flexibility tonearm sets, Shotgun CVT; MIT hookup for
internal rewiring; Athena PolyPhasors; ATMA-SPHERE OTL
amplifiers, CLEMENTS speakers, VENDETTA RESEARCH, VAN DEN HUL GRASSHOPPER, ASC Tube
Traps; Wonder Caps -solder -wire; Resistas; Edison Price,
Odyssey, Tiffany connectors; Simply Physics Tone Cones &
Isodrive; many accessories -mod parts, 51 catalog ($3 overseas); Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937; (415)
669-7181.
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Soundwave loudspeakers have the
open, seamless, and transparent sound
of the best "panel" (electrostatic,
ribbon, and planar) speakers, while
offering the superior dynamic range
and extended bass response of the
best "dynamic" designs. And they offer
a stereo image that is second to none.

A revolutionary patented design,
achieved by the utilization of acoustic
intensity mapping techniques, Sound
wave loudspeakers have a unique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive
units, and a 180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so natural
and three dimensional, you'll think there are live musicians performing
in your listening room.

"...The net result was a big, smooth, open sound, exceptionally free from typical
coloration"-Jim Stoneburner, Stereophile, Vol. 12, No. 7, July 1989

box

"Soundwave loudspeakers create a breathtaking stereo intage, possess extraordinary
dynamic range, and are harmonically correct; they're the most musical I've ever
heard," says Dr. Christopher Rouse, world famous composer.

For further information, write Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618
(716) 383-1650 or (800) 752-2445 Fax: (716) 383-1355
121

FOR SALE
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Special prices on closeouts 8 factory renewed models. Call. We will
not be undersold.

:

®

-:mum

re

NEW 1990 CD MODELS
CD50 $299.88
CD60 $399.88
CD80 & 840 . . CALL
.

Visit the world's smallest Hi -Fi shop for new:
SONY ES

MAGNAVOX

PARADIGM

CARVER
MONSTER

RAPIER

LEXICON
APATURE

PIONEER LV

JBL
OBX

STAX
MERLIN

PHILIPS

AR

THORENS
PREMIER

AUDI000EST

ACOUSTAT

TARGET

GRADO

HARMAN XARDON
LUXMAN

SOTA

FRIED
SUMIEO
PLC. Pyramid MET.?
PS AUDIO

AUDIO
95 Vassar Street

Po

por 305. 0000,
VISA.LIc
FRI

&x*

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,

subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, II. 62702. 1-800-283-4644.
Savings to 40%. Nobody beats our prices. Midfi to
highend. Over 150 product lines. Free Shipping. Full US
Warranty. Quality Audio 902-582-3990 7-10pm East-

MONSTER CABLE! WE CARRY THE MONSTERS FINEST
PRODUCTS. "M" SERIES. POWERLINE, ALPHA GENESIS, MORE! CALL FOR PRICES & ORDERING INFORMA-

19972

-CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS

-800 -FAT WYRE
oras 12151 294 9586,

or 12151 2949576,

lAR Hotline! 57
I

"This interconnect simply lets
through more information than ally
other, and does so in a musical
manner that is free of significant
coloration or fault of any kind. In
comparison, every other interconnect
hides some information, and usually
limitation imposed on the music

in improving the sound

parency. and air. lit short, they were

system."
Hammond

...

"It's an elegantly crafted and
wonderful sounding product, and one
of the hest investments You can slake
of your

system, even if it's a modest system."

J. Peter Moncriefi

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH"
FEATURING: CLASSÉ, PROAC s, SUPERPHON

"These cables proved superior to
eventhing in this group. They present
a wonderfully rich and detailed sound
with equally good staging; transclose to ideal in my

SHOP SMART & MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICES! SAVE
55! NEW BOOKLETS AVAILABLE: "HOW TO SELECT
& BUY HOME AUDIO" (VOL 1); CAR STEREO" (VOL.
2); & "PERSONAL COMPUTERS" (VOL. 3). $4.95
EACH PLUS $1.00 PiH. ILLINI PUBLICATIONS, BOX
335, OREGON, IL 61061.

BARCLAY

SOTA/SILTECH 4/80
The Inevitable Link

-Chris

also has some salient flaw or

ophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate
shipment. Consult with one of our quiet experts or just
order U.S.-warranteed components directly. VISA/
MC. Ask for Steve K. or Dan W. SQUARE DEAL, 456
Waverly Ave., Patchogue, N.Y. 11772. (516) 475-1857.

1-800-222-3465.1.916-345-1341

Sounds Like, #6

Interconnects Class
Siltech 4/56

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT! If it's a much -in -demand audi-

INFORMATION. GOLDEN EAR/HCM AUDIO.

SILTECH Cable: Enough Said

122

Audire, Chesky, CWD, Fried, Grado, Kinergetics, Mirage,
Monster Cable (M -series), Quad, SME, Sota, Spica, Stax,
Straightwire, Thorens, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.

ern Time.

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPPLIES. IF YOU STILL BELIEVE IN VINYL THE NITTY
GRITTY IS A MUST! CALL FOR PRICES & ORDERING

Eddy. PA

PS AUDIO -SUPERB!

Fast, FREE shipping! Knowledgeable, friendly service!

DENON

Free shipping on EXPORT orders.

1

11.5 EST

1-201-575-7810
(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST)

TION. GOLDEN EAR/HCM AUDIO, 1-800-222-3465.
1-916-345-1341.

The Cable Company)
LNON.

PERREAUX PMF5550, 500 WPC, CLASS A MOSFET
POWER AMP, BRAND NEW IN SEALED CONTAINER.
LIST $6500, DEALER COST 53860, CLOSEOUT 53295.
(203) 871-2983.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:

IN THE

BEST POSSIBLE LOCATION.
YOUR HOME'.
-

This sticker tells you who is an authorized
Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are
not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the
protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.
Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.
Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.
So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.
It assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you expect. And nothing less.

Cambridge. MA 02139

rTRY ANY AUDIO CABLE
37 cable brands.

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

Audible Illusions, B&K, Classe Audio, Cardas, Theta,
Iverson Eagle 400. Gryphon, Dynalab, Epos, PS Audio,
Philips Audio -video, Melos, MFA, MIT, Mod Squad,
Merlin, TDL, Quicksilver, VPI, Well -tempered, Linaeum,
Precise, Deltec, Kuzma, Mentmore, Townsend Rock
Reference. 217 Alexander, Rochester, NY 14607.
(716) 262-4310.

FOR SALE

-617-547-2727-

ALSO HAFLER AND ACOUSTAT.

1UJTIIORIZED D

The mark of a true Denon.

5169.88
$179.88
5199.88
$279.88

PHILIPS

VTA BASE, PIB BOX. MUST SELL. FRANK (703) 450-2133.

.may

Oversampling
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
4X

CDB600
CDB582'B
CDB610 remote
CDB630 Deluxe

ORACLE TURNTABLE. MINT CONDITION. MMT ARM,

GRADO SIGNATURE

MAGNUM

DYNALAB MUSIC METRE REFERENCE LINE 1000
STRAIGHT WIRE TARGET WELL TEMPERED CUSTOM CABLE
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
TERMINATIONS
LIVERPOOL, N.Y. (315) 451-2707. VISA/MC/AMEX
SPRINGFIELD, IL IS NOT BORING! Adcom, Audioquest,
B&W, Counterpoint, CWD, Denon, Forte, Harman-Kerdon,
Infinity, Linn, Magnum-Dynalab, Philips, Rega, Rotel, Velodyne. The King's Stereo, 225 Highland, Springfield. IL
62704. (217)523-5656.
STAX HEADPHONES ARE THE FINEST AVAILABLE! WE
ARE AN AUTHORIZED U.S. DEALER. CALL FOR PRICES
ORDERING INFORMATION. GOLDEN EAR/HCM AUDIO
1.800-222.3465.1-916-345-1341.

&

STRAIGHT WIRE CABLES! WE STOCK MAESTRO &
RHAPSODY. CALL FOR PRICES & ORDERING INFORMATION. GOLDEN EAR/HCM AUDIO, 1-800-222-3465,
1-916-345-1341

OTA
industries
P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707
(415) 527-1649

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Audio Research SP -15,
SP-9 Mark II
SP -8, Counterpoint SA-11, SA-12 and
SA -20, Infinity IRS Gama & Beta, Martin Logan Monolith II
speaker wire and interconnects from Monster and Livewire.
Call Audition Audio for pricing and details at (801)
467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.
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FOR SALE

Accurate. Superb Imaging. Only $155 Per Pair.

TRANSCENDENCE THREE-Finally musical reality!
Announcing the stunning original new hybrid Fet-Valve designs from Audio by Van Alstine. The Fet-Valve Ampiliflers,
the Fet-Valve Preamplifiers, and the Fet-Valve CD Players. A
perfect combination of tubes for voltage gain and power lets
for current gain, each used ideally! The result is musical
reality-the closest approach to live music in your home
short of bringing in the musicians. One listen and you will be
satisfied with nothing less. Now ultimate musical enjoyment
is much less expensive. Write or call for our illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Bumsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517.
USED Linn Sara 9 51195, Kans $395 Acuphase 80 CD
player $5,950 Klipsch Klipschorns 52,000 PS Audio 4.5
Preamp $399 Tandberg TCD-3014 Cassette $600 Tandberg
TPA3026A Amplifier $1,295 Meridian MCD-Pro $695 Call
Terry at 402-391-3842.
VAN DEN HUL DISTRIBUTOR'S 60% off NEW gold RCA
plugs! #557($8) only 53.20 pair. Custom Audio, 1548 Center #25, Novato, CA 94947 (415) 898-1464. Components
also.

stock cable TV descrambling filters for all beeping
channels 8 all scrambled channels with horizontal
fines, plus other specialty items. FREE technical inforWe

oration. CALL NOW! (215) 352-6395.

French male AUDAX TITANIUM twatter
AUDAX 6W woofer GOLD plated b nding
posts Haed sold3red, SOLID CORE wiring
15 day hone trial program.
5155 PER PAIR phis S10 for

=
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ASS SPEAKERS offers high-end speaker components, kits
and systems in the Bay Area and mail order. We have all of
the legends: Audax, Dynaudio, Scan-Speak, SEAS, Morel,
Peerless, Focal, Eton, VMPS, others. Free literature. ASS
Speakers, 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110.
(415) 641-4573.
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ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

LOUDSPEAKERS

CROSSOVERS

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R
ELECTROSTFTIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Factory
direct pricing! Full warranty and money back guarantee.
Factory sealed. Eijoy the finest at the lowest possible price!
David Lucas, Inc., Dept. A, 924 Hulton Rd., Oakmont, Pa.,
15139, (412)828-9049.

L OUDSPEAKERS
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FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art! Amazing performance/price! FREE ship ping. Knowledgeable, friendly service! Audire, Chesky,
CWD, Grado, Monster, PS, Quad, Sota, Spica. Stax, Thorens, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also

`C?/d

Ñvailable.
ew catalog and price sheet. Free!

Eng. Lab.

11828 Je'Herson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668

ADS, NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
B&W, KEF, HARMON KARDON, N.A.D.. LUXMAN, HAFLER, TANDBERG, ADCOM, DENON, KLIPSCH, YAMAHA,
D.B.X.; INFINITY. J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPO-

NENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS-AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818)18) 243-1168.
AUDIO CONCEPTS INC. is the leader in fine speaker kits.
-Save 50-75%, 30 day full money -back guarantee. 12 models
from $129.90 pair. Call toll -free 1-800-346.9183 for catalog.
Audio Concepts Inc. 901 S. 4th St. La Crosse. WI. 54601.
BEST SELECTION -50 HOME, SUBWOOFER, CAR S
PRO SPEAKERKITS. JBL. BSW, AUDAX, MOREL, PEERLESS, SEAS. VIFA, 24DB ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER,
40p CATALOG, 52. GOLD SOUND, BOX 141A,
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80151.
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LEGACY-1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL
DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system
you'll ever own, Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off
to a 30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the
most remakable cone driver anywhere. A multichambered, slot -loaded dual woofer configuration extends bass response to 16 Hz. Biampable through
gold binding posts and high definition cable.
Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year warranty. $1648/pr
shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial. RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 1(800) 283-4644.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vita. more! Crossover
parts-design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 2442 28th
St. S.W. Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.
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dbx Soundfleld Ones
Superb sound quality combined with a stable stereo image throughout the room. Light oak cabinets. Reasonably
priced at half Cost including SEC -1 controller & all original
cartons and literature. $1300. (718) 624-5775.
DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS P. SPEAKERKITS. We
believe SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY promotes itself and
invite you to DISCOVER for yourself. ADVANCED AKUSTIC1c, 4555 PERSHING. SUITE 33-184 STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95207. Catalog $1
1-209-477-5045.
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LOWER

SUBWOOFER

DISTORTION

Can't afford the loudspeaker
of your dreams?
We'll show you how to build it! From
bookshelf to horns to electrostatics.
Classic kits and new designs. A rich
mix of how-to and theory. From the
world's only magazine devoted to
loudspeakers. Only $35 for two years
(12 issues). 1 year for $20 (6). U.S. $
only. Outside U.S., add $4/year for
postage.

SpeakerBuilder
HE

LOUDSPEAKER

'.A

SAN FRANCISCO & NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S JBL 8

ALTES SPEAKER HEADQUARTERS. HARTSFIELS,
PARAGON, OLYMPUS, HARKNESS, BARON, LANCER 99
8 101, EVEREST I $6000 8 EVEREST JR $1999. ONLY AT

Write for brochures and test reports on our
Subwoofers, the premium Super Tower Ill

($3895/pr kit, $4795/pr asseml, the new
Special Edition Tower II ($638ea kit,

$838ea assem), and information about luxury
options available at extra cost for most models.
VMPS also distributes John Curl's Vendetta
Research SCP2b phono preamp ($2495), ac-

SYSTEMS BOX 347 Fairfax, Ca. 94930.

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Knowledgeable. friendly service! Finest brands. FREE shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

PHILIPS CD PLAYERS REFERENCE STANDARD
LHH-10008 STEREOPHILE RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS, (VOL. 12 NO. 6) CLASS A:, CD -960 W/NEW
TDA1541A $1 CHIP SET, NEW CD -80 W S1 DAC, CD -60
W/MOTORIZED POTENTIOMETER, CD -50 EXCEPTIONAL VALUE. CDV-488 REFERENCE CD VIDEO PLAYER
W FULL DIGITAL EFFECTS, CDV-487 CD VIDEO PLAYER
W/TDA1541 A S1 CHIP SET, PHILIPS BIT STREAM AVAIL-

LOUDSPEAKERS

bass extension, physical size and first octave
output levels.
The Smaller VMPS Subwoofer ($229ea kit,
$299ea assem), achieves a low frequency cutoff of 28Hz (-3dB) and THD below I.54ó (1W
drive), and is ideal where space is at a premium.
Thé highly reviewed Original Subwoofer provides very low THD (0.50;0/1W drive), high
92dB/ 1 W sensitivity, and a -3dB point of 19
Hz. Soundcoat cabinet damping ($40/cab)
and our new Dual Voicecoil active 12" driver
($20 add.) enhance performance and flexibility.
The 8.25 ft3 Larger Subwoofer ($439ea kit,
$549ea assem) provides outstanding specifications (-3dB at 17Hz, 0.4°,ó THD/1 W,
94d8/1 W/1 m sensitivity) and is available with
Soundcoat treatment for$75/cab additional.
All woofers operate from our Passive Crossover ($30kit, $40assem, two required for Dual
VC versions).

SURROUND SOUND STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM:
Four, Three -Way Pyramid Shaped Enclosures Form Fit Upper Corners Of Room Producing A Fantastic New Listening
Experience. Plans $5.00. SURROUND SOUND STEREO

-

Box 494, Dept. A84, Peterborough, NH 03458

The Original VMPS Subwoofer ($329ea kit.
$399ea assem) is one of three high performance, low cost Subwoofers designed to meet
every audiophile's particular requirement for

LOUDSPEAKERS

ABLE SOON! FOR INFORMATION CALL 301-890-3232 JS
AUDIO, ONE CHILDRESS COURT, BURTONSVILLE,
MARYLAND 20866, VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN
EXPRESS.

COMPACT DISCS

HAL COX, 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY. CA
94941 (415) 388-5711 OR (415) 453-1130. SINCE 1947.

SOUND ANCHORS
Specialty Audio Stands

SOUND ANCHORS stands come PREFILLED with special
materials to dampen resonances and add mass, you don't
have to fool with sand or shot. SOUND ANCHORS stands
are engineered to interface with your specific components
and speakers so they sound their best...period. Special
stands are available for these speakers. Vandersteen 2-C,
B&W 801 Matrix, Spica TC-50, Sota Panarama and now
Magnepan models MG 2C 2.5 and MG 3A. For information
and the name of your nearest dealer please call (407)

724-1237.

ARCHITECTURALLY
DESIGNED

Classical CD cabinets. Solid oak or cherry. FREE brochure. ZEAL HARDWOOD DESIGN CO., Dept. A3,
4 Benjamin Road, Lexington, MA 02173. (617) 861-1705.

THE BINAURAL SOURCE-Exclusive one-stop source
of true binaural recordings for startling headphone listening
(most also speaker -compatible). [See Nov. & Dec. AUDIO.]
Classical/jazz/drama/sound environments; in all three formats, from U.S. & Germany. Free catalog: The Binaural
Source, Box 1727SR Ross, CA 94957.

CANADA'S ONLY IMPORT CD CLUB. SAVE 10-20% ON

hAl

NOW YOU DON'T
NEED TO BUY
NEW SPEAKERS
FOR YOUR
STEREO TV, AND...

%

claimed by many major audio publications as the

1

FREE CATALOG/NEWSLETTER. CD>;, DAT, Cassettes,
Reel. Write to DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS, 14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

YOU DONT NEED
TO RUN YOUR
STEREO TV
THROUGH YOUR
STEREO SYSTEM!

finest available.

AUDIOPHILE AND OBSCURE CD'S. INCREDIBLE CATALOG WITH 2,000 TITLES 52.00. HARD TO FIND U.S./
CDN CD CATALOG WITH 15,000 TITLES $6.00. DEALER
PRICES AVAILABLE. CLUB CD, 519 20TH AVE. N.W.,
CALGARY, ALTA T2M C7 (403) 289-5245.

"

TEST YOUR SYSTEM WITH CD'S from Pierre Verany, CBS
Labs, etc. Catalog, details: DB SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 460,
RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

aALL YOU NEED IS

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

h

THE SI -2!

'T) YO[11{ FAIt%-

div. (tone Audio

3412 Eric Ct.

El Sobrante Ca 94803
(415) 222-4276

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Par Troy
Sound, Parsippany NJ; Dynamic Sound, Washington
DC; Hifi Farm, Beckley WV: Essential Audio, Winchester VA; American Audio, Greenville SC; Arthur Morgan,
Lake Mary Fl; Audio by Caruso, Miami FL; Audio Specialists, South Bend, In; Stereoworks, Houston TX: Stereo land, Natrona Hts PA; Parker Enterprises, Garland TX;
Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis Mn; Encore Audio, Lees
Summit MO; Audio Haven, Upland CA; Exclusively
Entertainment. San Diego CA; Sounds Unique, San
Jose CA; Ultimate Sound, San Francisco CA; Private
Line Home Entertainment. Stockton CA; (tone Audio. El
Sobrante CA; Sound Room, Vancouver BC Can.

The SI 2 is a completely automatic speaker switch
that allows you to connect your stereo TV and stereo
system to your existing pair of hi-fi speakers.
You
don't need to buy a separate pair of speakers for your
TV and you don't need to run your TV through your
stereos auxiliary input. The SI -2 will automatically
detect which component is trying to run the speakers
and lock the other out, thus preventing any damage
to either stereo component or the speakers. The SI -2
is easily installed and its compact design allows it to
be
hidden behind the stereo system to provide years
of reliable use. Call today to order or for the name
of your local dealer.

SI -2

$49.95
SI -3 (900 watts max.) $69.95

R.F. Engineering, Inc.

921.3
(8011)

124

(120 watts max.)

Lowell Blvd., Westminster. CO $111130
869-5632 ur call collect (303) 430-8281

-
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Free Catalog of CD's.
Same day shipping'if you order
'

befare.2-hoonEDT..
°10° DISCOUNT per disc on orders
.

of 10 or more.

-

12sofor UPS Cont. U.S.shipments.
Call Toll -Free to order:
1-800-333-4422

P.O. Box 616, Clifton Park, NY 12065

518-383-4855
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD
CD'S
S

1,.

IN PRINT

''
i

BRANDS AND
MODELS ON DISPLAY

." -/--/
/ --/
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Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recording, Sheffield Labs,
Chesky, Wilson, M 8 K, American Gramophone, Proprius, OPUS 3, Gemini, Super Analogue, Concord, ATR
Mastercut, Harmonia Mundi, Linn Re -cut, EMI, Waterlilly, North Star, Odin, BIS, Hungaroton, Chandos, CMP
Hyperton, Japanese and British Imports (Ins), Many
TAS recommended LP§ !
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TURNTABLE

SBP-648 DIGITAL

PROCESSOR
DAT RECORDING

Elecfrovoice Special
From Madisound

MIRAGE M-1
BI -WIRED

Electrovoice

NEC 52 INCH

Grade

cost

GREEN BAY, WI 54301

Madisound
price. IN you mention this ad when you
order, we will give a special 20%
additional discount! This gives you o pair

(414) 4314727

of 18 inch

EV

SONY CDP-X7ESD

OUT OF PRINTS

HI-FI HEAVEN

1917 S. WEBSTER

builds these Professional
frame
loudspeakers,
and
offers them of o very special

woofers for $264 +UPS. This offer

expires June 15, 1990.

DECALS/EMBLEMS

AUDIOPHILE CD'S
MFSL Gold "Ultra Disk", Bainbridge "Colossus", Elite
"Stereo play", Three Blind Mice, East Wind, DMP, Dorian, Delas, plus the above labels.
ACCESSORIES BY:

I-

Sledgehammer 15 Inch

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, PINS, DECALS.
Free catalog/quotes. Rush sketch. STADRI, 61AU JANE
STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10014. (212) 929-2293.

*7t

CAR STEREO

384

Nitty Gritty, LAST, Audio Quest
ALSO: ONE STOP distributor pricing for Audio/Record
store, offering all brands above The LARGEST inventory and FASTEST service!

Call for catalog

Box 2043, Salina, Kansas 67402
913-825-8609/FAX 913-825-0156

P.O.

catalog. Free UPS in 48 states. 10AM-6PM Mon -Fri. Visa/
MC; COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950 (914)
782-6044.

ORDER DESK: 1-800-525-1630

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out -Of -Print
Direct -To -Disc, halfspeed Ouiex II 8 Import Pressings. Grea
selection of In -Print Records 8 CD's. Quantity Discounts.
Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford Ave.
Indianapolis, IN. 46220. (317) 255-3446.

WANTED TO BUY

18

You can reach millions d prime prospects for your mail
order products or services through bw- cost Marketplace
Classified advertising in this or other titles ci the
DCI CLASSIFlED MAGNET

Always Paying Best For: Studer, CAL, CJ, Levinson,

To place an ad, or for further Inlormatton including rates,

McIntosh, Marantz, Audio Research, Quad, Leak, Sequerra.
Vintage speakers. units, from Western Electric, Tannoy, JBL.
Altec, Jensen, EV. Tel: 818/701-5633 David Yo, P.O. Box
802, Northridge, Ca. 91328-0802.

ad styles, sizes and multi-thle discounts, call Toll.froe:

(800) 445ó066

Efficiency

15 Inch 8 Cl

V
Sledgehammer 18 Inch
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"This preamp has no equal. It excels In every important area and
does many things no other preamp háve heard can do. This is a
breakthrough component In Its realistic musicality, eye-opening
sound -staging, and intimate dynamic communication."

Audiophile

I

Fiber
8 oz
1

ceramic
inch

50 W Peak
104db l

$38.00

s

Ordering Information: All speaker orders will
be shipped promp ly, if possible by UPS. COD

Ot,d. Sound. Lake... -NO 4.1909

Listen.

NM

Q's
VB/F3
200Lt./48Hz
901t./63Hz
Magnet Wet.
4.9 lbs
Power Hondlino
200 Watts EIA
Reoul.r . P e
$165.00
5125.00

-

M.

to

Inch 8 Q
516 Lt.

Fs

t

For Purists Only.

'1
I+

225 Lt.
43 Hz.
33 Hz.
96.2 db lw/lm 98.1 db lw/lm
.36
.30

Vos

AAAAWAYS PAYING TOP SS FOR TUBE OR S.S. MCINTOSH, TUBE MARANTZ AND FISHER, SEOUERRA, M.
LEVINSON, KRELL, C.J., ARC, ALL JBL PRE -1975 PARTS
AND SYSTEMS, EV PATRICIANS, GEORGIANS, EARLY
ALTEC AND??? MFSL, NAUTALUS AND OTHER 1/2 SPD.
MASTERS, 24HR ANS. MACH. 1-800-628-0266. 6-11PM
EST BEST.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:

--41

229

All -esure.enit

"STEREO WORLD" Is your discount mailorder source
with super deals on the following car and home stereo lines:
Technics, Panasonic, JVC, Sony. Pyle, Pioneer, Sherwood,
Phase Linear, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, Kenwood, RockfordFosgate, and many others. Please call or write for free

Acoustic Sounds

-

I

i

1
.

NAKAMICHI 1000

ID, TV

Nautilus. Super Disks, Nimbus, UHOR, Lyrita, MFSL,
Stones, Sinatra Boxes, Direct to Disc by Crystal Clear,
Umbrella, EMI, RCA LSC, Mercury SR, Casino Royal,
CBS Mastersounds, Etc.

4.0 '

&

SYSTEM

-

r

¡WTI

KRELL DIGITAL
MD -1 CD

i

requires o 25% prepayment, and personal
checks must clear before shipment. Add 10%
for shipping charges (Residents of Alaska,
Canada and Hawaii, and those who require
Blue Lobel oirservice, please add 25%). There
is no fee for packaging or handling, and we
will refund to the exact shipping charge. We
accept Mosterchorge or Visa on moil and
phone orders.

i

SU

Convergent AudioTecl mdogv
24 Falcon Drive West Henrietta NY 14586

Matlisound Speaker Components
8608 University Green
Box 4283 Madison WI 53711
3l 0308 831-3433
phone:
r

Fax 608-831-3771

716-359-2700
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For information on Koetsu moving coil cartridges, the world's
finest, please contact the exclusive American importer:

KOTSU

Koetsu USA, Inc.
712 South Military Trail, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Telephone: 305-698-6102 Fax: 305-480-6410

USA

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: MARANTZ, McINTOSH, WESTERN, JBL, ALTEC OLD EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, TORRANCE,
CA 90502. Joe: (213) 320-7020, gam-5pm.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED TO BUY
CALL US
FOR QUALITY AUDIO
AT THE LOWEST PRICES
WITH FAST SERVICE,

WILL PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used McIN
TOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504) 885-6988
days.
I

BUY AND SELL USED HIGH END AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. McIntosh, Marantz, Krell, Levinson, Conrad Johnson, ARC, B& W, Tannoy, Etc. Will Pay Top Cash! Call Sh m:
(201) 943-3761.

EVEN ON ESOTERIC ITEMS
SOUND ADVICE

UDIO
UTLET

...

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYI Assemble Products At
Home. Call for Info. 504-641-8003 Ext. 5737.

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing
small business. Grants/loans to 5500,000. Free recorded
message: 707-448-0270 (KF1)

INVENTIONS WANTED

without the price

J

(914) 666-0550

Box 673
Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673
P.O.

WANTED TO BUY
DON'T CALL First- MARANTZ, McINTOSH, all tube components, vintage speakers, esoteric hi -end. Outbidding everyone on certain items. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282 afternoons.
HI-FI SUPPLIES-PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC,
C.J., KRELL, SPECTRAL, ROWLAND & THRESHOLD.
(212) 219-3352, 7 DAYS 10AM-6PM (NY).
SONY PCM-701ES Digital Processor. Will pay good price for
clean working unit. Leave message at (212) 254-6360.

IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! MCINTOSH, MARANTZ
TUBE AMP, MCINTOSH SOLID STATE, WESTERN, JBL
HARTSFIELD, EV PATRICIAN, JENSEN, TANNOY, ALTEC,
TRUSONIC. SPEAKER & HORN. OLD EQUIPMENT. WILL
PAY TOP CASH. HENRY CHANG, 115 S. NICHOLSON
AVENUE, MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754. (818) 571-6274.
FAX: (818) 288-1471 L.A.

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid State, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,

Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortoton Arm.
Temma-(516) 935-2605, (516) 496-2973.

WANT-JBL Hartsfield,

EV Patrician. Brociner Transcendent, Singles OK, McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W. Albion, Chicago. IL 60645.
(312) 338-1042 evenings.

WILL PAY TOP 55 FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO
RESEARCH, MARK LEVINSON, KRELL OR OTHER HIGH
END. TRADE WELCOME, YANG. (201) 935-4026 (NJ)

A NEW IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washing-

ton D.C. FREE INFORMATION --1(800) 247-6600 EXT.155.
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!!

INVENTIONS/NEW PRODUCTS/IDEAS WANTED: Call
TLCI for free information 1.800-468-7200, 24 hours/dayUSA/CANADA.

RETAIL MART
HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY: Audition Audio
features speaker systems by Magneplanar, Vandersteen,
Martin Logan, Celestion, Spica, Infinity IRS, Electronics by
Audio Research (new Classic 30 & 60 in stock), Mark Levinson, Aragon, Counterpoint, NAD, Adcom, Luxman. Front
ends by Versa Dynamics, VPI, Well -Tempered, SME AR,
Accuphase CD players. Also Sumiko, MIT, Audioquest, etc.
Three hard -wired sound rooms including a new room built for
the Infinity IRS. 2144 Highland Dr., Suite 125, SLC UT
84109. (801) 467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.

WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM in our area with
the best selection of audrorwdeo components available.
We represent Adcom, Infinity, Thorens, NAD. Polk,
Yamaha, Canton, Luxman, Klipsch, SONY ES, and
more. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, NY 11375. (718) 459-7507.

VAMP
YOUR AMR

We make good amps great.
At Professional Mod Service, we take
your Adcom, B&K, or Bafler amp
and make the bass more powerful and
the mids and highs clearer. By the time
we're through, your amp will sound as
good as amps costing twice as much.
l low do we do it? We make real
improvements, developed with factory
engineers. We use nothing but premium
materials. And our technicians are real
pros with years of experience.

Pickup service.
Call us and we'll pick up your amp. Or
send it to us with $199.95 plus $14.95
shipping. We'll revamp your amp, spec
it out, and return it insured.

f.,
-.

1-800-334-0295
Amex/Visa/MC/Discover

Professional Mod Service, Inc.

ti
126

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
616-451-3527 FAX 616-45 -0709

The best place to
be seen is where
people are looking.
And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers
read AUDIO's
Classifieds for
information.

AUDIO's Classifieds

-where consumers

shop and dealers buy.

ltd

For details call
Carol Berman at
(212) 767-6292
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Say "G'day"

to Greencorp's
family of
Australian tapes.

ESOTERIC SOUND

We present the components that make the artists' performance possible. We
are dedicated to the pursuit of excellence that justifies that performance.

High End Components For The Audio Perfectionist
BEDINI COUNTERPOINT HARTLEY JANIS KEF
ROTEL JEFF ROWLAND SHAFIINIAN WADIA AND MORE
COVEATRY COMMONS RTE 347, STONY BROOK, N.Y. 11790, 516-689.7444
BARCLAY

ALTEC LANSING APOGEE
LEXICON

PRECISE

THE GOOD STUFF- our great XDS tape that
the big recording companies (Philips, EMI,
& overseas divisions of RCA) buy from

PULSAR

Greencorp for their music cassettes.

SINGERS!

RECORDS

THE BETTER STUFF- Music -PLUS, the best sounding tape you ever heard, short of genuine
chrome. Its custom formulation produces a
higher frequency response and lower noise
level than the heavily advertised brands. The
result is a noticeably smoother sound, the best
in its class.

_

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND COO

OPERA,,

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES,
BOXES, LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 662, COLUMBUS,

-

/y

OHIO 43201.

-

111xh
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t
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LASER VIDEO DISC
LASERDISC NATIONWIDE! Discount Sales r Fast
U.P.S. Rentals. WIDESCREEN, IMPORT, NEWEST RELEASES. Free "FRESH VIEWS" Laser Newsletter.
HOLLYWOOD NORTH ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES. 840
Piner Rd., Santa Rosa, Ca. 95403. (707) 575-1225.

- ,

_

!`¿'

_

7,71-;.''

Greencorp tape; it's the right stuff at the right
price. Order your blanks today and listen
for yourself!

1

SINO WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept.AU-3,7980

BLANK TAPE

THE BEST STUFF- genuine chrome tape,
which is coated with Dupont's chromium
dióxide powder. This is CD -grade tape that
performs far better than so-called "chrome bias" ferric oxide products. The difference
is especially audible at silent moments in
your recordings.

Id

LT Parkway

(404)432-4724

Lithonia, GA 30058

Manufactured and Sold Exclusively 6 LT Sound

24 HOUR PHO1!re DEMO UNE
4.95 SNIPPING ANY SIZE ORDÉR. UPS
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.53
.58
.62
.68

.40
.47
.50
.55

.38
.45
.47
.52

.92

.78

.74

.51

Norelco-type clear plastic boxes, sturdy
commerical grade
.18 .16
.14
A)

Selt-adhesive, white cassette labels

B) blank inserts

each $3.00 per 100

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not
satisfied for any reason, return the cassettes
within 30 days for a full refund of the unused
portion.

GREENCORP USA

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

w
"

.24
.28
.32
.35
.42
.30
.36
.38
.43

'F.O.B. Deerfield Beach, FL. Taxes (if any)
plus shipping extra. CALL FOR SHIPPING
CHARGES & LARGER QUANTITY PRICES.
'Minimum quantities are 25 per size, and may
be mixed to get the larger quantity discounts.
'Orders of 6.000 or more shipped road freight
at cost.
'We accept company or personal checks, or
charges to VISA, MASTERCARD. and
AMERICAN EXPRESS.
'Prices subject to change without notice.

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

E

25 100 500
.37 .26
.43 .32
.47 .35
.53 .40
.62 .50
.43 .32
.49 .38
.53 .41
.60 .47
.70 .57

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE: 1 (800) 972-0707
Local: (305) 429-9225
FAX ORDERS: (305) 429-9214

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

r

piI

AMPEX REELS -USED ONCE: 1800'.-10 Reels: $25.00.
Sample: $2.50. Also: New MAXELL reelscasseItes. AUDIO
TAPES, Box 9584E, Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555,

VISAMC.

DIMENSIONAL PURITY
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SONY

OCTAVE

-:14041462.2485"

1-800.245-6000

QUANTITY
XDS Music Grade C12
The C32
Good C47
Stuff! C62
C92
Music -PLUS C12
The C32
Better C47
Stuff! C62
C92
Genuine Chrome C12
The C32
Best C47
Stuff! C62
C92

ASR

about
nerl

Alb

inc.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
116
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(209) 582-0324

11111,

The Right Stuff from Down Under.

Suite 105, 1015 W. Newport Center Drive
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
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Precision
In
Motion

From Tourneau. one of the
world's most recognized makers
of fine timepieces. comes these
precision watches direct to our
readers.

AD INDEX

SERVICES
Audio Repairs and Restorations by Clif Ramsey, former
Senior Service Technician at McIntosh with over 20 years
experience. AUDIO CLASSICS POB 176AR, Walton, NY
13856, 607-865-7200, 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

MISCELLANEOUS

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page

TERMPAPER assistance. 15,278 papers available! 306 page catalog-rush 52.00. Research, 11322 Idaho
#206AD, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800)
351-0222 (California: (213) 477-8226).

MAIL ORDER
ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,395, PRO/LAMBDA
(#3) 5799. PRO/LAMBDA (#1) $499, SIGN SRM1MK2
$998, SIGN/SRD7 $675 220V AVAILABLE ; GRACE 747,
F9E (SUPER) $109, F9ERUBY $175; DENON 103D $149;
FRIMK3F $235; ZEISS BINOCULARS; ALL UNUSED;
(212)966-1355.

SwiSs tijx311:-;

rut' Classic in appearance. de hill tool performance. This tivviss
A

r111:11't7.

fe:ltures prolYssion:rl

.vo-Lrntc sot nloss steel case tool
f

bracelet, w:urr resisttull (10,V1":1).
t'ot:rtin!_;' hczt'I with r:chet. lunrlrlouscli:ll anti III irtt1'tI trl'slaI.
Full 1Zurrr:utr>':u1(lls,'rv'itin{f.
from -1'ourncau.
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ADS., NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BANG OLUFSEN, REVOX,
B8W, KEF, HARMON KARDON, N.A.D., LUXMAN, HAFLER, TANDBERG. ADCOM, DENON, KLIPSCH, YAMAHA,
D.B.X.: INFINITY, J.B.L. AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-LIVE PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION WEEKDAYS-AUTOMATED PRICING AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 24 HOURS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES INC., EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST:
(818) 243-1168.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable, oak units hold IFS, CD's and tapes. Free Mallorder

Brochure, (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O.Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. New and used. Foreign and domestic.

Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

.
-`

UNSURPASSED ISOLATION! Our "Tranquilizer' feet upgrade all components. $19.95 delivered. Money -back guarantee. Isolation Systems catalog included. The WallWorks,
RD #1, Box 503, Sanfords Ridge Road, Glens Falls, NY
12801. (518) 798-1844.
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Ihc contemporary tltwiR%n oi'tocltlytool thetluality precision of
yestt'rtl:ly. IL featurts:1 double
calencttr (day tn,1 c1,11e). (10 se(-oncl gold marker clitrl. 3 micron
tZOlcl plaLt'tl c:ls,', slrlinlcssstct'I
1)11(1:. WaIer resit-am -0 rlliner:ll
c'rysltrl mid :r pacltlt'cl fine
le:rlherstrtp. Poll wino -only
Included.
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cost need not be mutually exclusive. Factory
direct from Cambridge Soundworks for $109$129 each (plus freight), depending on finish.

1-800-AKA-HIFI. In Canada 1-800-525-4434.

shipping and handling) to

154 California Street,

71136,
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Ambiance is an ultra -compact speaker that
proves high performance, small size and low

MO)

Holmes. PA
19043. ORDER TCLL FREE
800-346-8112.

I1

Ambiance5

To order, call our TOLL FREE
lines. We accept VISA. MC and
AE or send a check (plus
AUDIO. P.O. Box

fi
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Nº 27
The music begins and a window
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as a unique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to

share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.

A

411111111M.

ilb

Mark Levinsor inxoducts are manu/actured anal distributed worldwide by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781. MidtWletown, CT 064571T! TLX 4942158
_
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In the AR tradition, another milestone.
AR's designers and engineers achieve

the ideal:
European Elegance... Exquisite Sound ... Affordable
Prices. The quintessence of both sight and sound.

Premiered in Europe

- now

available in America.

IR
TIMELESS INNOVATION
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